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Abstract: of Dissertation Presented to the Graduate School
of the University of Florida in Partial Fulfillment of the

Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

BAYESIAN PREDICTION IN MIXED LINEAR MODELS
WITH APPLICATIONS IN SMALL AREA ESTIMATION

BY

GAURI SANKAR DATTA

August, 1990

Chairman: Dr. Malay Ghosh
Major Department: Statistics

Small area estimation is gaining increasing popularity

in recent times. Government agencies in the United States

and Canada have been involved in estimating unemployment

rates, per capita income, crop yield, etc. simultaneously

for many state and local government regions. Typically,

only a few samples are available from an individual area.

Consequently, reliable estimators of “parameters,” such as

the mean or the variance for the area, need to “borrow

strength” from similar neighboring areas implicitly or

explicitly through a model. Such estimators usually have a

smaller mean squared error of prediction than the survey

estimators.

In this dissertation, a general hierarchical Bayes

(HB) model is considered for small area estimation. Some

of the widely used models in small area estimation

including the nested error regression model, random

v i i 1



regression coefficients model, etc. considered by earlier

authors are seen to be special cases of the proposed

general model. The predictive distribution of a

characteristic of interest for the unsampled population

units is found given the observations on the sampled units

and is used to draw inference. In particular, simultaneous

estimators of several small area means and variances are

developed. A mixed linear model with non informative prior

for regression coefficients (or fixed effects) and

independent gamma priors (possibly noninformative) for the

inverse of the variance components is used.

In a special case of this HB analysis, when the vector

of the ratios of the variance components is known, the HB

predictor of the vector of means in finite population

sampling is shown to possess some frequentist optimal

properties (such as best unbiased predictor, best

equivariant predictor, etc.) basically under the elliptical

symmetry assumptions.

Performance of this HB predictor is evaluated by

comparing its Bayes risk with that of subjective Bayes

predictor with “true” or “elicited” prior for the unknown

superpopulation parameters. It is shown that, under a

balanced one-way random effects model with covariates and

average squared error loss, the difference in the Bayes

risks of the HB predictor and the “true” Bayes predictor of

the finite population mean or variance vector approaches

zero as the number of small areas becomes increasingly

1arge.

IX



CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

1 . 1 Literature Review

Use of linear models by astronomers for predicting the

positions of celestial bodies goes back several centuries.

Starting from these days, the use of model-based inference

for prediction has received considerable attention. In

particular, animal and plant breeders have used such models

for predicting some characteristics of the future progeny.

Starting with the pioneering work of Henderson (1953),

considerable attention has been devoted to this problem.

We refer to Gianola and Fernando (1986) and Harville (in

press) where other references are cited. On the other

hand, survey analysts have used the model-based approach in

finite population sampling with the goal of predicting

certain characteristics of the unsampled units in the

population on the basis of the observed sample. Early work

on this topic may be found in Cochran (1939, 1946) where

the finite population is viewed as a realization from a

hypothetical superpopulation.

In recent years, small area (domain) estimation has

grown into an important topic in survey sampling. Use of

1
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small area statistics was in existence as early as the 11th

century in England and the 17th century in Canada (see

Brackstone, 1987). However, these early small area

statistics were based on data obtained by complete

enume ration.

Due to the availability of limited resources and the

advent of sophisticated statistical methodologies, for the

past few decades, sample surveys, for most purposes, have

been widely used as the means of data collection in

contrast to complete enumeration. The data collected from

these surveys have been very effectively used to provide

suitable statistics at the national and state levels on a

regular basis. However, the use of survey data in

sublevels below the state level (for example, county or

other subdivision) was limited because the estimates for

these small areas usually were based on small samples and

produced unacceptably large standard errors and

coefficients of variation. To improve the reliability of

the small area statistics, it is necessary to have a much

larger sample size for an individual area than can be

afforded with the limited resources available.

Consequently, the use of survey data (possibly in

association with the census data) in producing reliable

small area statistics did not receive much attention.
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During the last: few years, many countries, including

the United States and Canada, have recognized the

importance of small area estimation. Recently, there is a

growing concern among several governments with the issues

of distribution, equity and disparity. There may exist

subgroups within a given population which are far below the

average in certain respects, thereby necessitating remedial

action on the part of the government. Before taking such

an action, there is a need to identify such subgroups, and

accordingly, the statistical data at the relevant subgroup

levels must be available. So, different government

agencies like the Census Bureau, Bureau of Labor

Statistics, Statistics Canada and Central Bureau of

Statistics of Norway have been involved in obtaining

estimates of population counts, adjustment factors to

census counts, unemployment rates, per capita income, etc.

for state and local government areas.

In the face of this problem, small area estimation

techniques have emerged that “borrow strength” from similar

neighboring areas for estimation and prediction purposes.

Through use of some appropriate model and auxiliary

information (possibly obtained through complete

enumeration, for example, census or satellite), small area

estimators of the parameters of interest (such as the

finite population mean, variance, etc.) usually improve
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over the survey estimators. For a good review of the small

area estimation literature one may refer to Ghosh and Rao

(1990).

The necessity of “borrowing strength” has been

realized by many statisticians. Ericksen (1974) advocated

the use of regression method for estimating population

changes of local areas. Fay and Herriot (1979) proposed an

adaptation of the James-Stein estimator to survey estimates

of income for small areas. Survey estimates being based on

a small sample size (which is usually 20 percent of

population of size less than 1000) usually have large

standard errors and coefficients of variation. To rectify

this, these authors first fit a regression equation to the

census sample estimates, using as independent variables the

county values, tax return data for the year 1969 and data

for housing from the 1970 census. The estimate they

provided for each place was a weighted average of the

sample estimate and the regression estimate. Battese,

Harter and Fuller (1988) considered prediction of areas

under corn and soybeans for 12 counties in north-central

Iowa based on 1978 June Enumerative Survey and LANDSAT

satellite data. Battese, Harter and Fuller (BHF) used a

linear regression model defining a relationship between the

survey and satellite data and used this relationship to

obtain predictors of mean crop areas per segment in the
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sampled counties. Fuller and Harter (1987) also considered

a multivariate extension oí this model.

There is a similar problem of prediction faced by the

animal breeders. For the purpose of selecting the best

animals for future breeding, they need to come up with an

index for each animal under consideration. Henderson

(1953, 1975) advocated the use of best linear unbiased

predictor (BLUP) of certain linear combinations of fixed

and random effects using a mixed linear model. Harville

(in press) used a mixed linear model for predicting the

average weight of single-birth male lambs which are progeny

of sires belonging to different population lines and dams

belonging to different age categories. Harville and Fenech

(1985) considered this example for estimating the

heritab i 1ity.

Yet other problems based on a linear model come up in

varietal trials and comparative experiments. In

comparative experiments, several treatments have to be

compared and their effects or some suitable contrasts have

to be estimated. Mu 11icentered clinical trials are good

examples of comparative experiments (see Fleiss, 1986).

Problems of this type and the ones mentioned in the

previous paragraph can be viewed as arising in an infinite

population framework as opposed to the problems in finite

popu1ation samp1ing.
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The methods that have usually been proposed in model-

based inference use either a variance components approach

or an empirical Bayes (EB) approach, although as pointed

out by Harvi 11e' (1988, in press), the distinction between

the two is often superfluous. Both these procedures use

certain mixed linear models for prediction purposes.

First, assuming the variance components to be known,

certain BLUPs or EB predictors are obtained for the unknown

parameters of interest. Then the unknown variance

components are estimated typically by Henderson’s method of

fitting of constants or the restricted maximum likelihood

(REML) method. The resulting estimators, which can be

called estimated BLUPs or EBLUPs (see Harville, 1977), are

used for final prediction purposes.

Empirical Bayes approach in small area estimation was

first given in Fay and Herriot (1979), and later also used

by Ghosh and Meeden (1986), Ghosh and Lahiri (1987a, 1988)

among others. According to this procedure, first a Bayes

estimate of the unknown parameter of interest is obtained

by using a normal prior or using a linear Bayes argument

(Hartigan, 1969). The unknown parameters of the prior are

then estimated by some classical methods like the method of

moments, method of maximum likelihood or some combination

thereof. The resulting estimator of the parameter of

interest is the so-called EB estimator.
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Although the above approach of EBLUP or EB is usually

quite satisfactory for point prediction, it is very

difficult to estimate the standard errors associated with

these predictors. This is primarily due to the lack of

closed form expressions for the mean squared errors (MSEs)

of the EBLUPs or the EB predictors. Kackar and Harville

(1984) suggested an approximation to the MSEs (also

Harville, 1985, 1 , in press; Harville and Jeske, 1989)

Prasad and Rao (1990) proposed estimates of these

approximate MSEs in three specific mixed linear models. All

these approximations rest heavily on the normality

assumption. Recently, Lahiri and Rao (1990) considered

this problem, relaxing the normality assumption, assuming

some moment conditions without the presence of auxiliary

information. The work of Prasad and Rao (1990) suggests

that their approximations work well when the number of

small areas is sufficiently large. It is not clear though

how these approximations fare for a small or even

moderately large number of small areas

Ghosh and Lahiri (in press) proposed an HB procedure

as an alternative to the EBLUP or the EB procedure. I n an

HB procedure, if one uses the posterior mean for estimating

the parameter of interest, then a natural estimate of the

standard error associated with this estimator is its

posterior standard deviation (s.d.). The estimate, though



often complicated, can be found exactly via numerical

integration without approximation.

The model considered by Ghosh and Lahiri (in press)

was, however, only a special case of the so-called.nested

error regression model, also used by BHF. A similar model

was considered by Stroud (1987), but his general analysis

was performed only for the balanced case, that is when the

number of samples was the same for each stratum.

Other models have also been proposed. In a recent

article, Choudhry and Rao (1988) considered five specific

models for small area estimation not included in the

earlier work of Prasad and Rao (1990). Recently, Royal 1

(1979) and Lui and Cumberland (1989) considered certain

cross-c1ass ificatory models for small area estimation. The

latter carried out a Bayesian analysis assuming the

degeneracy of certain terms in an usual two-way linear

mode 1 .

For a Bayesian analysis in the context of animal

breeding, one may refer to Gianola and Fernando (1986).

However, they did not consider the HB analysis. They used

subjective informative priors which are constructed from

the previous data and experiments. Also, they showed how

some of the classical measures in animal breeding can have

Bayesian justification. They have also considered

non informative improper prior.



One important special case which arises in “the above

approaches which is also important in "the "theory oí least:

squares. When the ratios of variance components are known,

the predictors (least squares, empirical Bayes or

hierarchical Bayes) are BLUPs (Henderson, 1963). For

related BLUP results for predicting scalars in finite

population sampling one may refer to Royal 1 (1979), Lui and

Cumberland (1989), Prasad and Rao (1990) and several

others. Harvilie (1985, 1988, in press) has pointed out

the BLUP properties of Bayesian scalars in general mixed

linear models (see also Harvi1le, 1976). Ghosh and Lahiri

(in press) have extended Henderson and others scalar BLUP

notion to show the Bayesian predictor of the vector of

finite population mean is BLUP.

To conclude this discussion, we will briefly mention

another problem. So far, we have considered only the

problem of estimating the mean in finite population

sampling. Another important problem in finite population

sampling is estimating the finite population variance.

Ericson (1969) found the Bayes estimator of finite

population variance under a normal theory set up

Empirical Bayes estimation of finite population variance in

small area estimation was considered by Ghosh and Lahiri

(1987b) and Lahiri and Tiwari (in press) without the

presence of auxiliary information.
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1.2 The Subject of This Dissertation

In “this dissertation, we present: a unified Bayesian

prediction theory for linear models in small area

estimation in the context of finite population sampling A

general Bayesian model is presented which can be regarded

as an extension of the HB ideas of Lindley and Smith (1972)

to prediction. This general model can also be applied in

infinite population situations, for example, in animal

breeding and in other applications where a mixed linear

mode 1 is used.

In Chapter Two, we introduce a general HB model and

u se this model for simultaneous estimation of several small

area means in finite population sampling. Some of the

widely used models in small area estimation including the

nested error regression model (Battese et al., 1

and Rao, 1990; Stroud, 1987; Ghosh and Lahiri, in press),

the random regression coefficients model (Dempster et al.,

1981; Prasad and Rao, 1990), the cross-classificatory

models (Royal 1 , 19/9; Lui and Cumberland, 1989) and multi¬

stage sampling models (Ghosh and Lahiri, 1988; Malee and

Sedransk, 1985; Scott and Smith, 1969) can be regarded as

special cases of our model. The posterior distribution as

well as the resulting posterior means and variances of the

unobserved units in the population given the sample units

are provided in this chapter. Also for an infinite
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population, given the data, the conditional distribution

and the conditional mean and variance oí the vector oí

eííects are provided. These two analyses are applied to

two real data sets. It is worthwhile to mention that

Bayesian analysis in linear models was initiated by Hill

(1965). See also Hill (1977, 1980) For a good exposition

on HB analysis see Berger (1985).

In Chapter Three, a special case of HB models

discussed in the previous chapter is considered. on

this model, which assumes known ratios of variance

components, certain optimal properties of the HB predictors

proposed in this chapter are proved Although, developed

within a Bayesian framework, these results should be of

appeal also to frequentists. The BLUP notion for real

valued parameters is extended to vector valued parameters,

and it is shown that the Bayesian predictors derived in

this chapter are indeed BLUPs. From this, as a special

case, it follows that the Bayesian predictors of the finite

population mean vector and other linear parameters are

BLUPs as well. Our BLUP result for the finite population

mean vector unifies a number of similar results derived

under specific models (e.g., Royal 1, 1979; Ghosh and

Lahiri, in press; Lui and Cumberland, 1989; Prasad and Rao,

1990). Like other related articles, our BLUP results do

not require any normality assumption of the model. For a
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suitable subclass of elliptically symmetric distributions,

including but not limited to the normal, the HB predictors

are shown to be best unbiased; that is, they have the

smallest vari anee-covarianee matrix within the class of all

unbiased predictors. Also, following Hwang (1985), we have

been able to show that the BLUPs also “universally” (or

“stochastically”) dominate the linear unbiased predictors

for elliptically symmetric distributions. The notion of

“universal” and “stochastic” domination will be made

precise in Chapter Three. Also, it is established that

under a suitable group of transformations, the HB

predictors are best within the class of all equivariant

predictors for elliptically symmetric distributions. Jeske

and Harville (1987) have shown that the scalar BLUPs are

best equivariant within the class of all linear equivariant

predictors without any distributional assumption. However,

to our knowledge, the equivariance results for vector

valued predictors have not been addressed before in this

context in their full generality.

In Chapter Four, we have established some asymptotic

results regarding the Bayes risk performance of certain HB

predictors of the finite population mean vector. We have

considered two specific models, namely, the random

regression coefficients model and the nested error

regression model, introduced in Chapter Two. We have shown
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that: under average squared error loss the Bayes risk

difference between the HB predictors and the subjective

Bayes predictors for a “true” prior goes to zero as the

number of small areas goes to infinity. This shows our HB

predictors are “asymptotically optimal” (A.Ü.) in the sense

of Robbins (1955). The A.O. property of certain EB

predictors arising naturally in the context of finite

population sampling was proved in Ghosh and Meeden (1986),

Ghosh and Lahiri (1987a) and Ghosh, Lahiri and Tiwari

(1989).

Chapter Five is devoted to the simultaneous estimation

of several strata variances. We have considered the

special cases of the nested error regression model as

considered by Ghosh and Lahiri (in press) and Stroud (1987)

in detail. As in Chapter Four, we have proved the A.O.

property of these predictors. Ghosh and Lahiri (1987b) and

Lahiri and Tiwari (in press) have proved the A.O. property

of certain EB predictors of finite population variances.

We reemphasize that the present dissertation provides

a unified Bayesian analysis both in the finite and infinite

population framework. For finite population, we unify a

number of models considered earlier by different authors.

From the analysis of two data sets we undertook in Chapter

Two, it is clear that the proposed procedure is a viable

alternative to the available EBLUP or EB procedures. Also,
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“to our knowledge, estimates of MSEs or good approximations

thereof are not available except for a few specific models.

The Bayesian procedures of this dissertation, on the other

hand, can serve as a general recipe to handle a greater

variety of problems. Also, the inferential methods of the

following chapters are imp1ementab1e for data analysis,

especially in these days of sophisticated computing

faci 1 ities.



CHAPTER TWO
BAYESIAN PREDICTION OF MEANS IN LINEAR MODELS:

GENERAL CASE

2.1 Introduction

In "this chapter we will consider two similar but

different problems simultaneously. One problem refers to

the small area estimation problem in the context of finite

population sampling and the other problem deals with the

prediction problem in comparative experiments in the

context of ANOVA, ANOCOVA or linear regression in infinite

population situation. In both these cases, a mixed linear

mode 1 is used. In the first case, we are interested in

predicting some finite population characteristics (e.g.,

finite population totals or means) whereas in the second

case we are interested in predicting linear functions of

fixed and random effects.

In the finite population sampling set up, we assume

that there are m strata, the i^^1 stratum Uj containing a

finite number of units N. with units labelled U-j^
Let Y• • denote some characteristic of interest associated

with the unit in the i^ stratum (j 1 ,..., N j ;

1 ,..., m ) a We assume that the Y.. are observables in the

sense that we can actually learn the exact value of any

15
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oí the Yj • for some f inite We are interested in

predicting some linear combinations of these observables

(like the finite population total or mean for each small

area or domain) using a quadratic loss. For notational

convenience, we will denote a sample of size n^ from the
• th stratum by Y.-,, Y-0,..., Y- .J 11 ’ iz ’ ’ inj

On the other hand in the infinite population set up we

are interested in predicting linear combinations (in

particular contrasts) of fixed and random effects. Note

that in this set up these quantities are not observables.

For this problem too, we use a quadratic loss function.

We will use the word predictands to refer to the

quantities we want to predict in both the problems The

analysis will be done in two stages; in the first stage we

assume the ratios of the variance components are known

whereas in the second stage we consider the mo re general

situation where all the variance components are unknown.

In Section 2.2 a general HB model will be described

and a number of interesting examples arising in finite

population sampling or in the infinite population set up

will be considered. Some of the existing models used in

the context of finite population sampling are shown to be

special cases of the general model to be proposed in this

section.



Realizing the importance of the problem, the most

general situation where all the variance components are

unknown will be considered in this chapter, whereas the

known ratios of variance components will be considered in

the next chapter. This general situation is considered in

Section 2.3. A general mixed linear model is considered

and some prior distribution is assigned to all unknown

parameters which consist of the vector of fixed effects and

the variance components. In the first part of Section 2.3,

for the model introduced in Section 2.2, we have found the

posterior (predictive) distribution of the characteristic

of interest of the nonsampled population units given the

values of that characteristic for the sample units in

finite population sampling. Also the posterior mean vector

and posterior variance-covariance matrix corresponding to

the characteristic vector of nonsampled units are obtained

from this predictive distribution. In particular, the

posterior means and the variances of the finite population

means for all the small areas are obtained. In the second

half of Section 2.3, we have obtained the posterior

distribution of the vector of fixed and random effects for

the model introduced in Section 2.2. In particular,

expressions for the posterior means and variances of

certain predictands are developed.



In Section 2.4, we have applied the results of Section

2.3 to some actual data sets. First, we shall consider the

corn and soybeans data which appeared in Battese, Harter

and Fuller (1988). Using the HB analysis developed in

Section 2.3, we have derived the posterior means and

posterior standard deviations for the 12 small area

(county) means. The second data set containing the weights

of 62 single-birth lambs appeared in Harville (in press).

This is analyzed by HB methods for an infinite population

set up developed in the second half of Section 2.3.

Finally, in Section 2.5 an HB analysis of the model

considered by Carter and Rolph (1974) and subsequently by

Fay and Herriot (1979) to estimate the per capita income of

small places is considered. In this situation unit level

observations are not available and we are interested in

predicting the finite population mean for each small area.

Here the sampling variances are different and are assumed

to be known; also, we put a uniform prior on the regression

coefficients and a gamma prior (proper or improper) on the

inverse of the prior variance.

2.2 Description of the Hierarchical Bayes Model
with Examples

Consider the following Bayesian model:

(A) conditional on b = (b-^,..., bp) 1 , y =

and r ,

(v1
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Y ~ N(Xb + Zv , r-1*);
(B) conditional on b, A and r, let

y ~ n(o , r-1D (A) ^ ;

(C) B, R and A have a certain joint prior distribution

proper or improper.

Stages (A) and (B) of the model can be identified as a

general mixed linear model. To see this, write

Y Xb -f Zv + e, (2.2.1)

where b is the vector of fixed effects, e and y are

mutually independent with e ~ N^O, r-^^ and y ~

N^O, r~^D(A)^; X and Z are known design matrices, ^ is a
known positive definite (p.d.) matrix, while D(A) is a p.d

matrix which is structurally known except possibly for some

unknown A. In the examples to follow, A involves the

ratios of variance components.

In the context of small area estimation, partition

Y(NrpXl), X(NrpXp), Z(NjXq) and e(Nr^xl) with conformity, and
rewrite the model given in (2.2.1) as

Y

Y

(1)

(2)

X (1) z (1) (1)

X(2V~ + Iz ^)Y + Ve(2) (2.2.2)

In the above paragraph, Y (i) (nrpxl) corresponds to the
vector of sampled units from m small areas or strata, while
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Y (2)((nt—ri/y>) x 1 j corresponds to the vector of unsampled
c i mT

units. We will further partition Yv into Yv
(1 )T
1

/ ^ \ rp
5 • • • 9 Ym ^5 whe

(YüYini)T is the

re the n.-component vector Y>(i)

vector of sampled units from the i: th

(2) Tsmall area. Similarly, Y can be partitioned into

(2)T
1 > • • • i i. mY

(2) T where the (Nj-nj)-component vector Yj
(2)

(Yi ,n j +1*-"*
Y

the i

i

: t h

i ,N.)T .is the vector of unsampled units for

small area. One of our primary objectives in small

area estimation is to estimate the finite population mean

vector 7 (7^ 9• • • 9 7m)
T where 7

Ni
¿Yij/N¡-1 l % . m . % m

j=l
More generally, we may be interested in predicting the

vector of linear combinations AY (i) + CY (2) (1) „(2)x
, Y J

(say) for known matrices A(uxnrp) and C^u x (Nr^-n^) ^.
this purpose it suffices to find the predictive

For

. • k 4- * -e v(2) • (1)distribution of Y given y In the next section this

will be accomplished by using model-based approach in

survey sampling.

Before we consider the other problem in the infinite

population set up, we identify some of the existing models

introduced for small area estimation by several authors as

special cases of (2.2.2). In what follows, we shall use

the notation Iu for a uxu identity matrix, lu for a u-

component column vector with each element equals to 1, Ju^ v

for the uxv matrix T
lulv and Ju i°r the uxu matrix J¿u , u
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Also, let: col (B|) denote the matrix ,1 < i <k
T\T
Bjl , and 1

k
0 A:
= 1 1

denote the matrix

*1 • • o

é

0 ... A^

First, consider the nested error regression model

Yij xTjb + Vj + e • j (j=l,...,Ni; i = 1 m) (2.2.3)

The model was considered by Battese, Harter and Fuller

(1988). They assumed the v. and e.. to be mutually^ J

independent with v^ iid N^O, (Ar)-^, and e^j i id

N (0 , r"1). In this case X (i) co 1
1 < i <m

T
CO 1 X • •

1<j <n.~ 1 J— J — i

X(2)= col
1 < i <m

Tco1 x. .

n •+ 1 < j <N ^ 1J
Z (i) m

z (2) 0 Jm
i=l Ni ni’

* = Int> * 1, i A and D ( A) A-1 yA lm • In the further

special case of Ghosh and Lahiri (in press), x- •^ J
x • for

every j 1 ,..., N ^ , i 1 ,..., m • Note that A

V (e i 0/V(vi) , a ratio of the variance components.

The random regression coefficients model of Dempster,

Rubin and Tsutakawa (1981) (also Prasad and Rao, 1990) is

also a special case of ours. In this set up, X(1), X(2), 9

and D(A) are the same as in the nested error regression

mode 1, but Z (i)
m

0

"

T

CO1 x . . and Z<2> =
m

= 0
Tcol x• •

i = l 1 < j <n 1J i = l n . +1 < j <N . ^ 1J
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Some of the models of Choudhry and Rao (1988) can also

be treated as special cases of ours. For example, one of

their models is given by

Yij
* 1/2

bxij + v. + eijxij (j = 1 >•••» N. ; i = 1 m) (2.2.4)

with Vj iid N (rA) ^ and eT. iid N(0, -i )• He P 1,

b 1 b, and X(2) are the same as in the nested error

regression model with the vector x- •^ «J
replaced by scalar

x . •; Z(1), Z(2) and D(A)1 J
are the same as in the nested

error regression model, but ^ Diag(x11,..., x1N Xml

Xn,Nm) ' Another model considered by these authors is

similar to the one given in (2.2.4) with x • •

i J
rep1ac

1/2
mg xij

as multipliers of e*.. Yet another model considered by

Choudhry and Rao (1988) is

Y. .

i J
i . 1/2 j+e 1/2 , .

bxij + vixij + eijxij (J 1,..., Ni; i 1 ,..., m ) ,

(2.2.5)

with the v . and
i ej • having the same distribution as in

the previous model. He Diag(x1;L X IN 1
,..., xml ’*'•

xmNm
). Z

(1) m (1)
e u ;
i — 1 1

5 Ẑ (2) m (2)
® U; '
= 1~1

wi th u
(1)

Tf 1/2 x1/2 V\x i i »•••» xinJ ’ ui
(2) íx1/2 x1/2 V- X^ and X(2)lxi , n j+1 ’••• ’ xiN • / ’ - and -

the same as in (2.2.4).

It is possible also to include certain cross¬

classification models as special cases of our general
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linear model. For example, suppose “there are m smal 1

1abe 11ed 1,..., m . Within each small area, units are

further classified into c subgroups (socioeconomic class

, etc.) labelled 1,..., c. The cell sizes Nij
(i !,••*, m $ j 1,..., c) assumed to be known. Let Y^j^

4" Y\
(k = 1,..., N- •) denote the measurement on the k1" individual^ J

in the (i,j)th cell. Conditional on b, r and A,

+ e ijk (2.2.6)

(k — 1,..., N ^ j ; i — 1,..., m; j 1 ,, c) , w i th • •ri> v Tu
and mutually independent with -1

i id N (A3r) 1)’ vj iid N (A2r)
-1

ijk iid N(0’ r )» 7ij
and tj iid

N (Air)-1). In this case

co 1
1 < i <m

col ( co1 Y. • i
cAl <k<n ^ • 1J

CO 1
1 < i <m

co 1 co1 Y. . i

n . .+ l<k<N. . 1 Jk
ij “ “ i J

CO 1
1 < i <m

co 1 (in¡j*T* # I f %

ij J ’

where
m

= ® In •

i=l~ 1
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z(1)-2 co1 { © In••
1<i<m1j = l~ 1J

z(1)> ~3
m
0
i=l

c
^

0 In . .

j=i 1J

and Z(2) is a matrix similar to Z ^ ^ with (N. .-n . .)
J J

replacing n- • in defining the dimensions of the vectors.

Also, v
T ( r 1 9 • •• 9 m > *1 ,..., *7c 9 7^^5***5 Tmc) 9 ^ 3, AT

(^1 9-j^9 ) A3) and D ( A ) D i ag^ A -11
-1

Im 9 ^2 í° 5 ''3A ^Imc) Special

cases of this model have been considered by several others

Lui and Cumberland (1989) considered a model where and

7
1J

are degenerate at zeroes. Also, they assumed the

variance ratio A0 to be known in deriving their estimators,

and did not address the issue of unknown A2 appropriately.
Next we show that the two stage sampling model with

covariates and m strata is a special case of our general

linear model. Suppose that the i
• th

stratum contains L*

primary units. Suppose also that the j
• th

primary unit

within the i^ urn contains N. • subunits. Let Y- -i

1J 1J K

denote the value of the characteristic of interest for the

k^ subunit within the primary unit from the i^^1
stratum (k 1 9 ... 9 N . j ; j 1 9... 9 L i y i 1 ,, m) From the

• th
stratum, a sample of Íj primary units is taken. For

the selected primary unit within the i^*1 stratum, a

sample of nj • subunits are selected For notational

convenience, denote, without loss of generality, the sample

values by Yijk (k 1’"’ nij; J !>•••> *£ $ 1 1 9 • • • 9 m ^ •
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Assume conditional on b, r and A

Y. • i

i jk xjjb + + *7 j j + eijk

( k — 1 ,..., N • j ; J * !)•••) L-; i — 1 9... 9 (2.2.7)

where rj. . and e . .¡, are mutually independent with £. iid1 1J 1JK i

N (Axr) 1), 77 j j iid N (A2r) 1)’ eijk iid N(0’ r 1) •

Let

co 1
1 < i <m

col ( col
1 < j <^[l<k<n • •

1 J

1J

CO 1
<k<Ni•^ J

i + "¡¡i

CO 1
1 < i <m

9

and = col
1 < i <m\£

Also, let e be defined similarly as Y 9 i = 1, 2.

Then (2.2.7) can be written as (2.2.2) with
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where

w W

1J Nij ui i + l!

Z (1) s(1) w(1)), s(1) m

1=1 1 •

n

£i
H n i j >j=i J

w (i) (i) ,,(i)\
^2 ') w^ere Vi

(i) m
0
i=l

In . .

j=l

w(1)
-2 nT~L . ’ nT

m m

E ni . L
i=l '

E L;> ^•
i=i

m

E «i!
i=l

z (2) s(2) w(2)), S
(2)

0 Ip y
1 = 1 Ri

L.
i

Ri T N. .-n.
• - i J i .
j = l

and W (2) m
0
i = l

Li
0 1 r • •

J=1

Here t 2, A — (A ^, ^2
T -It x~l

¿Nrn ’ E?(~) “ D i ag^A-^x Im ,

with N

A2) ’ * = *
L. * ‘T

m i

rp = v Y2 N • •. The ideas can be extended directly
i — 1 j=l J

to multistage sampling with more complicated notations. We

may mention here that Bayesian analysis Tor two stage

sampling was introduced first by Scott and Smith (1969) in

a much simpler framework. A multistage analog of their

work was provided by Malee and Sedransk (1985). Ghosh and

Lahiri (1988) considered empirical Bayes estimation in

multistage sampling.



Now we will consider the infinite population set up.

In this context, we will use the model given by (A), (B)

and (C) with the mixed linear model representation given by

(2.2.1). Here we will assume the data vector Y is n^xl
and the associated design matrices X and Z are n^xp and

nrpXq respectively. Without loss of generality, we also
assume that rank(X) P Our objective is to predict

Sb + Tv C(b, y) (say) on the basis of Y where S(uxp) and

T(uxq) are known matrices. Following the model-based

inference, it suffices to find the posterior (conditional)

distribution of j = W (say) given Y y This

conditional distribution is provided in the next section.

We will conclude this section discussing a few specific

models in the context of comparative trials and animal

breeding which are special cases of the general model

proposed in (2.2.1).

First consider mu 11icentered clinical trial which is

conducted in c participating clinics to compare two

treatments, one already existing in the market and the

other newly developed. Suppose there are n.. subjects^ J

receiving the i^^ treatment in the j^^1 clinic. Some of the

n j • could be zero. We are interested in estimating the

treatments difference. For this example, we will use a

mixed linear model for Y-.i , some measured response1 J K

corresponding to the k^ subject receiving the i^
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“treatment: in the j
• th

participating clinic We consider the

mode 1 :

Y. ..
i Jk u • + c • + 7 • • -1- e . • i

J ' i J ijk (2.2.8)

(k 1 » 2,J 1 ^ * 9 C ^ 1 1, 2) where c., 7. • andJ ^ J

ijk mutually independent with subject effects e

-1
ijk

are i id

N(0, r A) , treatment-clinic interaction 7. . i id

N (A2r) and clinic effects Cj i id n(o, (A1r) 1^;
the effect due to the

• th t reatment. Now we will write

down the Y, X, Z, b, y and e for (2.2.8). For ease of

presentation, assume n-• > 0 for al 1 i = 1, 2, j = 1,...,

Then writing Y = 1(Ym ,..., Y11 n 1
Y Y
lcl*'”’ lcn. ’”•»

\T
Y2cl ’ ’ Y2cn2cJ »

b = (A*!» P2)T’ V = (ci »•••» cc» Tu *•••»

7ic»---> 72c^T’ - =
2

„ c 2 c

.® In. »
1=1 1 •

Z, = © 11 j=l n i» ?o — .© .© In••»•J ^ i=l j=l ij

1 -2'’ 5 “ (elll’-”* elln,e 1 c 1 ’"' ’ elcn(?1 ?o)» §
11 1 c

T
2cl ’ 2cn„J ’ - ~ ínT’ ~ (^1 ’

T
1 , A2) and D (A)

Diag^A^Ic, ^2^~2c)’ 1S c^ear that (2.2.8) is a special

case of (2.2.1) where in the above n

n

2
E n . ., j = 1,..., c and n

E n • •, i = 1 , 2 ,

j=l
1 . .^.”1J

J i = 1 1 J

2 c

E E nT " 1 ji=l J=1 J
total number

of observations. We want to estimate which is a

special case of £(b, Y) with S (1 - 1) and T 0T.

Next consider the animal breeding experiment. Suppose

b breeds are randomly selected and d different diets are
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used. Once again, one can use the linear model given by

(2.2.8) for inferential purpose In this case one may be

interested in predicting some suitable linear functions of

random quantities, c- and 7. •, known as the breeding
J J

values. These predicted breeding values can be used as a

selection index for selecting the most suitable breeds for

future breeding purpose.

As a concrete example in animal breeding we will

discuss the example considered by Harville (in press) which

involves prediction of the average birth weights of an

infinite number of single-birth male lambs that are

offspring of different sires in different population lines

The data consist of the weights (at birth) of 62 single¬

birth male lambs, and came from five distinct population

lines. Each lamb was the progeny of one of 23 rams, and

each lamb had a different dam. Age of the dam was recorded

as belonging to one of three categories, numbered 1 (1-2

years), 2 (2-3 years), and 3 (over 3 years). Let Yj.^wJ

represent the weight (at birth) of the d
th of those lambs

that are the offspring of the k^ sire in the

population line and a dam belonging to the i
• th

category. Following Harville (in press), we will use the

mixed linear model

i jkd /i 4- 6^ + 7Tj + + e i jkd (2.2.9)
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where d 1 , • • • 5 n ^ j k, k — 1 * • • • > rnj , * — 1 ^ and j
1 ,..., 5 where nijk is the number oí lambs whose dams belong

to the ith age category when the population line is j and

the sire is k and m. is the total number oí lambs whose
J

sires are irom population line j. Here the age eiiects

(6^, ¿2 ^ ¿3) and line eiiects 7r^) are considered as

iixed eiiects and the sire (within line) eiiects s jk

iid N -1(rA) ^ and independent oí error variables e
-1

i jkd

which are iid N(0, r ). To make the design matrix

associated with iixed eiiects iull rank we can take 63 0

= 7which is the usual iormulation needed ior GLM

Procedures in SAS.

Let ^ij = E(Yijkd) - * + 6i + j
7T . and 1 et the be n

observations corresponding to the i
• th

1 .

age category We

will be interested in predicting

w .,jk
1

3

nT ET i = l
zi • • n •

J 1 •
+ s jk

+
1
rirp

3
E

1
n • 6 • í 7T . +

1 . . 1 j jk (2.2.10)

where nT

3
E "i
i = l

• •

The value oi wj^ can be interpreted
the average birth weight oi an iniinite number oi male

lambs that are oiispring oi the k^*1 sire in the j^*1 line

Clearly, this is a special case oi the general problem we

are interested in with appropriately deíined b, y, X, Z, S

and T .
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2.3 Hierarchical Bayes Analysis

In “this section, for the finite population sampling we

provide the predictive distribution of Y^ ^ given ^ =

y
(i) and for the infinite population set up we provide the

rp T T
posterior distribution of the vector of effects (b , y )A

given Y = Y-

We will use the following notations to label certain

distributions to be used in this section. A random

variable Z is said to have a gamma(a, /?) distribution if it

has pdf

exp(-az ) [z>0]' (2.3.1)

A random vector T = (T^,..., Tp) is said to have a

multivariate t-distribution with location parameter /i,

scale parameter $ , a p.d. pxp matrix and degrees of freedom

(d.f.) v if it has pdf

+ (t - ^(ti (2.3.2)

(see Zellner, 1971, p. 383, or Press, 1972, p. 136). Here

|E| denotes the determinant of a square matrix E. Assume
V > 2. Then E(T) = /i, V(T) = [v/ (i/-2) .

We assume conditions (A) and (B) given at the

beginning of Section 2.2. In stage (C) of the model, it is

assumed that
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(Cl) B, R, A-t-R are independently distributed
with B uni form (R^) > R ~ gamma^aQ, gg0), a0 -

°, g0

> 0 (i

> 0, A|R ~ gamma^aj, Ig^ with > 0, gj
1 , • • • , t ^ •

Allowing aQ and some of g- “to be zero, some improper gamma

distributions are included as a possibility in our prior

Before stating the predictive distribution of Y

given we need to introduce a few matrix

(2)

notations.

E into E

v
-22.1

We write

^11 -12
V V
-21 -22

v _

-22 -21

v ?(A) ^ + ZD(A), and partition

A1 so, 1et

v_ 1 £ (2.3.3)

K sí! - s;!xav„(DTs-i ) * *11 (2.3.4)

M E2iK + X
(2)/v(l)T^_iv(l)x-1v(l)T0_1V- X Y

-11~ X V
-11 (2.3.5)

G ~22.1 + (* (2) V V x Y
^21-11-

-iv(i)Vv(i)Viv(ih-i
?ii* )

(2)
-21-11- J

T

(2.3.6)

Now the predictive
. . - v(2) . v(l)distribution of Y given Y

y^^ is given in the following theorem in two A

proof of this theorem is deferred to Appendix A.
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Theorem 2.3.1. Consider the model given in (2.2.2) and

(Cl) Assume that nrp +
t

£ s i
i =0

- p > 2. Then, conditional

on A A and Y (i) y(1), Y(2) has multivariate t-

distribut ion
t

with d.f. nT + g. - p,
i=0

location parameter

My^ , and
t

-1

parameter ( nT -I- ^ g. - p
i=0

a0 + £ aiAi + y(1)TKy(1)
i = l

G Also, the conditional

distribution of A given = y ^ has pdf

(D)í(a i y i oc ?11
1
2 x(1)Tsilx(1)

1
2
t is?
n a? 1
i=i

-i

a0+ £ aiAi+y(1)1W(1)
i ~1

-3(nT+i|0Si-p) (2.3.7)

Using the moments of a multivariate t-distribution and

the iterated formulas for conditional expectations and

variances it follows from the above theorem that

(2)|y(1) E (m |y
(l)Y.(l) (2.3.8)

(2)|y(1)

VIEIY^2)|A, y(1) y(1)) + EÍvfY^.A, y^ y
(i)
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-1

V (My y 4* I nT -f-
t

T ~r £
i=0

- p - 2

x E a0 + H ai^i
i = l

+ y(1)TKy(1)>G y
(i) (2.3.9)

Using (2.3.8) and (2.3.9), it is possible to find the

posterior mean and variance of £
(1) „(2)\

, Y J

AY ^ 1 -I- CY ^ where A and C are known matrices. The Bayes

estimate of (!)_ y(2) ^ under any quadratic loss is its
posterior mean, and is given by

£bf(y (1) A + Ce(m I y
(1)

y
(i) (2.3.10)

using (2.3.8). Similarly, using (2.3.9), one may obtain

V (1) „(2)
, Y y

(i) cv(y (2),. (1)y )CT. (2.3.11)

Note that when A
m

^ t
0 ln. and
i = l~ i

C (1)
, Y (2)\

reduces to the vector of finite population totals for the m

small areas, whereas for the choice A

i$1(1Nrn,/Ni)> «(Y (1\ y<2>
MW and C

reduces to the vector of finite

population means for the m small areas

Now we will get back to the infinite population set up

to provide the posterior distribution of W (bT, yT)T
given Y y which will be used to find the posterior mean

and variance of C(b, y), a vector of the linear combination

of W. The posterior distribution is given in the following
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theorem. A proof of this theorem will be omitted because

of its similarity to the proof of Theorem 2.3.1. We will

consider the model given by (A) and (B) of Section 2.2 and

(Cl). Recall from the middle of Section 2.2 that we have

redefined the dimensions of Y, X, Z and e appearing there

by Y(nrpXl), X(n^xp), Z(nrpXq) and e(nrj,xl). Also we have
assumed rank(X) = p. Now we will state the theorem.

Theorem 2.3.2. Consider the model stated above and assume

that nnn +T

t

£
i=0

- p > 2. Then, conditional on A A and

Y y, W has multivariate t-d i st r i but i on with d.f .

t

nT + Egi - P-
i=0

location parameter Py, scale parameter

-1
t

nT + E Si - P
i=0

T
a0 + E aiAi + y*Qy

i = l
H, where

q = IT1 - S'1x(xTE_1x)~1XTE_1; (2.3.12)

?-1x(xT?_1X) (2.3.13)

-dzte_1x(xte-1 p - pzTqzp
(2.3.14)

Also, the conditional distribution of A given Y = y has

pdf
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(2.3.15)

Again using the moments of multivariate t-distribution, and

the iterated formulas for expectation and variance, the

above theorem can be used to find the computational

formulas for E(W|y) and V(W|y) as in (2.3.8) and (2.3.9).

sBI(y) (say) andSimilarly, one can find E^C(b, y)

V^C(b, v) | y^ as in (2.3.10) and (2.3.11) where £(b, Y) —

Sb -l- Tv for known matrices S(uxp) and T(uxq).

Applications of these two theorems will be considered

in Section 2.4 to some actual data sets. There we will

carry out an HB analysis of the data sets which appeared in

Battese et al. (1988) and Harville (in press).

Before we conclude this section, we will make a final

observation. A comparison of (2.3.4) and (2.3.7) with

(2.3.12) and (2.3.15) reveals that if we replace y by y
(i)

X by X
(1) and ? by Elx in f(A|y) in (2.3.15) we obtain

f (h I y (i) ) as given in (2.3.7). This observation will be

referred to in Section 2.4.
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2.4 Applications of Hierarchical Bayes Analysis

This section concerns the analysis of two real data

sets using the HB procedures suggested in Section 2.3.

first data set is related to the prediction of corn and

The

soybeans for 12 counties in north-central Iowa based on

1978 June Enumerative Survey as well as LANDSAT satellite

data. It appeared in Battese, Harter and Fuller (BHF) who

conducted a variance components analysis for this problem.

The second data set originally appeared in Harville and

Fenech (1985) and reappeared in Harville (in press) where

he conducted a variance components as well as an HB

analysis to predict w., , given in (2.2.10), the average
J K

weight of an infinite number of single-birth male lambs

that are offspring of the sire in the population

1 i ne .

We will first consider the BHF data set. To start

with, we briefly give a background of this problem. The

USDA Statistical Reporting Service field staff determined

the area of corn and soybeans in 37 sample segments (each

segment about 250 hectares) of 12 counties in north-central

Iowa by interviewing farm operators. Based on LANDSAT

readings obtained during August and September 1978, USDA

procedures were used to classify the crop cover for all

pixels (a term for “picture element” about .45 hectares) in

the 12 counties. The number of segments in each county,
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the number of hectares of corn and soybeans (as reported in

the June Enumerative Survey), the number of pixels

classified as corn and soybeans for each sample segment,

and the county mean number of pixels classified as corn and

soybeans (the total number of pixels classified as that

crop divided by the number of segments in that county) are

reported in Table 1 of BHF. For ready reference, it is

reproduced in Table 2.1. In order to make our results

comparable to that of BHF, the second segment in Hardin

county was ignored.

The model considered by BHF is

Yij b0 + blxlij + b2x2ij + vi + eij’ (2.4.1)

where i is a subscript for the county, and j is a subscript

for a segment within the given county (j 1 , . • • 5 N i , the

number of segments in the i
• th

county, i 1 , ..., 12) . He

x1 • • is the number of pixels of corn and x^. . is the numberJ-1J ¿ 1 J
-t- K

of pixels of soybeans for the j segment in the ix

county. They assumed (in our notations) E(v^) E(eij)
0, V(v.) (Ar)

-1
’ V<eij>

-1
, Cov(vj, e j j) 0,

0 ifCov(vj, v.,) = 0 (i ^ i'), Cov(eij> e.,.,) =^ ^ j

(i, j) ^ (i\ . As in BHF, we are interested in
N .

predicting Y j N r1 £ Yij>j=ij
the finite population mean for

the
• th

county both for corn and soybeans. Using (2.4.1),
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Table 2.1 Survey and Satellite Data for Corn and Soybeans
in 12 Iowa Counties

No. of pixel s Mean no . of
No. of Reported i n sample p ixe 1 s pe r

Segments hectares segments segment*

County Sample County Corn Soybean CorniSoybean Corn Soybean

Cerro Gordo i 545 165.76 8.09 374 55 295.29 189.70
Hami1ton i 566 96.32 106.03 209 218 300.40 196.65
Worth i 394 76.08 103.60 253 250 289.60 205.28
Humbo1dt 2 424 185.35 6.47 432 96 290.74 220.22

116.43 63.82 367 178
F rank1in 3 564 162.08 43.50 361 137 318.21 188.06

152.04 71.43 288 206
161.75 42.49 369 165

Pocahontas 3 570 92.88 105.26 206 218 257.17 247.13
149.94 76.49 316 221
64.75 174.34 145 338

Winnebago 3 402 127.07 95.67 355 128 291.77 185.37
133.55 76.57 295 147
77.70 93.48 223 204

Wright 3 567 206.39 37.84 459 77 301.26 221.36
108.33 131.12 290 217
118.17 124.44 307 258

Webster 4 687 99.96 144.15 252 303 262.17 247.09
140.43 103.60 293 221

98.95 88.59 206 222
131.04 115.58 302 274

Hancock 5 569 114.12 99.15 313 190 314.28 198.66
100.60 124.56 246 270
127.88 110.88 353 172
116.90 109.14 271 228
87.41 143.66 237 297

Kossuth 5 965 93.48 91.05 221 167 298.65 204.61
121.00 132.33 369 191
109.91 143.14 343 249
122.66 104.13 342 182
104.21 118.57 294 179

Hardin 6 556 88.59 102.59 220 262 325.99 177.05
88.59 29.46 340 87
165.35 69.28 355 160
104.00 99.15 261 221
88.63 143.66 187 345
153.70 94.49 350 190

The mean number of pixels of a given crop per segment in a
county is the total number of pixels classified as that crop,
divided by the number of segments in that county.
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Y. can be written

b0 + blxli(p)

x2i(p)

,Ni
Yj = /ij + ei where ej = Nj £ eij>

"i
+ b2x2i(p) + Vi’ *li(p) = Ni ^"lij andJ

N.
— 1 1 ’ ,

N • 53 x9- •. Under the assumptions of model1
j=i J

M; =

(2.4.1), /ij can be interpreted as the conditional mean of
the hectares of corn (or soybeans) per segment, given the

realized county effect and the values of the satellite

data. Clearly, the mean is not equivalent to /i. ,

because the average of the e- • over the finite population

of segments in county i is not identically 0. However,

either if N ^ are large or if the sampling rates nj/N*
(i = 1,..., m) are small, then the predictor of fi. is an

appropriate predictor of Y^. In this example, either of
the conditions appears to be true. For predicting Y-,

first assuming A and r known, BHF obtained BLUPs of /i.

(i = 1, ..., 12). Then, using Henderson’s Method III, they

obtained estimates of the variance components, and the

final predictors involved the estimated variance

components Henderson’s method being an ANOVA method could

lead to negative estimates of A
-1 If this were the case,

BHF set it equal to zero. This phenomenon is likely to

happen, particularly when the number of small areas or

strata is small.

We use instead Theorem 2.3.1 and Theorem 2.3.2

respectively to find the first two posterior moments of Y^
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and In the special case of nested error regression

model, we will now develop the expressions for the

posterior distribution given by (2.3.7) and the expressions

for the posterior means and

we have t 1, A 1 A, D(A)

variances of Yj and /i^. Here,
- A ^Im ? ? — Ijy^ • Then =

m
© 1
i = l (Ini + A 1Jn.j) so that Si!

m
= n
i=i

. ni
writing *i(s) = ni £ *ijj = l J

(i = i,..

(i X -4 • •1 ij x2i j)T’ one gets

S {(A + n.)/A} A 1 SO ,

where x..

X *11*
(1)

v*1 i x XTLi = l~j = l*ij*ij S?-in?(n; + A) x. / xxT, v1=1 lv 1 y ~l(s)~l(s)

H (A) (say). (2.4.2)

Next writing yi(s)
-lvnin . Lt • i y . .,
i j = 1->ij’

one

y(1)TKy(1)
n • /

E1? 1E . 11 fy • • -i = l j = lv,y i j y i (s))
2

+ AE1?
— 1

_ 2
1ni(ni + A) y i (s)

n

E™ ! E • 1 x • .fy • •1 j=l~ijv/ij ni<ni + A) 1y i (s)
T

x H“* (A) < E™=1Ej^,x j j(y 1 J
n i (n: + A) 1y i (s)

Qq(a) (sa-y) • (2.4.3)

The conditional pdf f ^A | y ^ ^ given in (2.3.7) simplifies to
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a^ A +
(nT+g0+gi-p)

(2.4.4)

Next: writing f^ the

ior means, variances and covariances of the finite

population means are given by

(1 - f .)y • f n + f • Ev iy^i(s) i

-1

ni(n. + A) y.

+ fjE
— 5+e -1 T

n i (n i + A) ^i(s)} H-1

|si=isj=i^ij(yij - "¡(nj + A) 1y

HB (say); (2.4.5)

f?V n-Cn.+A) y. , N + /x*-n-(n.+A) x. , \iv i ' •’i(s) i iv i J ~i(s)

x H -1 (A)|ET=iEj=i^ij(yij_ni(ni+A) yi( ) y

+ (nT+go+Sl_p_2) fiE |aQ+a1A+QQ(A)j

T

(1)
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(say); (2.4.6)

and for i ^ k,

Cov -1 Ni
“j=lYkjy

x H-1(A)|E?=1EjÍl3s
nk(nk+A) ^(s) +

(2.4.7)

Although we have provided the expressions for the



covariances which may be necessary for providing

simultaneous confidence set for the finite population mean

vector, we will not use it here.

Before we find the posterior means and variances of [i ^

in the infinite population set up, we give a general

discussion comparing HB predictors with EB predictors.

Writing

C1 - fi)yi(s) + fini<ni + A> ^irs)
+ fi{st n i (n i 4- A)

T

*i (s)} H'1^)
nf m i /

x i E X Sij(yij
u=i j=i

ni(ni + A) 1y i (s)
= SiO) (say) , (2.4.8)

and

= (nT + gQ + g1 4- a ^ A ■+■
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§2 (A) (say), (2.4.9)

we have from (2.4.5), (2.4.6), (2.4.8) and (2.4.9) that

HB E gi(A)|y
(1) (2.4.10)

Vi = v si(A)|y
(i) (2.4.11)

and

V2 = E g2(A)|y
(i) (2.4.12)

In EB analysis, “to obtain the EB predictor, we usually

replace E si(A)|y (1)1 by gj^A) EB (say) where A is some

estimate of A, which can be ML, REML or ANOVA estimate and

we report a naive measure of posterior variance by g2(A) =

2
EB (say). Usually, the point estimates e^g and e^g

not too far apart. But to measure the posterior variance

2
HB by s

2
EB , we may underestimate the actual measure because

of the failure to account for the estimation of A. We may

grossly underestimate the actual measure if g^(A) varies
too much within the body of the posterior distribution of A

_ in this case will be significantly large. We will

see in this example that for some of the counties

contributes a significant portion of the total variance.

We will also find that the percent contribution of to
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2
HB usually increases with the relative difference between

eTTf-> and eHB EB-

Now to develop the expressions for the posterior means

and variances for /i - we use Theorem 2.3.2. Note that by an

observation made at the end of Section 2.3, f(A|y), the

posterior distribution of A given y, is given by (2.4.4).

After considerable simplifications in this particular case,

we obtain

m
n

E E * ¡;(i—1 j=l JV

HB (say) (2.4.13)

+ (nT + Sq + Si -P + a^ A -+•
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sf,2 (say) ;HB (2.4.14)

where x., N• 1 (P) (>■
T

x

(2.4.2) and Qq(A)
li(p)’ x2i (p)) ’

given in (2.4.3).

as given in

Note that since f .

i

1 and x
i (P) - i 0 N. oo it can be n

informally that the rhs of (2.4.5) and (2.4.6) approach in

limit (2.4.13) and (2.4.14), respectively.

We will now get back to the actual data analysis of

the BHF data set given in Table 2.1. We use formulas

(2.4.5), (2.4.6), (2.4.8), (2.4.9), (2.4.13) and (2.4.14)

to obtain HB and EB posterior means and variances of the

population means for the 12 counties. Our HB approach

eliminates the possibility of obtaining zero estimates of

the variance components. A number of different priors for

R and RA were tried; both informative and non informative.

The results for the posterior means were quite similar

whereas the posterior variances varied approximately by as

much as 10%. For illustration purpose, we have decided to

report our analysis for the prior with a0 0.005, gQ 0,

a 1 0.005 and Si 0. But since the choice of a 1 0

gives improper posterior distribution of A, we took a^ a

small positive number. Table 2.2 provides the HB

predictors e^g, the EB predictors e^g, the BHF predictors
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Table 2.2 The Predi cted Hectares of Corn and Associ ated

Standard Errors

a0 = •
005 oII

obO al = .005 «i = 0

County eHB eEB eBHF SHB SEB SBHF

Cerro Gordo 122.1 122.2 122.2 9.3 9.4 10.3

F rank1in 143.6 144.2 145.3 6.9 6.4 6.7

Hami 1ton 126.2 126.2 126.5 9.2 9.3 10.1

Hancock 124.6 124.4 124.2 5.3 5.3 5.5

Hard i n 142.6 143.0 143.5 5.8 5.6 5.8

Humbo1dt 108.9 108.5 107.7 8.2 7.9 8.4

Kossuth 107.7 106.9 106.1 5.8 5.2 5.4

Pocahontas 111.8 112.1 112.9 6.6 6.4 6.8

Webster 114.9 115.3 116.0 5.9 5.7 6.0

Wi nnebago 113.3 112.8 112.1 6.6 6.4 6.8

Worth 107.1 106.8 105.6 9.9 9.1 10.0

Wright 122.0 122.0 122.1 6.4 6.5 6.9
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eBHF anc^ "the respective associated standard errors sHB » sEB

and Sggp for the corn data. Table 2.3 provides the values
of eHB EB BHF and HB

for the soybeans data for the

same choice of prior hyperparameters, whereas Table 2.4

provides their respective standard errors along with the

components and V^ s
2
HB* Values of eggp and sBHF

presented in Tables 2.2 - 2.4 are computed using FORTRAN

from the formulas given in the BHF paper and are slightly

different from the values reported in Battese et al.

(1988). From Tables 2.2 and 2.3, for predicting corn and

soybeans, one can see that egg, eHH,HB epg and eBHF are quite

close to each other. From Tables 2.2 and 2.4, Spg and Sgg

appear to be smaller than • But since Spg is naive EB

posterior s.d., it is probably an underestimate of the true

measure. From Tables 2.3 and 2.4 we find hardly any

difference either between eHB and or between their

standard errors sHB and HB* This is what we anticipated

for this data. To draw a clear comparison between HB and

EB procedures, we added one extra column at the end of

Tables 2.3 and 2.4. The last column of Table 2.3 measures

the percent relative difference 100 x eHB “ eEB|/eHB 7o
between EB and HB predicted values whereas the last column

of Table 2.4 measures the percent contribution (100 x

V^/(V^ + V2)%) of V-j. towards the total poste ror variance

s2SHB ’ Comparison of these two columns indicates that the
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Table 2.3 The Predicted Hectares of Soybeans Obtained by
Using Different Procedures

aQ = .005 gQ = 0 a-^ = .005 g-^ = 0

County eBHF xl00%

Cerro Gordo 78.8 78.8

F ranklin 67.1 67.1

Hami 1ton 94.4 94.4

Hancock 100.4 100.4

Hardin 75.4 75.4

Humbo1dt 81.9 82.0

Kossuth 118.2 118.2

Pocahontas 113.9 113.9

Webster 110.0 110.0

W i nnebago 97.3 97.3

Worth 87.8 87.8

Wright 111.9 111.9

78.2 77.5 0.78

65.9 64.8 1 .80

94.6 96.0 0.21

100.8 101.1 0.40

75.1 74.9 0.39

80.6 79.2 1.71

119.2 120.2 0.84

113.7 113.8 0.18

109.7 109.6 0.37

98.0 98.7 0.72

87.2 86.6 0.68

112.4 112.9 0.45
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Table 2.4 The Standard Errors Associated with Different:
Predictors of Hectares of Soybeans

aQ = .005 so = 0 al “ .005 «1 = 0

County SHB SHB SEB SBHF V1 V2 V1/(V1+V2)x1007c

Cerro Gordo 11.7 11.7 11.6 12.7 7.67 128.59 5.1

F ranklin 8.2 8.2 7.5 7.8 11.94 54.92 18.0

Ham i 11o n 11.2 11.2 11.4 12.4 1.97 123.61 1.6

Hancock 6.2 6.3 6.1 6.3 1.35 37.59 3.4

Hardin 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.6 0.37 41 .84 0.9

Humbo1dt 10.4 10.4 9.9 10.0 22.62 85.40 20.9

Kossuth 6.6 6.7 6.0 6.2 7.99 36.23 18.1

Pocahontas 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.9 0.06 55.98 0.1

Webster 6.6 6.7 6.6 6.8 0.64 43.51 1.5

Wi nnebago 7.7 7.8 7.5 7.9 4.11 55.70 6.9

Worth 11.1 11.1 11.1 12.1 4.06 118.17 3.3

Wright 7.7 7.7 7.6 8.0 1.62 57.48 2.7
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contribution of usually increases with the relative

difference. In particular, for counties Franklin, Humboldt

and Kossuth these relative differences are as high as

1.80%, 1.71% and .84% and the corresponding contributions

of V1 are as nonnegligible as 18.0%, 20.9% and 18.1%.1

made Sgg much smaller than s^g for these

Thi

count ies. So if

one uses a naive EB or estimated BLUP approach, he will

tend to underestimate the mean squared error (MSE) of

prediction. One should note that though BHF used estimated

BLUP, they tried to account for the uncertainty involved in

the estimation of A in their approximations of MSE.

Similar approximations of MSE of prediction have been

suggested by Kackar and Harville (1984), Prasad and Rao

(1990) and Lahiri and Rao (1990).

Now we will consider the lamb-weight data set of

Harville (in press). The background of the data set is

given in the example presented at the end of Section 2.2.

We will use a model similar to the one given in (2.2.9) to

analyze the data set. There we assumed, following Harville

(in press), the population line effects as fixed. For the

purpose of illustration with three variance components, we

will assume the population effects as random. This would

have been appropriate if these five lines were randomly

selected from a large number of populations lines. Also to

make the design matrix associated with the fixed effects
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(age of dam) of full column rank, we

/ij. Now we have the following mixed

will write + 6 ^ as

1inear mode 1

Yijkd = + Tj + Sj k + eijkd (2.4.15)

d = n j j k 5 k — 1- 5 • • • 9 ^j 9 Í — 1 ,2,3 and j — 1 ,..., 5

where n. ., and m.
1 J K J

are the same as in (2.2.9). We assume ir •

J

are iid N(0, (rA1) “^), sj ^ are i id n(o, (rA2)-1) and e i j kd

are i id N(0, r"1) . Moreover 7r ., s jk and eij kd are assumed

to be mutually independent. We want to predict wj^ given
in (2.2.10). Using (2.4.15), we will rewrite w.^ as

+ Tj + sjk (2.4.16)

where n

We

using a

and nrp are given in (2.2.10).
will carry out a non informative Bayesian analysis

3 . T
uniform(R ) prior for /i = (/¿^, » ^3) and

independent gamma|iaQ, b&o) ’ gamma|iap 2^l) anc*
gamma a2 > 5^2) priors for R, RA^ and RA2 respectively

Using Theorem 2.3.2, wj^ being a linear combination of
fixed and random effects, we can find its posterior mean

E(wjkiy) HB (say) and the posterior variance

s~£ (say).HB Using this theorem and iterated formulas for

mean and variance, we can derive ressions for ej*jg and
2

SHB 9 similar to the ones given by (2.4.13) and (2.4.14) for
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the BHF example. The choice a0 a 1 a2 So Si S2

0 of the hyperparameters gives a non informative prior for

the variance components. But the choice of a 1 0 or

a2 0 will give an improper posterior distribution of

A AT1’ a2' *
So we tried several combinations of these

hyperparameters which are small positive numbers. Our

findings for this data set, provided in Table 2.5, are not

different from the BHF data set. We report our analysis

for a0 0.0005, a^ 0.05, a2 = 0.01 and So Si 0

in Table 2.6. The estimated BLUPs for and w^g reported
in Harville (in press) are 10.98 and 10.29 respectively,

whereas the corresponding values we obtained using a

noninformative HB analysis are 11.0 and 10.4 respectively.

The agreement between the two sets of estimates is

remarkably close considering the fact that the underlying

models (2.2.10) and (2.4.15) are not identical.

Harville (in press) also estimated the difference

w13 " w56 anc* The associated MSE of prediction by using
both variance components approach and HB approach. The

estimated MSE of ^ ~ w56 *n na^ve EBLUP approach was
2given by (0.955) , whereas for Kackar and Harville (1984)

o

approximation it was (1.053) and for Prasad and Rao (1990)
• • 2

approximation it was (1.143) . For HB approach, Harville

(in press) used a uniform prior both for the fixed effects

and the variance components associated with sire effect
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Table 2 .5 Birth Weights (in pounds) of Lambs

Sire Dam Age Weight Sire; Dam Age Weight:

Line 1 L i ne4
1 1 6.2 i 1 9.2
2 1 13.0 10.6
3 1 9.5 10.6

10.1 3 7.7
11.4 10.0

2 11.8 11.2
3 12.9 2 1 10.2

13.1 10.9
4 1 10.4 3 1 11.7

2 8.5 3 9.9

L i ne 2 L i ne 5
1 3 13.5 1 1 11.7
2 2 10.1 12.6

3 11.0 2 1 9.0
14.0 3 11.0
15.5 3 3 9.0

3 1 12.0 12.0
4 1 11.5 4 3 9.9

3 10.8 5 2 13.5
6 2 10.9

Line 3 3 5.9
i 2 9.0 7 2 10.0

3 9.5 12.7
12.6 3 13.2

2 1 10.0 13.3
2 10.1 8 1 10.7

11.7 11.0
3 8.5 12.5

8.8 3 9.0
9.9 10.2
10.9
11.0
13.9

3 1 11.6
3 13.0

4 2 12.0
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Table 2.6 Predicted Birth Weights oT Lambs and Associated
Standard Errors

= .0005 gQ = 0

L i ne Sire eHB
*

SHB

i i 10.1 0.90
2 10.9 0.86
3 11.0 0.62
4 10.4 0.80

2 1 12.1 0.88
2 12.2 0.71
3 11.9 0.87
4 11.7 0.80

3 1 10.8 0.70
2 10.8 0.53
3 11.3 0.75
4 11.1 0.82

4 1 10.2 0.62
2 10.5 0.80
3 10.5 0.79

5 1 11.2 0.70
2 10.7 0.70
3 10.8 0.70
4 10.8 0.76
5 11.3 0.77
6 10.4 0.74
7 11.4 0.65
8 10.8 0.59
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and error. The HB estimate oT w^3 “ w56 in this case is

reported as 0.69 and the posterior s.d. is reported as

1.042. The corresponding values obtained by using our

approach are 0.60 and 0.99 respectively.

To conclude this section, we can recommend from

whatever we have learned from the analysis of these data

sets that the non informative HB method is clearly a viable

alternative to the usual EB or variance components

approach, and should be given every serious consideration

for prediction both in finite population sampling and in

the infinite population situation.

2.5 Hierarchical Bayes Prediction of Finite Population
Mean Vector in Absence of Unit Level Observations

Sometimes it is either difficult or impossible to

obtain information at the unit level for the small areas

In this section we will derive the predictor of finite

population mean vector when we do not have observations in

the unit 1 eve 1 . For i 1 ,..., m , t h e i
• t h small area with

units, we assume that on a sample of size n. we

know only the sample mean of the characteristic of

interest, the sample mean vector (pxl) of the

auxiliary variables. Also we have information on the

population mean vecto r (Pxl) of the auxiliary

variables of the units in the i
• th small area of the

population. We are interested in predicting the finite
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population mean vector Ym)

Ni
NJ1 £ Yj:
j=l J

T
7 where 7^ Y .

on y 1 (s) ’**•’ ym(s)
T

?(S) (say),

X
T

1 (s) ’ ’ ~m (s)

Let Y

and x
l(p)’'"’ ~m(p)

= (Yi y¡nJt- 1 Consider the

following model.

(i) Conditional on r/. (N^xl), b (pxl) and 6

Yj ~ n(2¡, RT‘lN ), i 1,..., m independently,

where R. are known sampling variances.

(ii) Conditional on b and <5, rj ^

i = 1,..., m independently.

N(x¡b, 6 -1 In.)’

(iii)B and A are independent a priori with

B uniform(R^) and A gamma(4a’ 2g

Combining (i) and (ii) we have

(if) conditional on b and <5, Y^ ~ N^X-b, (Rj^+¿ ^)I^
1,..., m independently.

Carter and Rolph (1974) introduced this type of model

and Fay and Herriot (1979) considered an EB approach to

this problem in a special case 2i 0.1M and assumed in
i~Ni

place of (ii) that conditional on b and 6, 0. N (xTb, 6 -1

1,..., m independently. Subsequently, in place of (ir)

they assumed that conditional on b and <5, Y.

N((xjb)jN rt1¡n + 6 -1 1,..., m independently.

P

Fay

and Herriot (1979) put a uniform(RF) prior on B. However,

instead of assigning a distribution on A, the prior
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variance, “they estimated it: iteratively by applying

generalized least squares procedure to Y.✓ x ~ N^xTb,
-1-1 . c-1
Rjxn.x + 6 i

i (s)

1,..., m independently where Y.^ x is the1 \s)

sample mean based on n^ units. They estimated E(Y.) = 0-,
i = 1,..., m based on their superpopulation model whereas we

are interested in predicting the finite population mean Yj,
i = 1,..., m based on (i*) and (iii).

Now we will get back to our problem. For the sake of

notational simplicity, we will assume without any loss of

generality that the sample mean y i (s)
is based on the first

n

n j units and is given by y.^ "i1 £ yijj = l J
Now define

Y.
i (u) (Ni ni)

-1

J

Ni
£ Y. .,^

H 1 J
nj-f-1 J

n

-T
x • / \- i (s)

n - 1 V' XT xTni -iy -i(u)
J

(N£ - n;)
-1 Ni

£ *T
j n |+1

~ 1 J
We have also defined in Section 2.4

that *i = (Ni - n j) /N i 1 ,, m . S i nee Y ^

(1 - fj)Y.^>y + f .Y. / it^ and y. is known, to predict thes) i (u) i (s)
vector 7, it is enough to find the predictor of ^Y^,^,...,
Y
m (

T
q (say) . So to predict the vector g, it is

enough to find the predictive distribution of q given the

sample mean vector Y(s) (say)•
For any quadratic loss, the predictor of 7• is given

by

E0ry(S C1 - fi)yi(s) + fiE(“ily( (2.5.1)
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and its posterior variance is given by

V(ni? (s)
f?v(«ily (s) (2.5.2)

Now from (i;), given b and <5, (^l(s),,,‘’ ^m (s) ’

Yh / Y / is multivariate normal (MVN) with mean £1 (u) ’ ’ m ( u)/ -

and vari anee Diag((T^ 2m) where

xT(u)b, tr? = (r.1 + 6 1)/ni and
2
i+m

~i(s)~’ ^i+m

(RT1 + «-!)/(N. - n.),
1,..., m. From this, it is easy to derive that given

y , x, b and 6, a is MVN with-O) -

E(«ily (») , b, s) xT, xb;-i(u)~

Cov(a i, ak|y(s), b, 6) <7? , <5.1
i -fm i k

(2.5.3)

(2.5.4)

where 6-ik is the Kronecker delta which is 1 if i

zero otherwise.

k and is

Using the iterative formulas for expectation and

variance we have from (2.5.1) - (2.5.4)

E(TilyO (i - "f •) y • / \ .* i (s) 1
+ f.E E(ai!y(S)’ *?. 6 ?(s)

c1 - fi)yi(S) + fiE(?I(u)^iy(S)
i1 - fi)yi(S) + fi^T(u)E(^i?( (2.5.5)

and
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(2.5.6)

Note that from (i) and (ii), we have

(iv) given b and <5, Y ~ N(Ab, V) where

- - (-l(s)’ — ’ ~m (s))T ’ (2.5.7)

V Diag^,..., 2
m (2.5.8)

and from (iii) we can write

(v) given <5, B
Puniform(R ).

From (iv) and (v) we have the joint pdf of anc* 5 given

6

<yO) . b|i)
a

m

.n (l/o-.)
1 = 1 1 ~UxO) -Ab)TV (s) -Ab) (2.5.9)

Now assume rank(A) p and define

b (atv->a)-1atv-1?{s)

i,8i(s)®T(S)Ai1=1

m
_ / 2|

• (s)^i (s)/i )’ (2.5.10)

Q = Y_1 - Y-1a(aty "1a)“1aty-1 ■ (2.5.11)

With these definitions, the quadratic form in the exponent
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of (2.5.9) can be written as

Ab)TY ^y^-Ab)
= (b-b)T(ATY-1A)(b-b) + ?(.)K(s)- (2.5.12)

From (2.5.9) and (2.5.12), it follows that given and

S, B ~ N^b , (A^V^A). Note that in (2.5.10) that b
2

depends on y. and ó since crT depend on 6.

Again using the iterative formulas for expectation and

variance we have

and

(2.5.13)

+ V E

+ V (£ s\i=l

(2.5.14)
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So to evaluate E(7ily/Sj and V(7ily(s))’ it} follows
from (2.5.5), (2.5.6), (2.5.13) and (2.5.14) that it is

/ 2
enough to evaluate ^ “E,ai+mly(s)) and the quantities that:

appear on the rhs of (2.5.13) and (2.5.14). In order to

evaluate them, we need to find the conditional distribution

of A given Y(s)-
From (iii), (iv) and (v) , the joint pdf of Y 5 and

A is given by

(s) J b,

oc .n (lAj)
1 = 1 1

exp (s) -Ab)TV_1(yO)-Ab)]6
Íg-1

^-¿a6
1
2

(2.5.15)

Using (2.5.12) and the fact that given Y(s) and <5,
B N^b, (ATV ^A) integrating out b from (2.5.15) that
the joint pdf of and A is given by

f{y (s) ’ 6)

oc
m

n (1 /a.)
i = lV ' lJ exp é{aó + £

-T

(S)9y( )
6
ig-1 ATV -1A

1

(2.5.16)

S i nee f (6 |y f(y
O)

O) ’ t)
f{y

oc

O)
f(? (s) , i), the conditional

distribution of A given Y(s) is determined by (2.5.16) up
to the norming constant. Evaluations of (2.5.13) and



(2.5.14) are accomplished now by using (2.5.16) and

typically some numerical integration techniques.



CHAPTER THREE
OPTIMALITY OF BAYES PREDICTORS
FOR MEANS IN A SPECIAL CASE

3.1 Introduction

In Chapter Two, a hierarchical Bayes procedure was

introduced for prediction in mixed linear models, and in

Section 2.4 the results were utilized for prediction

purpose both in finite population sampling and infinite

population set up in the presence of auxiliary information.

There we considered the general case of unknown variance

components and derived the posterior distributions of

interest by assigning independent uniform prior to the

fixed effects and gamma priors to the inverse of the

variance components.

In this chapter, we will consider a special case. We

assume that the ratios of variance components are known.

We derive HB predictors for the mean vector and prove some

optimal properties of this predictor.

In Section 3.2, we consider the normal linear model

(2.2.2) of Section 2.2 with A, the vector of ratios of

variance components, known. We assign a uniform prior to

the vector of fixed effects b and an independent gamma

prior to the inverse of error variance. We first find the

65
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posterior distribution of nonsampled units given the

sampled units in finite population sampling and from this

we derive the HB predictor of 7, the finite population mean

vector. Later in this section, in infinite population

situation, the posterior distribution of the vector of

fixed and random effects and the HB predictors for linear

combinations of fixed and random effects are determined.

Our approach to these problems can be regarded as

extensions of the HB ideas of Lindley and Smith (1972) to

prediction.

Although developed within a Bayesian framework, our

results should be of appeal also to frequentists. For both

the problems, the BLUP notion for real valued parameters

(see, for example, Henderson, 1963; Royal 1 , 1976) is

extended in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 to vector valued

parameters, and it is shown that the Bayesian predictors of

Section 3.2 are indeed BLUP. Like other related papers,

our BLUP results do not require any normality assumption.

With the added assumption of normality, the BLUPs indeed

turn out to be best unbiased predictors (BUPs) within the

class of all unbiased predictors. In addition, it is shown

that these Bayes predictors are BUPs even for some

nonnormal distributions. In these sections, we have also

shown that the BLUPs also “universally” (or

“stochastically”) dominate (cf. Hwang, 1985) the linear

unbiased predictors for elliptically symmetric
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d i st r i but: ions. In Sections 3.5 and 3.6 we have shown that

these Bayes predictors are best equivariant predictors for

both the matrix loss (or standardized matrix loss) and

quadratic loss (or standardized quadratic loss) under

suitable groups of transformations for a broad class of

elliptically symmetric distributions, including but not

limited to the normal distribution.

We conclude this section by introducing a few

notations. For a square matrix T (txt), tr(T) denotes its

trace. For a symmetric nonnegative definite (n.n.d.)

1 II
matrix T, T2 is a symmetric n.n.d. matrix such that T2T2

T, and for a symmetric p.d. matrix T, T
1
2 is a symmetric

i

p.d. matrix such that T 2 (t!)
k-1

3.2 The Hierarchical Bayes Predictor in a Special Case

We will assume the normal linear model (2.2.2) of

Section 2.2. We consider in this section the special case

when A, the vector of the ratios of variance components, is

known, while B and R are independently distributed with B

uniform(R^) and R ~ gamma^aQ, ^gQ^. Here we will

consider the case of finite population sampling in details

and briefly mention the corresponding results for the

infinite population set up In finite population sampling,

since 7 AY(1) + CY^2) for some suitable A and C, we are
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still interested in finding the predictor of (1), Y<2>
recal 1 that (1), y<2>) (1)AYv y -f and for this it

suffices to find the predictive distribution of Y
(2)

given

Y(1) = y(1) Recall the notations K, M and G given in

(2.3.4) - (2.3.6). Since A is known in this case, we have

the following Theorem 3.2.1 instead of Theorem 2.3.1. The

proof of Theorem 3.2.1 is similar to that of Theorem 2.3.1

and is omitted.

Theorem 3.2.1. Assume that n^ + gQ
- p > 2. Then under

the model given in (A) and (B) in Section 2.2 with A known,

and independent uniform(RP) prior for B and gamma^aQ,
prior for R, the predictive distribution of Y^ ^ given Y^^

is multivariate t-d i str i but ion with d.f. n^ -f gQ - P

location parameter My^ ^ and scale parameter ^nrp -I- gQ - p

(ao + y

-1

(DT (1)

Using the properties of the multivariate t-

distribution, it is possible now to obtain closed form

expressions for E (1), V<2> Y (1) y
(i) and

V (2), x(1> Y^y'1» In particular, the Bayes

estimate of (1), y<2> j under any quadratic loss is now

given by

e*^BFU (A + CM)y
(1) (3.2.1)
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We may note “that: the predictor ej^p(y(1)) gigiven in (3.2.1)

is the outcome of the model given by (A) and (B) with A

known, and the use of uniform(RP) prior on B and it does

not depend on the choice of the prior (proper) distribution

of R. This can be formally seen, assuming all the

expectations appearing below exist, as follows:

(2) (1)

= E E< E Y (2) R, Y^) R, V(1)lyO)’ ~ )

E e<x(2)b + s2l5ii(y (i) - X (1) R, Y^HY(1)'

1

S21SI1*
-1.(1) . /v(2)

+ -21-11-
-1.(1) E e|b|r, Y™\ Y (1)

S21S1U
-1.(1) . (2)

+ E t-l \ ^ ^-21-11-

(1)T _!v(1) -1

SiiX ) _x(1)te-1-(1)-li-

MY (1) (3.2.2)

where in the above string of equalities, the second equality

follows from the fact that conditional on B = b, R=r and

Y (i) y
(i)

, Y
(2) X (2) „-!/ (1)b + ?21?ll(y - X (1) r_1E

. 1

the fourth follows from the fact that conditional on R

and Y (i) y(1), S N X'X

Vx(1>ViX(1))
-1

(l)T„-i
«11»

(1)T 1 (1)
*11±

and the last equality follows from the
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definition of M, given in (2.3.5). Thus, the predictor

-Bf(-*s r°kust against the choice of priors for R.
There are alternate ways to generate the same

predictor ^ ^ of
(1) „(2)x

, Y Suppose, for example,

one assumes only (A) and (B) with b known (r may or may not

be known). Then the best predictor (best linear predictor

without the normality assumption) of £^Y^\ Y^^) in the
sense of having the smallest mean squared error matrix is

given by

AY (1) + C E Y ^ ^-21-11- +
(2)

S21ST1X

(3.2.3)

where 6 (;)■ (We say that E < F for two symmetric

matrices E and F if F - E is n.n.d.) If b is unknown, then

one replaces b by its UMVUE (BLUE without the normality

(1)T _lv(l)mption) fX v ' E-.ÍX

predictor of

-11-

(*),
) -

^ tu

(1)T ! (1)
*11* The resulting

rns out to be eír^^j-BF
I n

this sense
(1) also an EB predictor of
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Similarly, in this special case, one can derive the HB

predictor (for quadratic loss) of C 0?, Y) in the context of

infinite population set up. Denoting this HB predictor

E(c(b, y) Iy) by ~BI(Y ) ’ one can see that all the arguments
* ,(1)

leading to the empirical Bayes interpretation of e^p

work equally well to show that £gj(Y) also possesses the

empirical Bayes interpretation. Harville (1985, 1988, in

press) recognized this for predicting scalars.

In the next four sections, we will discuss a few

^ / (1 )\ ^
frequentist properties of ?gp(Y J and egj(Y). In Section
3.3 we show e

* ,„(i)sbf(^ is best unbiased predictor and

consider its stochastic domination whereas in Section 3.4

we consider these properties for ^gj(Y)* In Section 3.5 we

show that egp(Y^) is best equivariant predictor of
(1), Y<2> ^ under suitable groups of transformations,

whereas in Section 3.6 we consider the best equivariance

property of £gj(Y) under the same groups of transforma¬
tions. Jeske and Harville (1987) have shown that the

scalar BLUPs are best equivariant within the class of all

1inear equivariant predictors without any distributional

assumption. However, to our knowledge, the equivariance

results for vector valued predictors have not been

addressed before in this context in their full generality.

For an illuminating discussion on equivariant (or invariant

as some authors call it) estimation, one may refer to

Ferguson (1967) and Lehmann (1983).
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3.3 Best: Unbiased Prediction and Stochastic
Domination in Small Area Estimation

In this section, we assume the normal linear model in

(2.2.2) with A known. No prior distribution for B and R is

assumed , and 0
T T

(b , r) is treated as an unknown

parameter. First
* í (1 )\

, we prove the optimality of £gp(Y J
within the class of all unbiased predictors of

<(v(1), y(2)). Next, we dispense with the normality

assumption of y and e, and prove the optimality of

eín^Y^^j within the class of all linear unbiased~BF

predictors (LUPs).

We start with the following definition of a best

unbiased predictor (BUP).

Definition 3.3.1. A predictor T^Y (1)\ ;is said to be a BUP

of y(1)> if E9
(1)\ ,/„(!) x/ (2)) - <(*

and for every predictor
(1) of

, Y

(1) „(2)

0 for all 6

, Y satisfying

E 9
(1) (1) x,(2)

, Y'-') 0 for all 0 ,

V0
(1) (1), Y<2> - V 0

(1)\ x,(2)) - , Y 1 s

n.n.d. for all 0 provided the quantities are finite.

The following general lemma plays a key role in

proving the best unbiasedness of the predictor ^ °f

(1), v<2>). The lemma concerns unbiased prediction of a

general g(Y) (uxl) based on Y
(i)

, where g(Y) 1S not

necessarily equal to £^Y^\ or linear in Y* We
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assume that; each component oí g(Y) has a finite second

moment. Denote by Ug-, the class of all unbiased predictors
(i)

g

^ of g(V) with each component of 6^^) having a
finite second moment. Also, let Uq denote the class of all
real valued statistics ^i.e., functii ons of Y (1) ^ w iith fin ite

second moments having zero expectations identically in 6.

Lemma 3.3.1 A predictor T^Y (1) e ug is BUP for g(Y) if

and onl y if

(3.3.1)

for all 0 and for every m £ U0

Proof of Lemma 3.3.1.

if ¿(y(1)) = Í¿1(y(1)),. is another predictor in

Ug, then

(3.3.2)

Now T-^Y “ ¿í(y € Uq ^or everY i = 1)-) u.
using the condition of the lemma, for 1 < i < u

Hence ,
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Cov0 (1)) - g(Y), Ti(y(1) s 0. (3.3.3)

From (3.3.2) and (3.3.3) it follows that

V e
(i) ) " s(Y)

Vfl| T(Y(1}) " s(Y) + ve
(i) (i) (3.3.4)

for all 6. Hence t(y is BUP for g(Y).

Onlv if. Given that Tt(y^1^) iis BUP, we will show that the

condition (3.3.1) is true. First we will show that T (1))
is BUP for gj(Y) for every i
unbiased predictor for g^(Y).

1 ,..., u. Let U i(*U)) be any

Then Wy^hI 5 a u-component

column vector with i
• th

component equal to U be 1ongs

to Ug. Then

VJ)*(y (o ) - *«)] - ve T(Y^) ~ g(Y)l is n.n.d.

So we have

Ve u (i) ) ~ Si(Y) - v9 T (1)
g ¡(Y)] > 0,

1 ,, u

and consequently is BUP for g^(Y). Now following
the usual Lehmann-Scheffe (1950) technique (also Rao,

1952), for any m E U0

Cov0 Ti(Y(1)) - g.(Y), m(Y (1) 0 (3.3.5)
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for all 1 < i < u. Hence, (3.3.1) holds, and the proof of

the lemma is complete.

Remark 3.3.1.

(3.3.4)) that

It follows from the above lemma (see

if T1(y and T2(y('1') are both BUPs of

g(Y), then

- T2(y(1)))(ti(y(1)) - T2(y
= Cov?[Ti(y(1)) - g(Y), T1(y(1)) - T2(y(1))_

- cov2[t2(y(1)) - son, T!(y(1)) - i2(y(1))
= 0-0 = 0 by (3.3.1), for all 6 .

i.e., Pjfl1(Y<1) T2(Y (1) 1 for all 9 .

Remark 3.3.2. It is also clear that the technique of the

above lemma can be applied in more general contexts.

We will use the above lemma to prove the BUP property

* ,„(i)of Sbf(¥ ^ in the following theorem. Recall from (3.2.1)
that §bF(¥ ^1 (A + CM)Y

(1)

Theorem 3.3.1. Under the normal linear model (2.2.2),

-Bf(Y ^1 is the BUP of é(Y^. Y^)-
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Prooí oí Theorem 3.3.1. In view oí Lemma 3.3.1, it

suííices to show that for every m^Y^^ £ Uq ,

Cov bf(y (1) (1)
9 ¿Y (2)). K*(1))l 0 for all 9 ,

that is EJQÍMY (1) w(2)Ww(l)
- Y Wy 0 for all 0 . Sinee,

under the model (2.2.2), MY
(o

- w (2)iy(1>

X (2) E E~^X^ ^-21-11- x(1)Vi^(1)
-1

) V1}V''(1)-11-
- b us i ng

E9
(1) 0, it suííices to show that

(3.3.6)

ior all 9 . S i nee

diííerentiating both sides oí this equation w.r.t. b, one

gets (see p. 31 oí Rao, 1973)

(l)T„-i
^11

(3.3.7)

Using Eg
(1) 0 again,

The prooí oí Theorem 3.3.1

(3.3.6) follows from (3.3.7).

is complete.



Remark 3.3.3. Equation (3.3.6) can be alternatively proved

in the following way. Note that since Y
(i) (i)b,

r_1~11
for 0 .

(1)T , (1)
-11- , Y (1)tky(1) s complete sufficient

Hence must have 0 covariance vector

with every zero estimator mí Y
(1) ) * i .e . ,

Ee ?iiY )"V 0.

Next we show that the conclusion of Theorem 3.3.1

continues to hold even for certain nonnormal distributions.

Suppose that e (y^, ) and A = Diag(D, ^) Assume

that given R r , ?
-1

N(0, r A), while the df of R is an

arbitrary member of the family <5 {F: F is absolutely

continuous with pdf f(r) 0 for r < 0} . Let <5* denote a

* /.,(!)
subfamily of such that each component of ) and

^Y ^ \ Y has finite second moment under the model
(2.2.2) and the joint distribution of e* and R. We now

prove the following theorem.

Theorem 3.3.2. e§F(*(1)) 1is BUP of (1) .,(2)
, Y nder the

model (2.2.2), e~|R -1
r ~ N(0, r A) and R has a df from

V*.

Proof of Theorem 3.3.2. Using Lemma 3.3.1, and following

the proof of Theorem 3.3.1, it suffices to show that

E
b,F

(1)T ! (1)
nii >(Y (1) o (3.3.8)

for all b € R^ and for all F G *, where



oE
b,F

(1)

7

(3.3.9)

and Eb,F
m
2/v/ (1) < oo for all b and all F £ 5*. Consider

the subfamily R gamma^c, 2d): c > 0, d > 2 > of 9

Si nce (3.3.9) holds for this subfamily , E^ p
(1) 0

for all b and al 1 F G !H> gives

i(nT+d)-l
r

(3.3.10)

for all b, c > 0 and d > 2. Now using "the uniqueness

property of Laplace transforms, it follows from (3.3.10)

that

a.e. Lebesgue for all r > 0 and all b, i.e.,

(3.3.11)

a.e. Lebesgue for all r > 0 and all b. Differentiation of

both sides of (3.3.11) with respect to b and some
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simplifications using (3.3.11) lead to

(3.3.12)

a.e. Lebesgue for all r > 0 and all b. Multiplying both

hnT
sides of (3.3.12) by r and integrating with respect to

dF(r) where F £ , one gets (3.3.8).

Remark 3.3.4. Since does not contain the degenerate

distributions of R on (0,oo), Theorem 3.3.1 does not follow

from Theorem 3.3.2.

Remark 3.3.5. In Theorem 3.3.2, if we take % for , we

see that the marginal distribution of Y is given by the

family of distributions |T(-|Nrj,, Xb, (c/d)E, d) : b £ R^ ,

c >0, d >2} and egF(Y<^1')) is BUP for ^(yU;, Yv~'l for
(1) „(2)j

this family where T( • | Nj , Xb, (c/d)E, d^ is Nrp-vari ate t-

distribution with location parameter Xb, scale parameter

(c/d)E and d.f. d.

Next we will show that the predictor ^ ^which
is 1inear in Y (1) a best linear unbiased predictor

(BLUP) of £^Y^\ A predictor <5^Y (1) said to be

1inear if Y^ ^ has the form HY (1) for some known uxnT

matrix H. If in addition Ee
(i) ) - f(v(1). VY

(2) 0 for
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all 9 , we say that: <5^Y (1)\ ..is a LUP of (1), y(2) We

need the following definition.

Definition 3.3.2 (i) (i)
A LUP PY'-' of §(yv_/, Y

(2) said to

be a BLUP if for every LUP HY
(i) of (i)

9 ~
Y (2)

V,(HY
(1) ,/.,(!) w(2)

n- , Y YJPY
(1) ,/.,(!) (2)

- iiY~ , Y 1 s

n.n.d. for all 0 .

We now prove the BLUP property of ^ fo
predicting £^Y 5 Y

(1) y(2) To this end, we will state a

lemma whose proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.3.1

and hence the proof will be omitted.

Lemma 3.3.2 A LUP PY (1) . ,/„(!) w (2)\of {(Y , Y is a BLUP if and

only if

CovJ PY (1) ,/.,(!) (2)
- i{Y~ , Y ), q?tY('1') I = 0 (3.3.13)

for all 0 and for every known n^xl vector m satisfying

E»(® y
(o 0 for all 0 .

The following theorem provides the BLUP property of

(Y^1)) for predicting £^Y^\ In proving thisoBf‘ Y
(1)

BLUP property, we do not need any distributional assumption

on e We only assume E^e*) 0 and \q(e~ ) r *A .

Theorem 3.3.3. Consider the linear model (2.2.2) without

any distributional assumption on e Then Ogp^Y^^) is The
BLUP of (1) .,(2)

, Y
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Proof of Theorem 3.3.3. If E,(mTY (1) mTX^b 0 for

al 1

Cov

TX(1) = oT. Hence

í[sbf(vO>) - • Y (2)\ _TY(D1), ®TY
Cov e c(my (!) _ y(2)), mTY (1)

g(M£lx ~2l)~

c(x (2) -21Eii'(1))C- (1)V1S(1Y1xt1>Tm

0

for all 9 . The last: “two equalities follow from the

definition of M and from the fact Ty ( 1 )m a 0T. Applying

Lemma 3.3.2, the result follows.

Remark 3.3.6. As already mentioned, the normality

assumption is not needed for proving the BLUP property of

~Bf(^^)’ Theorem 3.3.3 unifies and extends the available
BLUP results related to the estimation of the finite

population mean vector under different models (cf. Ghosh

and Lahiri, in press; Royal 1 , 1976; and others). As i n

Remark 3.3.1 one can prove that the BLUP is unique with

probability one.

It follows as a consequence of Theorem 3.3.3 that

~Bf(Y^ has the smallest risk within the cl of al 1

LUPs of (1), y(2) ( under the matrix loss
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L0(£, é) a - o a - oT, (3.3.14)

and the model (2.2.2) without: any distributional assumption

on e* . The optimality of e within LUPs holds

a fortiori under the quadratic loss

L t({, 6) \6~ - i\
2

n

a - otq(¿ - o

= tr[jQL0(^, (3.3.15)

where Q is a n.n.d. matrix. Such a loss will, henceforth,

be referred to as generalized Euclidean error w.r.t. Q.

The optimality results carry over via Theorem 3.3.1 and

Theorem 3.3.2 under the added distributional assumption

(which is not necessarily normality assumption) on e A

natural question to ask now is whether the risk optimality

the class of all unbiased

predictors, or at least within the class of LUPs under

certain other criterion for a broader family of

distributions of e*. To investigate this question, we need

the notions of “universal” and “stochastic” domination, and

their interrelationship as given in Hwang (1985). Let

Í) Ee L (1) (1) .,(2)
, Y

2

Q
be the risk

function of the predictor 6 for predicting £ under a loss

function which is a function of generalized Euclidean error
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w . r . t. Q for some function L The following definition is

adapted from Hwang (1985).

An estimator él(Y (1)^ universally
error

Definition 3.3.3.

dominates (under the generalized Euclidean

w.r.t. fi) if for every 0, and every nondecreasing loss

function L, Rj^(0, £; <5^) < R^(^, £; ¿2) holds and for a

particular loss, the risk functions are not identical.

Hwang (1985) has shown that (see his Theorem 2.3) 6^

universally dominates S0 under the generalized Euclidean

error w.r.t. Q if -i(-(1)) - S(Y (i) , Y
(2)

2

1 s

stochastically smaller than
(1)\ w (2)

-ÍX , Y We

say that a random variable Z^ is stochastically smaller
than 7jrs if P/?(Z1 > x) < Pn(Z<-) > x) for all x and 0 , and2

for some 0, Zh and Z^ have distinct distributions1 2

The next theorem shows that for a general class of

elliptically symmetric distributions of e*, s5f(y(1))
universally dominates every LUP HY (i) of ./-CD , Y

(2) j under

every generalized Euclidean error w.r.t. a n.n.d. Q.

Assume that e~ has an elliptically symmetric pdf given by

h*(e*|A, r) oc r 1A
1
2f *Ta-1A'V), (3.3.16)

m rp ^where as already defined = (v , e1 ) and A = Diag(D, $)

and the known nonnegative function f is such that
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q

E'v
i = 1

nt
+ E|eii=l'

+ 1 f I re*ta-ie*jde < oo (3.3.17)

where v Vq )
T and ( e i »• • • * NT

)T. We will

-1
denote “this distribution by 8_p(0, r ^A) where §_p(/i,
denotes the distribution whose pdf is given by

k (t | fi, Q* , a) oc
2^*

(j Q
1
2f ((£ - /?/0TQ*_1(£ - *)/ 2

(3.3.18)

Pwhere t and [i are in R , Q (pxp) is p.d. and a > 0.

Note that the normality of e* with mean 0 and

variance-covariance matrix r-^A is sufficient but not

necessary for (3.3.16) and (3.3.17) to hold. It follows

from (3.3.17) that E(e~) exists and from (3.3.16) E(e*)

0.

Note that e
-1

(r XA) 2e* has a spherically symmetric

distribut ion

E^exp ( i u^e * *
gf (0, I *) with characteristic function (c.f.)

T'
= c(u u) for some function c (see Kelker,

1970) where i 4^1, U = (Uj,..., u^*)
^ and q* N

Hence e* has c.f. given by

T + q

E^exp ( i u^e*)^ = c(r ^Au) . (3.3.19)

Now write W*
»J

Z^y + (j 1, 2)

(wf, w*T2

T
has a c.f. given by

Then W

E^exp( iu^W*)^] = c(r ^u*^Su*) (3.3.20)
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where E + ZDZ^ . Comparing (3.3.16) and (3.3.19) one

can see from (3.3.20) “that, W has also an elliptically

symmetric distribution £^(0, r ^E) with pdf given by

h(w*| E , r) a r-1E
i

5f ^ rw *Tv.-l (3.3.21)

Theorem 3.3.4. Under the model (2.2.2), (3.3.16) and

(3.3.17), egF(Y(1 }) universally dominates every LUP
(1) HY (1) _ ./.,(!) .,(2)of , Y ^ for every p.d. Q.

Remark 3.3.7. Theorem 3.3.4 does not contain Theorem 3.3.3

since Theorem 3.3.4 requires the elliptical symmetry of the

distribution of W* , while the other does not. It should be

noted though that the model assumption made in (3.3.16) is

not necessarily stronger than the usual assumption of

finiteness of certain moments. This is because the

assumptions of Theorem 3.3.4 hold even if a distribution

has infinite second moment (e.g., for certain multivariate

t), but the BLUP property is meaningless in such instance

Now we will state and prove a lemma. The proof of

Theorem 3.3.4 rests crucially on this lemma.

Lemma 3.3.3. If W(Nr^xl) has pdf h^w | 1^ , rj, then for
every L(uxNrp), u < Nrp LW

T

— (LL^)^WU, where Wn u (lu 9 Q)W

whe re (N^ - u)j is a null matrix and = means equal in
distribution .
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Proof of Lemma 3.3.3. The proof follows “the arguments of

Hwang (1985). From (3.3.19) it: follows that W has c.f.

E^exp( it^W)J = c(r-1t^t). Hence

E^exp(it'[L,w)J = c(r_1t'J'LLTt1) (3.3.22)

where t-^ is a uxl vector. Next: using (3.3.22),

0)T(LLT)H
1
2

(3.3.23)

so "that: the lemma follows from (3.3.22) and (3.3.23).

It. follows as a consequence of Lemma 3.3.3 that

WTLTLW = (LW)T(LW)
T

= ^(LLT)5Wuj ^(LLT)5Wuj = WuLLTWu. (3.3.24)
We shall use (3.3.24) repeatedly for proving Theorem 3.3.4.

Proof of Theorem 3.3.4. Let HY ^ ^ be a LUP of

V(2)). Then, under the linear model (2.2.2) and
from the fact that E() =0, it is easy to see that
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(3.3.25)

_!

Writing W = E 2W* and using (3.3.24) and (3.3.25) one gets

= W*T[H-A _ c]TQ[H-A - c]w*

= WTE5[H-A _ C]Tn[H-A - c]e5w

= W^05[H-A - C]E[H-A - C]Tfi5Wu. (3.3.26)

Simi 1arly,

(3.3.27)

Write T = H - A - CM. Then,

rhs of (3.3.26) = rhs of (3.3.27) + wXq
1
2wü u 5

(3.3.28)

since using the definition of M given in (2.3.5),
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(1)T T

(3.3.29)

and using (3.3.25),

= (H - A - CM) X ^1 ^ = CÍX^ -MX^) = 0. (3.3.30)

Theorem 3.3.4 follows now from (3.3.26) - (3.3.28).

Also, since is positive definite, it follows from

(3.3.28) that rhs of (3.3.26) = rhs of (3.3.27) if and only

if T = 0, that is H = A + CM (cf. Hwang, 1985).

3.4 Best Unbiased Prediction and Stochastic
Domination in Infinite Population

In this section we will briefly consider a few optimal

properties of egj(Y) which are similar to those of
* / (1)\
~Bf(Y J following closely Section 3.3. First, we note
that ?gj(Y) is optimal within the class of all unbiased

predictors of ((b, y) under the normal linear model (2.2.1)

with A known. As in the finite population case, no prior

distribution on B and R is assigned, and 6 (bT, r)T is

treated as an unknown parameter. Next, dispensing with the

distributional assumption of y and e, we note that e^j (Y)

is BLUP for ((b, y) •

We start with the following definition.
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Definition 3.4.1. A predictor ¿(Y) of £(b, v) is said to

be an unbiased predictor if E^jj^Y) - C(b, v)^J 0 for all

0. An unbiased predictor U(Y) of C(b, Y) is said to be a

BUP if for every unbiased predictor S(Y) of £(b, y)»

Vtf[¿(Y) - C(b, v)] - Vtf[y(Y) - C(b, v)] is n.n.d. for all Í,
provided the quantities exist finitely.

Recal 1 that W The following lemma is analogous

to Lemma 3.3.1, and concerns the characterization of a BUP

of g(W) based on Y for some known function g where each

component of g has a finite second moment.

Lemma 3.4.1 . An unbiased predictor U(Y) of g(W) with

E#[yT (y ) y (y )] < co is BUP for g(W) if and only if

Cov^[U(Y) - g(W) , m(Y)J = Q for all 0 and for every
statistic m(Y) such that E^m(Y)) = 0 and E^[^m^(Y)J < oo for
all 0.

Lemma 3.4.1 can be proved similarly as Lemma 3.3.1 and

proof is omitted. We will use this lemma to sketch a proof

of the following theorem which concerns best unbiased

prediction of £(b, Y)•

Theorem 3.4.1. Under the normal linear model (2.2.1),

~Bl(Y) is the BUP of £(b, Y) •

Proof of Theorem 3.4.1. In view of Lemma 3.4.1, and the

fact that E^[m(Y)J = 0 for al 1 0 , it suffices to show that
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Eí[{sbi(¥) - C(b, Y)}m(Y)] = 0 for all 6. (3.4.1)

Note, however that with P^-probabi 1 ity 1

= egi(Y) - Sb - TDZTE-1(Y - Xb)

s(xte_1x) Xb) .

(3.4.2)

From (3.4.1) and (3.4.2) it suffices to show that

e»[(*t
This is proved similar to (3.3.6).

E_1Y)m(Y) = Q for all 0.

Remark 3.4.1. The conclusion of the above theorem holds

even for certain nonnormal distributions. As in Theorem

3.3.2, one can show that is BUP of ((b, y) under the

model (2.2.1) where e~|R = r ~ N(0, r~^A) and R has a df

from T , where e , A and T are the same as in Theorem

3.3.2.

Next, note that the predictor

and it can be proved as in Theorem

C(b, v) under linear model (2.2.1)

distributional assumption on e*.

has mean vector 0 and finite p.d.

^BI

3.3.3 that it is BLUP of

without any

But we need to assume e*

varianee-covari anee

(Y) is linear in Y

matrix.
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Now we will show that: ?gj(Y) dominates universally all

LUP of £(b, y) for an elliptically symmetric distribution

of e*. Consider the generalized Euclidean error loss

w.r.t. a uxu p.d. matrix fi

(3.4.3)

Let Rj^ (# 5 C » ¿ )
function of the predictor S for predicting ( under a loss

function which is a function of generalized Euclidean error

w.r.t. Q for some function L. The following definition is

similar to Definition 3.3.3.

Definition 3.4.2. An estimator £^(Y) universally dominates
another estimator ^(Y) (under the generalized Euclidean
error w.r.t. Q) if for every 0 and every nondecreasing

function L, R|^(0, £; < Rj^((9, ¿2) holds and for a

particular loss, the risk functions are not identical.

Now we will state the following theorem on stochastic

domination of £bj(Y)- Its proof will be omitted because of

its similarity to Theorem 3.3.4.

Theorem 3.4.2. Under the model (2.2.1) and an elliptically

symmetric distribution of e* similar to the ones given in
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(3.3.16) and (3.3.17), §Bl(Y) universally dominates every

LUP <5 (Y) = HY of C(b, Y) for every p.d. fi.

Remark 3.4.2. The version of Remark 3.3.7 in the present

context is that neither the BLUP property of ej^j(Y) nor the

stochastic domination of §gi(Y) as given by Theorem 3.4.2

imply each other. The latter requires elliptic symmetry of

distributions, while the former does not. On the other

hand, the assumptions on e~ needed are similar to the ones

given by (3.3.16) and (3.3.17), and do not necessarily

imply finiteness of the second moments of the components of
*

e .

3.5 Best Equivariant Prediction in
Small Area Estimation

This section is devoted to equivariant prediction of

(1), Y(2)^ on the basis of Y (1) under suitable groups of

t ransformations. First we will assume the normal linear

model given in (2.2.1). To motivate the first group of

transformations as well as equivariant prediction, first

consider an estimation problem. Under the normal linear

mode 1, Y N(Xb, r ^5) where we may recall that E
T ;W + ZDZ is known. Before proceeding further we will

2 —1define = r and redefine 6 (<r, b^)^. We

interested in equivariant estimation of AX^^b + CX ^ ^b
where the matrices A, C, X ^ and X ^ are as introduced

It suffices to estimate the vector b where Xb canearlier.
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be viewed as a location vector. Note that Y + X/3 ~

N (b + /?) , and it has new location vector X (b + /?)

We are interested in developing an estimator of b which

remains equivariant under a new origin of measurement. So

a “natural” group of transformations will be

9 l {§/?> 0 <= RP: g^(y) y + X^}. (3.5.1)

Now assume "that we partition y, X as in (2.2.2) and only

y^l) is observed (which is the case in smal1 area

estimation). If ¿(y^^ estimates (ax (1) + CX (2)

the

(ax

n ¿(y (1)\ . .„(!)„ . ^(2)) + AX + CX ¡3 should estimate

<*>
+ cx<2>)(b + 0) (A C) X (b + /?) . Treating X (b + ¡3)

as the new location parameter one can expect that

<l>
+ x<*> (estimator based on the “observed part” of

y + X/?) will estimate (aX (1) + CX (2))(b + 0) •
So we should

have

™
+ x<*> (1^) + AX^1^ + CX(2)0 (3.5.2)

for all y
(i)

, 0- Now if we are interested in estimating

y(2>), instead of EflU(Y'“'t Y9\
(D ~(2M

= M + gx(2)bf
we can still use <5^y (1) and again we will impose (3.5.2) on

6.

Note that the induced group of transformations on the

parameter space
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0 = {fl: 0 = O, bT)T, b € RP, <r > o}
is given by

fll = {§£, £ G Rp: gpW) = (<r, bT + £T)T}.

(3.5.3)

(3.5.4)

A loss function L(£, 9; 6) is said to be invariant if

+ CX

(3.5.5)

for all P and 0. An estimator 6 ing

(3.5.2) is said to be equivariant.

We will now be interested in the best equivariant

prediction of
(1) .,(2)

, Y The following lemma provides a

useful characterization of the class of equivariant

predictors of
(1) .,(2)

, Y Its proof is standard and

omitted.

Lemma* 3.5 • 1 •

<*>. y(2)
Let *o(* (1) be an equivariant predictor for

Then a necessary and sufficient condition

for a predictor 6^Y (1) of í(y(1), y
(2) to be equivariant is

that

(3.5.6)
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for all where

(1)
+ X (1) (1) (3.5.7)

for all y
(1) and all ¡3.

A function h satisfying (3.5.7) is said to be

invariant and hence must be a function of a maximal

invariant function (see, for example, p. 285 of Lehmann,

1986) under the group of transformations

s'1 {§/?> £ e Rp ; ¿efe (1) y(1) + X<‘> (3.5.8)

induced by in the y^^-space. The next lemma finds a

maximal invariant function under the group of

transformations .

Lemma 3.5.2. A maximal invariant function under the group

of transformations is Ky ^ ^ whe re K is defined in (2.3.4).

Proof of Lemma 3.5.2. First we show that Ky^ is an

invariant function. From the definition of K, we have

KX nee K^y + X0 and hence k/v^^ + = Ky^^ for all y^^ and

/?. Now we will prove the maximality. For y^\ y^^ such
t hat Ky ^

(1)
Ky
(i)

£ 2 we have y\
(i)

y<2 ^ is orthogonal to the
row space of K. Also rank(K) nT

- p and rank^X (1) P

Again using KX
(1) 0 it follows that the column space of

X (1) forms an orthocomplement of the row space of K.
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Hence (i)
Y2 X^^P for some P, i.e., y^*^

y<2^ + X^^P proving thereby the maximal ity of Ky
Since ®bp(Y^^) ‘is an equivariant predictor of

(1), Y<2> using Lemmas 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 we can

characterize the class of all equivariant predictors of

(1), Y<2> This is given in the next lemma.

Lemma 3.5.3. Under the group of transformations given

in (3.5.1), a predictor Y
(1)\ v,(2)\ 2of , Y i s an

equivariant predictor if and only if 6 has the

representat ion

ife(1)) = *5rfc^) - i&n(1) (1) (3.5.9)

for all y^\ whe C is an nrp-var i ate u-component vector

valued function.

Recalling the definition of an invariant loss function

L(£, 0; 6) given in (3.5.5), we see that both the matrix

loss Lq and the quadratic loss L-^ , given in (3.3.14) and

(3.3.15) respectively, satisfy (3.5.5).

Definition 3.5.1. An equivariant predictor 6q(Y (1) of

(1), Y<2> said to be a best equivariant predictor

under the loss Lq if for every other equivariant predictor
(1)\ . ./„(1) v, (2)of , Y E„rlo(í> é) - Lo(£’ i0)] is n-n-d

Remark 3.5.1. Note that i

predictor of (1), Y<2>
if <o(Y

^ un

Y is the best equivariant

der the loss Lq, then it is
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under the loss for every n.n.d. Q. Conversely, if

*o(*Y ^ ^ is the best equivariant predictor of

under the loss for every n.n.d. Q, then it is so under

Lq. We state and prove Theorem 3.5.1 which establishes the
optimality of within the class of all equivariant

predictors of £^Y ^ \ Y^ ^ under the lo
fortiori under the loss L-^ for every n.n.d. Q.

ss Lq 9 and a

Theorem 3.5.1. Under the normal linear model given in

(2.2.2), the group of transformations given in (3.5.1),

and the loss given in (3.3.14), the best equivariant0

predictor of (!), y is given by

Proof of Theorem 3.5.1. Note that from (3.5.9) of Lemma

3.5.3, any equivariant predictor 6^Y (1) of £(y(1), Y^) is
(2)

given by ¿(y(1)) = §£f(yU;) + ¿(kYU;). Only those 6
(1)\ . ,/„.,(!) are to

be considered for which E* Lq(£, ¿)] iis fin ite Note that

EJ Lo(í» -BF
exists finitely and hence

E T(ky (1) )«(ky (1) < 21 r< E/, Lo(i’ -Bf)] + Efl[Lo(is’ -)

Hence by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality E i«(K¥ (ky
finite. Under the matrix loss Lq ,
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EJ L (£ > £) ~ L0(i, SBF)| - E^0^ «(ky (ky (1)

+ Ee SBF (1), V(2>)^It(ky (1))

+ Ee «(ky (1) -Bf(-(1)) (1),
T

(3.5.11)

Now we will show that the last two product terms are null

matrices. Using the definitions of e5BF(Y(1)) and M , we

have

eE. eS„(Y(1)) - {(y^\ yw)sbf
(1) (2) Y (1)

C^MY (1) „^(2).„(1)
- E I Y

cjjWY ^ 1 ^ x<2>b -1^(1)-21-11(~ - X (1)byj a . e .
Leb

(2) ^ r-lv(l)Vv(l)V!V x Y*21*11* 5Iix(1>)
-1

(1)T ! (1)
*11-

- X (3.5.12)

Now CovJXrx(i)T^-iv(i) wv(i)i± y-ni , KY j x(1)ts¡ís11kt x'1)^

0. Si nee Y (i) ,is multivariate normal and

and KY (1) are linear functions of Y (1) X^TSí1y^ and

KY (1) are independently distributed. Now using (3.5.12)

and independence of X^^E^Y^^ and KY ^ \ we have
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Ee
* (Y(1))-BF

(1) .,(2)
, Y )j«T(KY (1)

Ee
(1)\ 1) (2)

- f,Y)M(Y , Y Y «t(ky

c(x (2) -21-11-
-1V(1)VV(1)T^-Iv(l) -1

5ii*

x Ee
x(1)Tv-1y(1)6 ^lll

- X (1)T i (1)
*11*

T(ky (1)

(2) y x y
-21-11-

-lv(l)Vv(l)T^-iv(l) -1

?iix

x E (l)Tv_i (1)
¿Hi

- X ^1 ^T?i jx(1 ^eJ «t(ky (1 ^
o. (3.5.13)

Now from (3.5.11) and (3.5.13),

E,[Lo(C, í) “ Lq(£, -BF
E6 £(ky (i))«t(ky (1) > Q,

(3.5.14)

with equality if and only if

The proof of Theorem 3.5.1 is complete.

Next, instead of we consider the group §2
transformations given by

92 {f?/?,d’ ^€rP’ d>0: d(y) = dy + X^j.

A predictor g(y of ^Y^ !Y(1), Y^;) is said to be

equivariant under the group ^ transformations

(3.5.15)
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$(dy (i) + X (1) d¿(y (1) + (ax (1) + ex (2) (3.5.16)

for all y
(i)

, ¡3 and d > 0. Note that §gp(Y^ ¿is again an

equivariant predictor of , Y
(1) y(2) nder “the above

criterion . Also, note that: if 6 is equivariant: under

taking d

under .

1 in (3.5.16) it follows that it is equivariant

So the class of equivariant predictors under Q0

is smaller than that under But we will prove that

•bf0T110 is best inside this smaller class under a larger

family of distributions of Y which includes the normal

distribution as a special case.

We will apply the group of transformations ^ on “the

family of elliptically symmetric distributions with pdf

given by

f<?(y) a <72E
1
2f((y - Xb)1?-1^ - Xb)/<r2), (3.5.17)

where f is a known nonnegative function satisfying

1 + (y - Xb)T?-1(y - Xb)]

f( (y - Xb)7?-^^ - Xb) j(T2 jdy < OO (3.5.18)

Q
Note that Y ~ N(Xb, a E) is a special case satisfying

(3.5.17) and (3.5.18). It is easy to see that the above

group of transformations ^ on Nrp-d imens i onal Euc1 idean

space for Y induces a group of transformations
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92 {ií,d> i e Rp, d > 0: g d— H > u
(í) T TxT(da, db‘ + /I1)1}

(3.5.19)

on the parameter space 0 given in (3.5.3).

As before, a loss function L(£, 0; S') for predicting
(1)

, Y
(2)\ L c/„(l)\ •by S(\ is invariant: under the group of

transformat ions $2 if

L d (1) (2)\ . /iV(l)
y + (ax + cx (2) )i> f/?,d^);

d¿(y (1) ) + (** <x> + cx^

L U> (2) )» 2» ¿(y (i) (3.5.20)

for all y^l\ y^\ P, d (>0) and 9.

We shall consider the special losses

L2(£, 9; 6) = L0(§, 6)/a
2

(3.5.21)

and

L3(£, g; g) = Ljii, i)A
2 (3.5.22)

Both these losses satisfy (3.5.20).

To find the best equivariant predictor of (1), y(2)
in this set up, we will present two lemmas which provide a

useful characterization of the class of equivariant

predictors. A proof of Lemma 3.5.4 is omitted.

Lemma 3.5.4.

(1) w(2)

Let ¿0(y(1)I be an equivariant predictor for

, Y Then a necessary and sufficient condition
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for a predictor <5^Y (1)\ x,(2)of , Y to be equivariant is

that

¿(y(1)) = ^o(y(1)) +
(i) (3.5.23)

for all y ^ , where

h(dy™ + x(1) dh(y (1) (3.5.24)

for all y
(1)

9 A and d > 0.

We will follow the arguments of Lemmas 2 and 3 of

Datta and Ghosh (1988) to find a representation of the

function h in (3.5.24). Define

i(Ky (i) Ky(1)/(y (D\y(1)^ i [y(1)TKy(1)>o]
(3.5.25)

Note that since KE-^K = K, so y
(1)T„_ (1) (l)VTV /„..(!)

Ky (Ky^r^Ky^)
and t is indeed a function of Ky

(i) It can be shown that

t(Ky..,(1)\ ,is a maximal invariant under the group of trans¬

format i ons

9Í2 {sí»,d> Í 6 RP d > 0 : Si,d(y (i) dy^ + X(1)
(3.5.26)

i nduced by §2 1n
. (1)
the y -space.

The following lemma characterizes the class of

functions h^y^^ satisfying (3.5.24). We will use this

lemma to characterize the class of equivariant predictors.
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LcmnicL 3 • 5 • 5 • A function y(1)) (uxi) sat isfies (3.5.24)

if and only if h has the representation

(i) (Dtk (D\J (3.5.27)

where s (uxl) is an arbitrary function of t^Ky (1)

Proof of Lemma 3.5.5. Assume h has the representation

given by (3.5.27). Now, since (dy (1) + X

K(dy^ + x<x> d2y(1>TKy(1) and since ti(?<y (i) a

maximal invariant under Qq, so tí K ^
+ x^1^

and consequently

t(Ky (1)

b(dy (D + X(D = d y
2..(1)T„. (1)n|Ky s t

(1)

dh(y (1)

Hence (3.5.24) is satisfied

On 1y if. Since h satisfies (3.5.24) for all y
(i)

, 0 and d

> 0, taking d 1, we see that h must satisfy
(i)

+ x (1) y ^ ^ for all y and 0 This implies

that h must be invariant under , and hence must be a

function of Ky^1). So h(yOh s(Ky where s (uxl) is

an arbitrary function ing

ds§(Ky (l)

i . e . , s^dKyOh = ds^.O)§(Ky (3.5.28)
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for all d > 0. Now taking d = ^y ^ ^Ky ^ ^ * -for
y(1)Tj^y(l) ^ q we have from (3.5.28)

b(y(1)) = f(Ky(1))
= t((y (1)TKy(1)riKy(1))(y(1)TKy(1))i
= S(t(Ky(1))Vy(1)Ky(1)/.

Now for y<^TKy('1') 0, if we take h 0, then (3.5.24) is

satisfied and we can represent h by (3.5.27).

Since ^ ^ is an equivariant predictor of
(1) „(2)\

, Y it, follows from Lemma 3.5.4 and Lemma 3.5.5

that <5^Y ^ ^ is an equivariant predictor of £^Y^\
under the group Q0 of transformations if and only if

(1) sgF(y(1)) + (y(1)TKy(1)Ni(Ky(1) (3.5.29)

for all y
(i)

Definition 3.5.2.

(1) „(2)n :

An equivariant predictor Íq^Y (1) of

, Y is said to be a best equivariant predictor

under the loss L2 if for every other equivariant predictor
(1) of (1) .,(2)

, Y'-') E^[L2(^, 9; 6) - h2U, 9; ¿Q)] is
n • n • d •

Remark 3.5.2. Note that if ¿q(Y^^)
predictor of » Y^^) under the
under the loss Lg for every n.n.d. Q

is the best equivariant

loss L2, then it is so

and vice versa.
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^ / ( 1 )\We now establish that enn Y J is best equivariant
(1) .,(2)predictor of v ', Y

theorem is proved.

~BF

under the loss L2* The following

Theorem 3.5.2. Under the model given in (2.2.2) and the

family of elliptically symmetric distributions as given by

(3.5.17) and (3.5.18), the group of transformations Q2

given in (3.5.15), and the loss L0 given in (3.5.21), the

best equivariant predictor of

eSF(Y(1)).
(1)

J ÍY
(2) is given by

Proof of Theorem 3.5.2. Note that from (3.5.29) any

equivariant predictor <5^Y (1)\ _ ./.,(!) „(2)x ,of , Y is given by

(1) s5f(v(1)) + (t KY )5§^í(ky (i) Only those

6 idered for which 0; ó)j is finite and
in that case for the corresponding s, we have

E6 Under the

matrix loss ,

a ^í^2 5 !? 5 ~) ~ L»2 (<£, 0; eBF

Ee Y^KY^JttKY^

+ Ee
* (y(1))~BF

(1) .,(2)
, Y (1)T (1)\5_T (1)

+ Ee
(1)T„W(1)UKY )5§^í(kY (1) ~bf(- (1 ’) (1) „(2)

, Y

T

J
(3.5.30)
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It: is enough to prove that: the last two product terms in

(3.5.30) are null matrices. Proceeding as in the proof of
Theorem 3.5.1 we have

(3.5.31)

Now from the property of elliptically symmetric

distribution, it follows that

X<2>b + ?21Sli Y
(1)

and using this, we have from (3.5.31) that

(2)
-21-11-

-1v(1)Vv(1)Te:1x(D^
-1

-11-

(1)T i (1)
-ill

- X (1)TV_! (1)
— 11 —

(3.5.32)

Then ,

the second term of the rhs of (3.5.30)

(2)
-21-11-

-1V(1)VV(1)T lx(l))
-1

-11-

x E0
(1) Tirv, (1 )\5^v (1)T^-i (1)KY Wx SiiY - X (1)TSl}x(1>b)

x sTltÍKY(1) (3.5.33)
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Now we will show “the expectation of the rhs of (3.5.33)

is a null matrix. Note that since E (DT-kyO) < oo and

E
(i) X (1)b, by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality

x X(-1^TE71y('1') has finite expectation. Now using the

independence of
(1 )TY'_/ KY (1)\5, , x (1 ^ TE^Y ^1 ^ I and t(KY('1^

which follows as a special case of Lemma B.l, we have

Ee
(1)T (1)n^v(1)T^_u,(1)KY )5* SiiY - X <1)TS¡ix(1)b)

Ee (y(i)tky(1))I5(1)V1(y<1> - x
(i)

x E9 ST[ tÍKY(1) (3.5.34)

Next using the elliptical symmetry of Y ^ , it follows that

Y (1) v.(l)L d /„(1) v(l)
- X b - X

Now KX (1) 0 and K is n.n.d., one has

i

Y (1) - X (1)
T (1) X(1)b)

X (1)T„-Uy(1) - X
(1)

X
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(y^^ky^1Vx^T£íÍ(y^ - x(1)b)
á -(y(1)Tky(1))^x(1)Vi(y(1) - x(1)b). (3.5.35)

Now taking expectations on both sides which exist finitely

due to the previous observation, one gets

(3.5.36)

Hence from (3.5.30), (3.5.33), (3.5.34) and (3.5.36) we

have

s t KY

which is n.n.d. for all 0 and the two risk matrices are

equal if and only if

s t KY for all 0

P0i . e . ,
1 for all 0 .
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Remark 3.5.3.

sufficient: and

A11 h

t(KY

(1)T„V, (1)\5 v(l)T^_iv(l)KY '• * ET Y 1 s

(1)\ ..is ancillary, Basu?s Theorem (1955)

can not: be applied since the sufficient statistic is not

comp1ete.

3.6 Best Equivariant Prediction
in Infinite Population

In this section, we concentrate on the equivariant

prediction of £(b, Y) — Sb -I- Tv on the basis of the data

vector Y under suitable groups of transformations. We will

first consider the prediction of C(b> Y) under the normal

linear model (2.2.1) and the group of transformations

given in (3.5.1). Later on we will use the broader group

of transformations ^ an<J elliptically symmetric distri¬
butions for Y for equivariant prediction of C(b, Y)• Jeske

and Harville (1987) and Harville (in press) considered

equivariant prediction of a scalar linear combination of b

and y under the group of transformations .

As before, we say a predictor ¿(Y) of C(b, Y) 1S

equivariant under the group of transformations if

¿(y + x/?) <5(y) + S(3, for all y and 0 (3.6.1)

A loss function L(£, <9; 6) is said to be invariant if

L(c(b, V) + §g, Spií); i(y) + Sg)
= b(c(b, v) , 0; 6(y)) (3.6.2)
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for all y, y, 0 and 6. Note that the matrix loss Lq(C> S)
= (S - () (6 - ( ) 1 and the quadratic loss L^(C, S) =

(6 - C)^Q(S - C) are invariant. Now we have the following

lemma similar to Lemma 3.5.1 which characterizes the class

of equivariant predictors of £(b, Y) based on a specific

equivariant predictor £q(Y).

Lemma 3.6.1. A necessary and sufficient condition for a

predictor ¿(Y) of C(b, v) to be equivariant is that

i(y) = £0(y) + b(y) (3.6.3)

for all y, where 6q(Y) is a specific equivariant predictor
and the vector valued function h satisfies

b(y + Xfi) (3.6.4)

for all y and /?.

The function h is said to be invariant and hence it

must be a function of a maximal invariant function under

. So in the following lemma we find a maximal invariant

function under the group of transformations . This is

only a restatement of Lemma 3.5.2. So the proof is

omitted.

Lemma 3.6.2. A maximal invariant function under is Qy

where Q = E-1 - E"1x(xTE_1x)_1XTE_1 as defined in (2.3.12).
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Since j (Y + X/?) = egi(Y) + S/?, so £gj(Y) is an

equivariant predictor of C(b, Y) — Sb + Tv. This

observation and Lemmas 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 culminate info Lemma

3.6.3 which provides a useful characterization of “the class

of equivariant: predictors under .

Lemma 3.6.3. Under the group of transformations , any

equivariant predictor 6(Y) can be represented as

£(y) egiCy) + £(Qy) (3.6.5)

for all y, where Í is an n^-variate u-component vector
valued function.

As in Definition 3.5.1, we say an equivariant

predictor £0(Y) of C(b, v) is best under the loss Lq if for

every other equivariant predictor 6(Y) E^^Lq(C9 6) - Lq(C, h\\
is n.n.d . As in Remark 3.5.1 it is true that an

equivariant predictor of C(b, y) is best under the loss L0

if and only if it is best under the loss L^ for every

n . n . d . mat r i x Q . Similar to Theorem 3.5.1 we have the

following theorem under the assumption that e
v

) ~ N(0,
2 q

<r^A) where A = Diag(D, ^) is known p.d. and a > 0 i s

unknown.

Theorem 3.6.1 . Under the model (2.2.1) with the

distributional assumption on e* given above, the group of
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transíormat i ons and the matrix loss Lq , the best

equivariant predictor of CO?* Y) given by £qj(Y)*

A proof of this theorem is similar to that of Theorem

3.5.1. Evaluating first the conditional expectation

E^CO?* y) | Y] = Sb + TEjylY], which is a linear function of
Y, one can proceed as in Theorem 3.5.1 to complete the

proof.

To conclude this section, we will consider the group

of transformations Q0 and a class of elliptically symmetric

distributions to show that ej^j

predictor of C 0? > y) . Assume that e* has an elliptically

symmetric distribution with pdf given by

(Y) is the best equivariant

P(e~ | <r) (3.6.6)

where f is some known nonnegative function satisfying the

condition

where A

fo 11owin

+ e*Te*]f(e5“TA'1e*/<T2)de* < oo.

o

and are the same as above.

g theorem.

(3.6.7)

Now we have the

Theorem 3.6.2. Under the model (2.2.1) with the

distributional assumptions on e* given by (3.6.6) and

(3.6.7), the group of transformations ^ anc* “the
o

standardized matrix loss #5 £) = Lq(C> 6)/(t , the best

equivariant predictor of C 0?, y) is given by £bj(Y)«
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To avoid the repetition of the arguments a detailed

proof of this theorem is omitted. Proceeding exactly as in

Theorem 3.5.2 and Theorem 3.6.1 we can prove this theorem.



CHAPTER FOUR
ASYMPTOTIC OPTIMALITY OF

HIERARCHICAL BAYES PREDICTORS FOR MEANS

4.1 Introduction

We have introduced in the previous chapters several HB

predictors both in the context of finite and infinite

population sampling under general linear models. There we

have used uniform prior (over the appropriate Euclidean

space) for the fixed effects and inverse gamma (possibly

improper) for the variance components to predict 7 =

T
(7-^,..., 7m) , the vector of finite population means. A

natural question to ask is that if indeed there is a “true”

or “elicited'’ prior, whether the HB predictor of 7 is, in

some sense, close to the “true” Bayes predictor which we

shall refer to as subjective Bayes predictor. Such a

comparison can be made conveniently in terms of Bayes risks

of these predictors computed under the elicited prior.

Following Robbins (1955), we shall call a predictor of 7

“asymptotically optimal” (A.Ü.) if the difference in the

Bayes risks of the predictor and the subjective Bayes

predictor converges to zero as m — 00. The A.Q. property

of certain EB predictors arising naturally in the context

114
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of finite population sampling was proved in Ghosh and

Meeden (1986), Ghosh and Lahiri (1987a), and Ghosh, Lahiri
and Tiwari (1989).

In this chapter, we prove the A.O. property of several

HB predictors under average squared error loss. To our

knowledge, such an attempt is the first of its kind. In

Section 4.2, we start with the normal linear model (2.2.2)

when A, the vector of the ratios of variance components, is

known. We specify our loss function, the elicited prior

distribution and derive the subjective Bayes predictor of

7 In Subsection 4.2.1, we derive a general expression for

the difference of Bayes risks of our subjective Bayes

predictor and any predictor of 7. In particular, we

consider the sample mean vector and the HB predictor of 7

which can be derived from Section 3.2. In Subsection

4.2.2, we consider the random regression coefficients model

of Dempster et al. (1981) and in Subsection 4.2.3 the

nested error regression model of Battese et al. (1988) as

special cases of the general model of Subsection 4.2.1 We

have shown that the HB predictor is asymptotically optimal,

whereas the traditional sample mean vector is nonoptimal.

In Section 4.3, we consider the Fay-Herriot model of
-1

Section 2.5 with all the sampling variances = R. (say)

known. We assume for the sample sizes nj, V ^/n ^ are all

equal. We first show the A.O. property of the HB predictor
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of 9 (mxl) where 0 is as given in Section 2.5. The result:
is then used to prove the A.Ü. property of the HB predictor

of 7 The HB predictor of 0 is the shrinkage estimator

obtained by shrinking the maximum likelihood estimator of 9

towards a regression surface. The model we will consider

in Section 4.3 is a slight generalization of the ones given

in Morris (1981, 1983) and Ghosh (1989), and includes also

as special cases the ones considered in Strawderman (1971)
and Faith (1978).

The assumption of known first stage variance component

of Section 4.3 is dispensed with in Section 4.4, and a

prior distribution (proper or improper) is assigned to the
first stage variance component. This situation is now a

special case of the nested error regression model where the

covariate vectors associated with each unit within a

stratum are the same. In Stroud (1987) (see also Ghosh and

Lahiri, in press), one can find such an example. Once

again, the A.O. property of HB predictor of 9 is proved

The result is then used to prove the A.O. property of the

HB predictor of 7

In the remainder of this section, we will introduce a

few notations. For a sequence of axb matrices

F(m) ((fij(n,)))} and for an axb matrix F
0 ((^? j)) •

we

1 im F(m)
m—♦oo~ v 7

exists and write 1 im F(m)
m—*>oo~ v 7

F° if

1 im f. . (m)
m—>oo 1J v 7

f9 . for i !,•••, ^ * j 1 , • • •, b . For an axa
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matrix T, we denote its largest (smallest) eigen value by

chL(T) (chg(T)).

4.2 Model, Loss, Prior and Predictors

We start with the linear model (2.2.2), namely,

Y

Y

(1)

(2)
x(1)\ /z(1)
x(2V~ + +

(1)

(2) (4.2.1)

where all the quantities appearing in (4.2.1) are the same

as in (2.2.2). We want to study A.O. property of

predictors of 7, the finite population mean vector. Let

A 0 (ni = lV
-liT )
i lni) and C 0

_n ) whei = l' 1 Ni ni'
n j and N j

the before. Then 7 = AY ^ ^ + CY ^ Similarly,

write the sample mean vector Y Y V
,..., i

~ (s) V‘l(s)’"” ‘m(s)/
\T

Y0) LY^ where Y.

n

i (s) j = l J
1 ,, m and

L

Consider the quadratic loss function

L(7, a)
— 1 T

m (a ~ 7) Qm(a ~ 7) (4.2.2)

where 7 is estimated by the vector a (mxl) and Qm is a

known mxm n.n.d. and nonnull matrix.

In this section we assume A to be known, say A = Aq .

We will consider the elicited prior distribution 7Tq under
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which Y ~ N^XbQ, r^E^ where 1>q (pxl), Tq (>0) and
E = ¥ + ZD(Aq)Z^ are known.

Now “the subjective Bayes predictor of 7 under the loss

(4.2.2) is given by

eSB(Y(1)) = AY(1) + CE»0(y(2)|Y(1))
= AY(1) + c[x(2)b0 + 52i5¡Í(y(1) - X(1)b0)

(4.2.3)

where E. . i, j = 1, 2 are partitioned matrices of E.

For known A, the HB predictor of 7 with independent

uniform(RP) prior for B and gamma^aQ, 2^o) Pr^or ^or R ^.nd
the loss (4.2.2) follows from Section 3.2 and is given by

^BF (Y(1)) (A + CM)Y
(1) (4.2.4)

where we can recall -from (2.3.5) "that

M v v_l a. (XW
-21-11 + IA ?21EÍ1iX(1)Yx(1)TEÍ1iX(1)) 1X^1')TE“j.

(4.2.5)

The Bayes risk rg (tTq, a Predict:or £^Y^ of 7 7 (Y)

when the prior is 7Tr\ is given by0

(4.2.6)
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4.2.1 General Expressions for Bayes Risks Difference

We will now derive the difference in the Bayes risks

of an arbitrary predictor s(Y^^ of 7 an(i the subjective
predictor SggÍY^ /* For clua^rat^c loss (4.2.2),

noting that E,o[2am^], standard i an

calculations give

Q (*o> £) - rn
m u Wm(*0’ eSB

(4.2.1.1)

For ¿(Y*'1'*) sbf(Y(1)), the rhs of (4.2.1.1) i

m-1E,r0 s5f(y(1)) -SB1 Y(y(1))| gm(«5F(YUJ)
T

* ,.,(1)
- e-SB

(1)

m ^tr QmETrJ §gF(Y(1)) - -SB
(1)

SBF(y(1)) - -SB
(1)

(4.2.1.2)

Now -from (4.2.3) and (4.2.4), we have

(1)\ . /„(1)* ' Y v ~ ' ) - e^.r.1 YSBF ) - §

c[my
SB

(1) Y(2)Kx b0 E Y^ ^
-21-11\-

- X (1) -o)]
c(x (2) -21-11^ ^ 1 })(- (1 } T -11- (1 })

-1

(1)T ! (1)
¿■Hi

- X (1)VlX(1)bo)
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Using this, from (4.2.1.1) and (4.2.1.2) we obtain

Qm ('O’ 5bf) - r
Qm ('O’ SSB

_ 1 _1

rQ m tr QmC(x (2) -21-11- )

(1)V!»(1)) "(X
-1 (2) S2iSiix(1))V (4.2.1.3)

For = Y
(s) ’

we have from (4.2.1.1),

rQm(T0’ - (s)) rQm(T0’ ~Sb)

tr m 1(3mi E7t0(Y (s) " §SbO^ ^)E'o(~(s) ~ -SB^V ^
(1)

+ tr
-1-1
r0 m Qm^L A «2lSlí)Sll(t - A - --21-11

T

tr m 1Qm(LX (1) tv(l) ™(2)\l l_T/r v (1) tv(l) „v(2)\
- AX - cx )b0i?o(tX -» -W ;

T'
- AX - CX

+ tr -1-1
r0 m Qm(Ll ^ “

-1
**21*11CE„hE7í)e1:l(lL - A - CE^.ETi)-1

**21*11

T

(4.2.1.4)

We will use (4.2.1.3) and (4.2.1.4) repeatedly in the

following subsections.

4.2.2 Random Regression Coefficients Model

We will examine the behavior of the risk difference

given by (4.2.1.3) and (4.2.1.4) in this special case. For

simplicity, a random regression coefficients model as
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appeared in Prasad and Rao (1990) will be considered The

model can be described as follows:

(i) Conditional on R r, B b and B j

1.— » m, Y.. ~ N(biXi., r A) , j

= b., i =

1,..., Ni? i

1,..., m independently;

(ii) conditional on R r and B b, B. ~ N(b, (rA0)
-1

1,..., m independently;

(iii)B is uniform ( - oo, oo) and R ~ gamma^Q,
independent 1y.

We can write (i) and (ii) as

yu bx . . 4- v . x • .
i J

• • ^ G • • «
i j ij’

(j 1,..., N-, i = 1,..., m) where e. . and v. are mutually

independent with v N (rAo>
-1 and 6• -

J

- N -1

He

m

X = (Xi 1 ’ xiN.)T» 1 1 ^ • • • 9 m ^ Z

ex., 'p = i
i=i~1 ~ ~1,T£N— ’ 5(A)

1
ím and E

_ 1 m t1

ÍNT + Ao • We
will show that under appropriate conditions the risk

difference given by (4.2.1.3) goes to zero, whereas the

risk difference given by (4.2.1.4) does not go to zero as m

oo. To this end, we will prove two theorems. The first

theorem will prove the A.G. property of the HB predictor

whereas the second theorem proves the nonoptimality of the

sample mean vector. To prove Th

need the following conditions. Assume
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m1Jl'Soch L (9m ) = F (say) < 00 * (4.2.2.1)

and for two positive numbers p^ and w i th Pi < P2

Pi < Xj . < • p2 for j = 1,..., N., = 1 ,..., m . (4.2.2.2)

Before getting into the theorems, we will make a remark on

the condition (4.2.2.1) which pertains to all the theorems

in this chapter.

Remark 4.2.2.1. Note that for average squared error loss

Qm = Im and the condition (4.2.2.1) trivially holds.

Theorem 4.2.2.1

N (xb0, -1
0 whe

Suppose under the prior 7Tq , Y

bQ is a scalar. Assume the conditions
(4.2.2.1) and (4.2.2.2) hold. Then for the random

regression coefficients model the HB predictor ^ in
(4.2.4) of 7 is asymptotically optimal under the loss

(4.2.2).

To prove the theorem, we need the following lemma. We

will use this lemma repeatedly in this chapter. Also, in

our applications the matrix P of the lemma happens to be

n . n . d .

Lemma 4.2.2.1. Let P(pxp) be a symmetric matrix and

U(qxp) be an arbitrary matrix. Then

chs(P)tr(yTu) < tr(pUTy) < chL (P) tr(yTu).
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Proof of Lemma 4.2.2.1. Use the spectral decomposition
p /-p

P = E where r¡. are the eigen values of P and £. are
i = l l~ 1 1 ~1

the corresponding orthonormal eigen vectors. Then,

tr wCl.iiiDuT one

The lemma follows.

Proof of Theorem 4.2.2.1. In Lemma 4.2.2.1, taking P = Qm

and U = - ?21?11^ ^1 ^ ’ it; follows
from (4.2.1.3) that

-21-11-

-21^11-
(4.2.2.3)
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(1) T (2) T\T
Partitioning x^=^x. , Xj ’ i , Xj

(1) (xi 1 ’"•» X )Tin J ’

«i
(2) (Xin¡

T

+1’"-
x •

¡yj j , i = 1,..., m, we can write E-j^

i = l(Ini + A51x[1')xp')T) and E-21 A51 S x[2>xP>T0 i=1~i -i
Define w

n n

E x?./Yao + E x?.). Then
j-1 i J/ V D j-i i J)

(2) V Y- Í-Y ^
Cf¿m [( 1 - w i)f ixi (u)]

where x.
i (u) (Ni - ni)

-1

J

N.
i

E x. .

n • +1 1J
and

t: r
(2) 52i5iix(1))(x(2) 521SIÍx(1)) c

T

|1fM(u)(1 - W i)
2

m o
< ¿ X., x- ¡t', >(u) (4.2.2.4)

(l)T„-iv(l)Y ' “ ' _ V ■LY6 eni

m (1)T/t . ,_i (1) .(l)Tx-1. (1)
.¿ Si lini 'r "0

+ X«¡^n «i

-£[»{i = lL
(1)T (1) . (1)T (1)a.(1)T (1) . , vi..(l)T (1)xl J-xl j xllYxlSi *i *i l*i Si

•f A0
m

A0 £ wi
1 = 1

(4.2.2.5)

From (4.2.2.3) - (4.2.2.5), we have
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-1

< r^1chL(Qm)ím 1O J*?(Jvír‘ (4.2.2.6)

1 m o

Now, by (4.2.2.2), m E x.^ x* v ' i=l i(u)
infinity as m goes to infinity

0(1) and
m

E w.
= 1 1

goes to

Then by (4.2.2.1), the rhs

of (4.2.2.6) goes to zero as m oo and hence from

(4.2.2.6)

1 iml
m—-oo [rg„,(To- £bf) - rQm(’0’ -Sb)]1* 0. (4.2.2.7)

But HQmi'O* ^Bf) - rQm([*o> -sb) ^ 0 for al 1 m and hence

1 im I
m— oo|[rgm('o- ^bf) - rQm(*0’ ~Sb)]1* 0. (4.2.2.8)

Combining (4.2.2.7) and (4.2.2.8), one gets the theorem

Now, we will consider the sample mean vector To

prove its asymptotic nonoptimality, we need the following

conditions in addition to (4.2.2.2).

Sup n. = K (say) < oo, (4.2.2.9)
i>i 1

Ni - ni + 1 > 2 for i > 1. (4.2.2.10)
and

ljjn chQ (Qm) = u > 0. (4.2.2.11)
m—♦oo ^ ~

Now we state and prove the following theorem.
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Theorem 4.2.2.2. Suppose under the prior ttq , Y ~

N^XbQ, Assume that the conditions given by
(4.2.2.2) and (4.2.2.9) - (4.2.2.11) are true. Then, for

the random regression coefficients model, the sample mean

vector is asymptotically nonoptimal predictor of 7.

Proof

— dm •

1 i m d
m —+ 00

of Theorem 4.2.2.2. Let

Since dm > 0 for all m,

r9m(f0’ ~ (s>) " SSB)
it is enough to prove that

m > 0.

From (4.2.2.4), using Lemma 4.2.2.1, it follows that

chs(Qm) r-0ltr(t

(4.2.2.12)

Now,

(4.2.2.13)

where m. A1 so

CE^.E -1^-21^11

Then
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- A -

-1
--21-11CE^,E7í)?11(lL - A - ss2isii)'r

m of _ 1 x - 1

i®lfiLni +A0 (xi(u)_xi(s) )2- V(1 -wi)xi(u)]
and hence

- A - ^-21-1 i 11)Sn(t - A - C?2i?i})
T

i = i L
4- A-1- - A"1

0 (x • , X - x . / x) -v l(u) i(s)' 0 C1 - wi>xi(u)]

£/i[nI1 + A6lwixi(u)1 = 1 L
2An x • / \X • / \ "f An0 1(u) i(s) Ü5lxi(S)]

m o

E f?
i = l

2

"I1 + A0lwi(xi (u) " wilxi(s)) + ^C1 W * X)x? / X1 ' l(s)

m 0

E
i=l

n
-1

-1

+ A6lw i(xi(u) -
w ilxi(s))

2

m n

E f?
i=l

ni,
E (xij - xj=lv J

n
í ..2

ni.E Xij) + Aj=i

-1
0

w .fx . / \ — w • X . / \ ]
i\ i(u) 1 i(s);

2

> 53 f?A0lwi(xi (u) "
w

1=1 Ilsi(s))
2

(4.2.2.14)

From (4.2.2.12) - (4.2.2.14),

dm > chg(Qm)m
_1 E f i
i = 1

(r0A0) lwi(xi(u) - w Ilxi(s))2

+ bo(x i (u) " x i (s)i (s))
2

> chg(Qm)(K + i)-2™-12
i = l

(roAo) lw i(xi(u) -
w Ilxi(s))2

+ bo(xi (u) - X
i (s))

2
(4.2.2.15)



Let:

and

l<i<m and x. / x < if 1 -I- w.Mx.
- ~ i(u) “ 2\ i/i O)

l<i<m and + wi^)xi (s)

Then ,

_1w -A^x?l O i

E
ies

b2A2x2bOAOxi
2

- A0r01(4Kpi) X(A0 + Kpl) 1 S xi(s)
1

+ b2A2(4K2p^)"1 £ x2 s), by (4.2.2.2), (4.2.2.9)l€S2 and (4.2.2.10)

> d 5Z x2 s) > dp2m, (4.2.2.16)
i = l ^ '

by (4.2.2.2) where

From (4.2.2.15) and (4.2.2.16) we have

chg(Qm)m ^(K 4 1) ^dp^m

and by (4.2.2.11)
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1 im dm > w(K + 1) ^dp? > 0 provided bn ^ 0.
m—► oo 1 u

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2.2.2.

Remark 4.2.2.2. Note that for average squared error loss

Qm = Im> and (4.2.2.1) and (4.2.2.11) are satisfied. Then

from the preceding two theorems it follows that while the

sample mean vector is asymptotically nonoptimal, the HB

predictor is asymptotically optimal.

4.2.3 Nested Error Regression Model

In this subsection we will examine the asymptotic

behavior of the risk differences given in (4.2.1.3) and

(4.2.1.4) under the nested error regression model. The

corresponding linear model is given by the equation

(2.2.3). Here * = IN , AQ = AQ , D(AQ) = A51Im, Z(1) =

0 In- 9 — 0 lju and £ = ® (iv + ^n^^N Also X ^i=l 1 i = l INi"ni i = l' Ni u

T (2)
= col col (x[.) and X = col col
l<i<m l<j<n^ ~ 1J ~ 1 < i <m n^+l<j

We will prove here that under suitable conditions,

given below, the risk difference between the HB and the

subjective Bayes predictor goes to zero as m —► oo whereas

the positive risk difference between the sample mean vector

and the subjective Bayes predictor remains bounded away

from zero. These two results will be provided in the form

of theorems. The first theorem in this subsection proves

the A.Ü. property of the HB predictor whereas the second
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theorem proves a negative result about the sample mean

vector which is design unbiased for the finite population

mean vector under simple random sampling.

To prove Theorem 4.2.3.1, we need to assume that
m

x

i=r
-T
x

i (s)-i (s)
is p.d. Moreover,

< oo ,

0(m) ,

and

(4.2.3.1)

(4.2.3.2)

(4.2.3.3)

where x. ,
- i (s

i — 1 ^ • 9 m •

Remark 4,2,3,1, Note that it tor some p.d. matrix Q,

JT x . = Q , then conditions (4.2.3.1) and

(4.2.3.2) hold.

Also to prove Theorem 4.2.3.1 below, we need an

inequality involving the eigen values of matrices. To this

end, we state and prove the following lemma.

Lemma 4.2.3.1. For a symmetric n.n.d. matrix P(pxp) and a

symmetric matrix T(pxp)
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(i) chL(I) < chL(P + T)

(ii) chg(T) < chs(P + T).

Proof of Lemma 4.2.3.1. From p. 62 of Rao (1973), we have

i /m\ a^Ta a^(P + T) a . _xchi (T) = sup ~ rr? ~ < sup =^m—-—- = chi (P + T) •

a.^0 a 1 a a ^0 a 1 a

Similarly (ii) can be proved.

Theorem 4.2.3.1. Suppose the prior 7rn is given by Y

N (xb0> -1
0

0

and the conditions given by (4.2.2.1),

(4.2.2.9) and (4.2.3.1) - (4.2.3.3) are true Then

~BF
(i) the HB predictor of 7 under the nested error

regression model, is asymptotically optimal under the loss

(4.2.2).

Proof of Theorem 4.2.3.1. Let am Qm (T0’ 5bf)
rQm ('O’ sSB Note that am > 0 for all m. To prove the

theorem, it is enough to show 1 im am0
m—>00 111

0

Now, from (4.2.1.3), taking P = Qm and U

(i)T 1 (i)rl/v(2)
*11*

fo11ows that

-21-11- in Lemma 4.2.2.1, it

am < 1chf (Qm) tr (2) E E~^X ^ ^-21-11-

(x (2) S2iSTÍx(1)'I CT
(4.2.3.4)
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Now "taking P X'-' ~ ETiX ^1 ^(l)Ty_i
-1

and UT X (2) - ?2l£ll*-!v (1))V
in the Lemma 4.2.2.1, we have from (4.2.3.4) that

(l)T^-iv(l)j
-1

x t r c(x (2) S2iSiix(1)VX (2) 52i5IiX(1))T5T
(4.2.3.5)

Here E.-»-,E -1='21-11
m r
© (n •
i = l|_ 1

+ V n.
E E-^ X ^ ^ ^’ -21-11-

co 1
• • (ni(ni + aq)

-l 1\t „ x. , and X (2) E E_^X ^ ^-21-11-

CO 1
1 < i <m

col (xT.)
n ^+ 1 < j <N | ~ 1J

- njCnj + A0) 1-ii J
0' ~N.-n•- ’x-ni(s)

F rom

we have

tr (2)
-21-11-

-lv(l)Vv(2) S2iS¡ií(1)) C
T

m

i5lfi(?i(u) - ni(ni+Ao)'1Si(s))T(8i(u) - ni(ni+Ao)-1§i(s))
<

m / -i

s?ASi(u) ' ni(ni+Ao)~i=i O)
Y^Yx . , \ - n-(n-+A«) 1x. , ^/ \~ i (u) iv i 0' - i (s)y

< 2
m rp m rpEx!, \X./ X -I- X 7 / xX./ xi=l^1(u)~1(u) i=l~1(s)~1(s) (4.2.3.6)

since for two vectors a^ (pxl), (pxl) ^ ” -2)
< -I- <*2-2) an<^ ni^ni

-1
< 1 for i 1 ^ • t • m

From (2.4.2) we have

x(1)ViX(1> m
n

£ £ («¡ji — 1 j=lV J
X • / \
-

1 (s))(*ij - *«S,)T
+ A

m -1« _-T

O.J^iCni + V A*i(s)*i(s)-
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From this and (4.2.2.9) we get that

- Ao(K + A0>
-1 ^ - -T> X . / \X . / X 1i^l~1(s)~1(s)

is n.n.d. and hence from Lemma

4.2.3.1, taking P S<l)V,S(l) - A0 (K + An) ^ S' x. , xxT, ,° i=i”1(®)~1(s)
and T A0(K + „0

m

Xn) we have

chol A/x(K + Aq) ^ V* x. ✓ sx! x x I < chS "0

m rry

y* x., nx! / x

i=i~11 s(x^TSiiX^)
i . e .

ch L X (1 )T
-1

< (1+K/AQ)chL

-1
m «T

i?i~i(s)~i(s)
(4.2.3.7)

From (4.2.3.5) - (4.2.3.7), we have

am < 2 r -1_-1 hL(Qm)(l + K/Ao)chL^.51~i(s)-T(s)
-1

0 m c

m rp m rpV x: / xX . , x + r x*
i=1“1(u)'1(u) )Si(s)

2TQ1(1 + K/Ao)chL(9m)chli .J *i(s)-T(s)
-1

i£xT(u)Xi(u)/m2 + *I(s)*i(s)/i = l O)
m
2 (4.2.3.8)

The rhs of (4.2.3.8) goes to zero as m goes to infinity, by

conditions (4.2.2.1) and (4.2.3.1) - (4.2.3.3). Hence from

(4.2.3.8)

lima
m oo

m < 0.
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But: am > 0 for all m. Consequently J. i m_am 0 and
m—►oo

the proof of Theorem 4.2.3.1 is complete.

Remark 4.2.3.2. Note that Theorem 4.2.3.1 remains true if

m

we assume
T^ ^ X • / \X • / \

i=l~1(u)~1(u)
n m '-p

o (m^) and ^ x : ,
i=i~1^

if we

m rp
place (4.2.3.2) by £ xf /

i=i~1 '•s)~i(s)

s)-i(s)

: 0(m1+e)

o(m^) or

and

m T
(4.2.3.3) by Y] x i , >,x . , >. □ (m 1-fe ) for any e < 1 I n a

special case of the nested error regression model, to be

considered in Section 4 • 4 , x j j xi? J 1,..., N., i

1 ,, m ; in th is case conditions (4.2.3.2) and (4.2.3.3)

are identical. Also in this case

m

i?i~i(s)~i(s)
m
v- T .L x • X • IS
i=l

p.d. since it is assumed that ranklX
(1)

P

Now we will briefly consider the infinite population

set up for this model. An alternative predictor for j in

the nested error regression model, as we have see n in

Section 2.4, is the predictor of Xb + y /i (say) , the

conditional mean vector given the values of the covariates

and the realized value of the random vector v of the

stratum effect, where X
N.

col fxT. ^1 < i <nA~ 1 (p)/
and x. , n

-1 (p)

-iNT E x. .. From Section 3.2 one can show that the HB
j=r1J

predictor (say) of ¿i under the loss (4.2.2) is given by
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co 1
1 < i <m

X »(1)V1X(,) + col
1 < i <m (ni(ni + A0)

Now assume "that the prior ir0
that ^ i

(1)
MVN

with ETo(Y(1)) = Xv‘^b0, E^0(v)
(1) Q, vt„(y(1))0 VSn

(roAo)-1?^). Then

the subjective Bayes predictor £53 (say) of H under the
loss (4.2.2) is given by

co 1
1 < i <m

co 1
1 < i <m

(4.2.3.10)

It can be shown that

co 1
.

1<i<m (̂ni(A0 + ni)

x (X^V^
and that under the same conditions of Theorem 4.2.3.1 this

risk difference tends to 0 as m —► 00. Thus, £33 also

possesses the A.O. property. Now in the following theorem
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we will establish that the sample mean vector is

asymptotically nonoptimal under certain conditions.

Theorem 4.2.3.2. Under the prior ttq given by Y ^

N (Xfeo- r^“E^ and the conditions (4.2.2.9) - (4.2.2.11), for-1
0

the nested error regression model the sample mean vector

is asymptotically nonoptimal.

Proof of Theorem 4.2.3.2. As in Theorem 4.2.2.2, it is

enough to show that for d m Qm('0’ ~ (s
- r

Qm(*0’ SSB

1 im d
m—mx)

m > 0.

From (4.2.1.4) and Lemma 4.2.2.1 we have

dm > r'01m 1c hg (Qm) - A - Q?21 - 1!) - 1l(~ " ~ ~ £-21-llJ^J '
(4.2.3.11)

In this case, L - A - CE2i?ii
m _ i _ i nr

A0i?1fi^A0 + ni) ni lni and
hence 21-11/(l - a - CSaiSiySnifc - a - ce^e~1''t
A0Diag(f2n-1(Ao + nx)_1,, fmnm1(A() + nm)_1
(4.2.3.11) we have

Then from

^m > r0^m lchs(9m)A0 ^ finiA(A0 + ni)
i = l

m 2_ -1 -1

> r51A0(A0 + K) _1K_1 (K + l)-2chQ(Qm)g v wm

by (4.2.2.9) and (4.2.2.10). Hence, by (4.2.2.11)

1 im dm >
-W-l -2

m— x)
m 1 n -0(A0 + K) K (K + 1)"^ > 0

and the theorem follows.
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4.3 Asymptotic Optimality with Known First; Stage
Variance Component: Fay-Herriot Model

Consider the following hierarchical model.

I .

11

Conditional on 0^ » B b and A S,

“ (Yil*—» Y i N i )T ~ KMNj’ Vi-Ni) ’
1,..., m independently where V. (>0) is known

sampling variance for i
• th stratum;

conditional on B b ( b-^ ,... , bp; *
and A 6,

0 N(X*b, ilm),

where 0 ^0^,..., 0mJ^» £ — (^1 >•••» ^m)^ and X
T

(xp..., xm) , each x. being a p-component column
vector. It is assumed that m > p and rank(X*) = p

III. B and A are marginally independent with B ~

uniform(R^), and A having a (proper or improper)

distribution h(<5) on (0, oo) . Explicit form of

h (S) will be provided soon.

The model given above by I and II is known as Fay-

Herriot model and was referred to in Section 2.5. Here we

would like to show that the HB predictor of 7, the finite

population mean vector, is asymptotically optimal under the

loss (4.2.2). We will accomplish this by showing that the

HB predictor of 0 is asymptotically optimal. Assume that

have the sample mean vector (yy vr1 (s) m(s)7

where Y . ✓ x is
1 (s)

on n. observations, i I ,». •, m .

Assume n• are so chosen that Vni V for all i jl , •.., m

In that case, from I-11 we have
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I*. conditional on 0 = 0 , B = b and A = Ó,

Y(s) ~ N(*> vIm)>
11 *. conditional on B = b and A = Ó,

• © - N(X*b, 61m) ;

and we replace III by

III7. B and A are marginally independent with B ~

uniform(R^), and A having a Type II (proper or

improper) beta pdf given by

h (S) « ¿a_1 (V + O-(a+/?)I[0<6<oo]’ (4.3.1)

with a > 0 and 0 (real) . In order to ensure a

proper posterior distribution for A, we shall

impose some restriction on 0 later.

Some authors considered models which are either

special cases or generalizations in some sense of the model

given by 17 — 1117 with Y replacing Y^s^* For example, in
Morris (1981), the case p = 1 and X* = lm was considered.

He used the notation /i for b-^ and obtained HB estimators of
0 when a = 1 and 0 = -1 . In Morris (1983), stages I/ and

II* of the model are considered in their full generality,

but b is assumed known, and an EB rather than an HB

procedure is used in the sense that no distribution on A

is assigned, and it is estimated on the basis of the

marginal distribution of Y. Ghosh (1989) considered all

the three stages of the model with a = 1 and /? = -!.
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Strawderman (1971) considered “the model with known b and

a 1, /?>0, while Faith (1978) considered the case of known

b, but assigned a general class of priors to A including

but not limited to the Type-II beta density as given in

(4.3.1) with a > 1 and 0 > 0.

Throughout we assume without mention that m is so

large that i(m - p) -F 0 > 0. Algebraic manipulations lead

to the following facts from I,-III/:

(i) conditional on = Y1 (s)
and A

0 - N(Hy(s), VH), (4.3.2)

x*(xlx
-1

-1 -1where H = V x( V x + 6
-1

m + VS'1?~xj> ?X
X XT-

(ii) conditional on Y/ xv ' -(s) yi(s) , A has pdf

f (s i y (s) oc exp ¡(V + m
■ ex,)? (s)

X (V + S) PV_1(V + 6) 0<6<oo.

(4.3.3)

Let U = V/(V -f- A) and u = V/(V 4 <5) . Then it follows from

(4.3.2) t hat

(4.3.4)

A1 so , writing sm it follows from
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(4.3.3) that the conditional pdf of U given Y

« exp|-^usm|u!^ ^ (1 - u)a_11 [0<U<1]* (4.3.5)
Accordingly, under the quadratic loss L(0, a) with L given

in (4.2.2), the HB estimator of 0 is given by

+ E„>ii(s))exJ(s)-
(4.3.6)

where

/ ufa,/!(ul?(s))du
0

1

u
Km-p) + (1 - u)

a-1 -^uSm Idu
0

1
Um-p)+/?-l

u (1 - u)
a-1

~2uSm
0

jdu
(4.3.7)

and

In the above ^ denotes the expectation w.r.t. the pdf
fa,/? given in (4.3.5).

We shall now evaluate the performance of the HB

estimator e^j of 6 for m under the loss (4.2.2) and

the N 6 ()Im) prior for 0. The subjective Bayes
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estimator of 0 under "this prior, say 7Tq and “the loss

(4.2.2) is given by

(4.3.8)

where u0 V/(V + 60) .

In this set; up, for an estimator 6 based on Y , >. of 6 ,~(s)
we denote its Bayes risk under the prior 7Tq and the loss L
in (4.2.2) by

(4.3.9)

where the expectation E^ inside the square bracket is

w.r.t. the conditional distribution ~ N(0, VIm) and

the outer expectation E^- is w.r.t. the prior distribution

7Tq . As in (4.2.1.1), we have

rQm (t0’ O ~ rQm ('O’ Ssb)

m_1E 7T0

m

(s)

(4.3.10)

where the expectation E* is w.r.t. the marginal
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distribution Y
Ms)

N(X*b0, (V + ¿0)Im)
obtained by averaging the (conditional) distribution oí

~ O)
/

given in I w.r.t. the prior 7r
0 We first show that

Qm (*0’ SBI Qm ('O’ gsb) 0 as m oo. To achieve this,

we need to prove a series of lemmas Denote the

expectation E O) given in (4.3.7) by Tm^Y ! <*> /?),
that i s

Tm(Y; Q> /?)
1

u
§(m-p )+/?

(1 - u) Of- 1exp(”2uSm)du
0

1
Km-p)+/?-1

u (1 - u) 0-1 HuSm

0

(4.3.11)

We subscripted it by m to show its dependence on m.

Note that Tm(y..; a, /?) is a statistic since o and p
are known prior parameters as appeared in III/. The first

lemma of this section shows that for o 1. Tm(Y (s) ’
1 ,

cL • S •

u q when 6 has the prior 7rn, i.e., marginally Y0 O)
N(x*b0, (V + ¿0)im).
Lemma 4.3.1. Suppose ~ (s)

N(x*bo> (y + Then

Tm(-(s); 1 ’ 0) converges a.s. (as m OO) to Uq .

Proof of Lemma 4.3.1. For o 1, from (4.3.11) we have
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(m-p) +/?
1

u
i(m-p)+/?-l

(4.3.12)

First:, integrating by parts the numerator in (4.3.12), it

follows from (4.3.12) that

- p + 2/3)/Sm

i(m-p)+/3-l

(4.3.13)

Assume first that m - p is an even integer and ¡3 is an

Using the symbol (d) d(d - 1) ... (d - r + 1)

for d > r, successive integration by parts leads to

(m-p) +/3-1

i(m - p) + /3 - 1

i(m-p)+/3-l
r=0

i(m - p) +/3-1

(4.3.14)

Accordingly,
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i(m-p)+/?-l
r=0

(4.3.15)

Next: writing Sm Ms) - X*bo)T(jY m
- exj(yO) - X*b0)/v,

and noting the idempotency of Im - P-X it follows that Sm

— 1 2
Uq xm-p• Now using Markov’s inequality, for every e>0,

(4.3.16)

Application of Bore 1-Cante 11i Lemma now leads to

Sm/(u01(m - P ^ ^ a . s . 1 as m —*oo . Hence,

E^(m-p)+/?-l/ :
r=0

i(m - p) + 0 - 1

-r

is2^m

< E i(rn_p)+^_1
r=0

i(m - p) + - 1 l(m - P) sm /(m - p))
-r

< E
r=0

i(m - p) + 0-1 Í(m - P) Sm/(m - p))
-r

(4.3.17)
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Choose m0 large that 2(0 - l)/(m0 - p) < gQ where 1 + gQ

< Uq . Hence, for m > iüq ,

rhs of (4.3.17) < £°° (1 + g0)r(sm/(mr=0 u v
- P))

-r

SL • s • E“(uo(1 + go)) < oo. (4.3.18)

A1 so, 1et £(m) 1 c
2^m

-(j (m-p) +/?-!.) k(m - p) + 0 - 1 !

exp| ism Hence,

log £(m)

ism + E25 (m-p) +/3-12 j=2
log j - i(m - p) + 0 - 1 ) log( ism

> 1
2iSm +

i(m-p)+/?-l
1log x dx - I ±(m - p) + 0-1 I logl ÍS2 2 m

1

Asm + ( i(m - p) + 0 - 1 ] log| £(m - p) + 0 - 12
1
2

~ ( gO -p)+/?-l)+l-( ^(m - p) +0-1
1
2 l°g| gSm

2Sm + (3(m - p) +0-1 log 1 +
2(0 - 1)

m - p

- l(m - p) - (0 - 2) - (i(m - p) +0-1 log
!q
2^m

2 (m - p)
(4.3.19)

Since Sm/(m - p) • Uq^ , it follows from (4.3.19) that

1 im m
m—-oo

1
logí(m) > ^(uq1 - 1 - log Uq1) > 0 a. s (4.3.20)
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Hence, from (4.3.15) and (4.3.17) - (4.3.20), one gets that

1hs of (4.3.15) oo a . s . m co. Once again, recalling

that Sm/(m - p) * u ^0 m co, it follows from

(4.3.13) and (4.3.14) that Tm(Y,.; 1, /?) a. s u

If m - p is odd and 0 is an

0

integer, use the

m oo

inequality

1
Um-p)+/?-l

u -^uSm ldu
0

>

1
\ (m-p+1) +/?-!

u p[ -guSm |du , (4.3.21)
0

and proceed similarly as before to conclude that

Tm(Y (s)’ 1
\ cL • S •

, 0) — u0 m Thus, for integer H 5

Tm(Y.s); 1, ft) a-s' uQ m

For noninteger /?, we make the following observation

Denote f- ^(UIY^S^ by f^(u) for brevity. Hence for 0 < 01,1

f/?;(u)/f/?(u) oc u

(s)

t in u. Using this monotone

likelihood ratio (MLR) property, it follows from Lemma 2,

part (i) of Lehmann (1986, p. 85) that if [/?] denotes the

integer not exceeding 0

E
1 ,M(Ul?(s)) - E1>IV)) - El,nfl+l(ul*(s))

i . e . , Tm^Y 1» [/?]) < Tm^Y ; 1 , (3^

< Tm Y(s); i, [/?]+i (4.3.22)
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Since Tm

m

(s)5 1- [/?]) ^uo and T
-i /q\ 3» • S •

; i, pj —■ u0 •

m (s) ; 1, [/?]+l) a- u0

co so Tm(Y(s) This completes the

proof of Lemma 4.3.1.

For a general a (>1), we use Lemma 4.3.1 to prove the

following lemma. This lemma plays a vital role in proving

Theorem 4.3.1 below.

Lemma 4.3.2. Suppose YO)
N(x*b0, (V + ¿0)Im). Then

Tm O) ; a, p) as defined in (4.3.11) converges a.s. (as

m oo) to Uq for a > 1 .

Proof of Lemma 4.3.2. Denote fa>/j(u|Y(s)) by fa^(u) fo
convenience. Then for fixed /? and 0<a<a(.

oc (1 - u) af-a 1 in u. (4.3.23)

Integrating by parts the numerator in (4.3.11), for a > 2,

Ea,i(Ul?(s)) = (” - P + 2/>)/Sm

- 20 - l)Sm1E(>i/u(l-U)-1

Using the MLR property as given in (4.3.23)

u/(l - u) t in u, and Lemma 2(i) of Lehmann

once again, it follows that

(4.3.24)

, the fact that

( 1986, p.
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ei,>|yO)
-1 -1

- 1

a-s- (U51 - i)-1 m oo (4.3.25)

from Lemma, 4.3.1. Since Sm/(m - p) m oo, it:

follows from (4.3.24), (4.3.25), (4.3.7) and (4.3.11) that:

TmiY ; a , /?) E
(s) Uq a. s (4.3.26)

m oo for a > 2 Thus, for a > 2, lim Tm^Y, -v ; a, /?)m—>oo

Uq a.s. Now, for l<a<2, using the MLR property once again

e2>í(u|? («.)) - E«,^(UI?(S)) - El,í(Ulí(s))- (4.3.27)

Since both E T1 ./A~ 1 ¿ (s)) ~ 'm\~ (s) ; i, /?) and E2^(U|Y (s)

T»(?(.)¡ 2, f)
from (4.3.27) that

a.s. to u0 m oo , it fo 1 1 ows

Tm(-(s);
E

O)
\ a.s.

) - u0 m 00 for l<a<2

Thus Tm(Y(s); a, /?) a-s * uQ m 00 for al 1 a > 1, and

the proof of Lemma 4.3.2 is complete.

Remark 4.3.1. For 0<c*<l we conjecture that the Lemma

4.3.2 is true. This is because
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Tm(Y(s); <*> P)
E

O
1 - ~ U'Y(

1 - E
a+1 ,0 (1 - U) M'1-

E
a+1 ,

(1 - U) -1Y(s) 1 + SE«+x,,»(uili (s)
Hence, by Lemma 4.3.2, for any fixed i,

E
a+1 ,0

U1 | YO)
i — 1

5oE*+i’j (u|YO) Uq a. s m

Hence for each i 1 2-L ^ 9 • • • 9

1 im
m —>oo

l
£ E
i=l

a+1 (s) ,¿u¿
1 = 1

a. s

Finally making i oo we have

1 im
Í—‘OO

1 im
m—oo

£
£ E
i = 1

a+1

u

(s)
0

1 - u
a. s

0

Hence, if we can change the order of "the above iterated

1 imits, then

oo

1 im r E
, 1

m—>oo a+1
i = l

u

(s)
0

1 - u
a. s

0

or equivalently

lim E JV\Y,m—►oo a , 1 ~ ( s
u
0

oo .

cL • S •
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However, one has to justify the change in the order of

these 1imits.

We now turn to the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 4.3.1 below proves the A.O. property of e^j defined

in (4.3.6).

Theorem 4.3.1 Suppose Y(s) ~ N(x*bQ, (V + ¿0)Im)-
rQ„(”0' s

Assume

the condition (4.2.2.1). Then, if a > 1 , BI

Qm ('O’ 5SB 0 m oo .

Proof of Theorem 4.3.1. From (4.3.10), we have

r- (»o> §bi) - rqm(7r0’ §sb)Qm

1 p ^
m E SBl(?(s)) - eSSB(± (s)

T

Qm( l(~ (s)) - e

^SBV^(s)

< Lemma 4.2.2.1

m ^ch L (Qm)Ej(YY' Y' 'K,/?(UIV(S)) - -o(Y(s)-X*b0)|2,(S)~~X»~(s)

by (4.3.6) and (4.3.8)

m 1chL(qm)E*|(y (s)--X*Y (s))(Ea, r (U|Y (s) )-uo)-uo(-x*-(H‘~X^ (s)~-*~0

(4.3.28)
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The last equality follows since Ea,^(Ul-(s)) is a funct:ion
of YT1 f s)f I"' - Ex.)?Y(s) and hence [Ea,/?(UI- (s)

2

0

?7.)(l- - Ex. ? («) a function of m PxJY(8) which
is distributed independently of !?x*^(s) under the

distribut ion m^Q^y (s)) •

Also, since under m, (?..), íTs) m
- ExJV (s)

(V -f ¿q) Xm-p 9 (m " p) ^(l. “ ?X*)~~ (s)
SL • s •

(s)
V + <5q . Hence

2

by Lemma 4.3.2 I EQ ? IY cs^) ~ uq ) m m
- Ex.)? a. s .

(s)

0 m oo under m^^y (
Also , E t>T

(
- u 0

< 1

and m
~ O) m

- Ex. ?O) is uniformly integrable in m.

Then m ^E~ E«>'?O)
- u

2

YT
0 Y(s) m

- Ex.)?O) 0

m oo. Also, E~|P^ Y(s) - X*bQ
2

(V + 6q)p. Now from

(4.3.28) and the condition (4.2.2.1), we have

0 < 1
m
im rn r-►oc|_ ymv 0’ ?BIe"T) - r

Qm (T0’ sSB

< 1 im I rn (tIq , eBI)m Qm

- r
Qm ('0* SSB

< r 1 i m m
m —- oo iE*{(E«,d(ui?O) - u 0 1 ~ (s) m

- Ex,)? (s)
+ m1l,Som 1(V + ¿0>PU0 0.

Therefore r0 §Bl)Q
- r

m Qm (T0’ §SB 0 as m oo and the

proof of Theorem 4.3.1 is complete.
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Now we will return to the prediction of finite

population mean vector 7. From I it follows that the

HB predictor of 7 is given by

-Bf(Y(s)) = Diag(l-f1,..., l-fm)Y(s)

+ Diag(f^,..., fm) ?Bl(Y (s)) * (4.3.29)

And from I* it follows that the subjective Bayes predictor

of 7 under the prior 1Tq is given by

Ssb(Y(s>) = Diagil-fj,..., l-fm)Y(s)

+ Diag(fj,..., ^m)?SB (Y(s)). (4.3.30)

We will now show the asymptotic optimality of the HB

(s

rqm(T0’ -BF) - rgm(T0’ ~sb)

From (4.2.1.1) ,

|Diag(f 1
x < D i ag ( f j ,..., fm)

< m 1chL(qm)chL^Diag(f^,..., f^))

E eBl(Y( )

m ^chj^(Qm )E Sbi(Y(s)) -
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since f? < 1 for all i 1 } m • From this we have as in

Theorem 4.3.1 that r„ (ir0, e0F) - rg (*0, gSB)Q 0

m oo.

4.4 Asymptotic Optimality with Unknown
Variance Components

In this section, we dispense with the assumption of a

known variance component at the first stage, and consider a

hierarchical model similar to the one considered in Section

4.3.

I .

II

Conditional on 0 g, B b, R r and A A, Y.

N('¡»N. "i ~N.) ’ 1 1,..., m independently;

conditional on B b , R r and A A, 0

N(x*b, (Ar) 1Jmj , where X*(mxp) is assumed to have
rank p < m;

III. B, R and e AR are mutually independently

Pdistributed with B ~ uniform(R ), e has pdf f(e) oc

€-a-l < a < i(m-p)^ and R ~ gamma^aQ, , that

is R has pdf h(r) oc exp^agr) r2^o whe aQ ^ 0,
and gQ (real) satisfies (n - l)m -f gQ > 0 where
the sample size from each stratum. Thus, e has

n is

improper gamma pdf, while R has a proper or an

improper gamma pdf with its parameters satisfying

certain conditions.

Here also we are interested in proving the A.Q. property of
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■the HB predictor of 7. We will attain "this by proving the

asymptotic optimality of the HB predictor of 0. Assume

that we have a sample Y_._ of size n from the 11 n

• th

stratum. Let Y , n
- (s)

Y. , Y , >.Y^ where Y. , xl(s)’ m(s)/ i(s)
1 11

n 1 £ Y. •, i
j = l 1J

1 , • • * , m and S
m n /

T T (Y.. - Y., v

i=i j=i^ ^ 1(»
F rom

I , it easily follows that °U- S)T 1is minimal sufficient

for (»t, So our posterior distribution will depend

only on ) , s)T.
Using I - III with routine calculations, one obtains

the following results

(i) conditional on Y/V J ~0) Y(s) , S s , R r and A A,

0 N[(n+A) 1(ny(s)+APx>(ty(s) (nr) 1(n+A)_1 m+AExJ]
(4.4.1)

(ii) conditional on \fS = s and A = A,~ (s) i(s)

R Gamma! 2va0
nA . -T

n + A~ (s )dm Px^)y(s) ), i<nm-p- 0

(i i i) cond it ional on and S = s, A has pdf~ O) *(s)

i(A|y(s), s) oc (A/in+A))2^"1 P^A a 1

x a0
nA .-.T (t _p -|-J(nn.-p-2«+g0)

n + A- (s)V~m eX*jy(s)J
(4.4.2)
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Let U A/(n + A). Then, from (4.4.2) it follows that the

conditional pdf of U given = ^(s) anc* ^ s is

u
i(m-p-2a)-l

(1 - u)“-!(l + uF) -i(nm-p-2a+g0)

(4.4.3)

0 < u < 1, where F = ny^g^Im - !?x*)y (s)/(a0 + s) . Note
that if aQ = 0, F is a multiple of a usual F statistic.

Also, from (4.4.1) and (4.4.3), one gets the HB estimator

of 0 under the loss (4.2.2) given by

Shb(¥ (s)

where

(4.4.4)

E„(U|Y(S), s)

f1 l(m-p-2a) , -l(nm-p-2a+g0),= / u (1 - u) (1 + uF) du
0

. f1 l(m-p-2a)-l a-1(^ -Knm-P-2a+g0),-r / u (1 - u) (1 + uF) du.
0

(4.4.5)
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We now examine the asymptotic (as m oo) behavior of §fjB
as an estimator of 0 under the subjective prior 7Tq which

specifies the value rn for r and the distribution 0 ~

N ro) 1-m) ’ and under the loss L(0 , a) given in
(4.2.2). Then, marginally x and S are mutually

independent with Ys~\ ~ N^X*bQ, rQ^(n ^ + A ^• (s) 0 ) Im) and S ~

r’ly20 *(n-1)m *
We prove a series of lemmas culminating

eventually in Theorem 4.4.1 which establishes the A.Ü.

property of eHB as an estimator of 6 under the general

quadratic loss given in (4.2.2).

Denote the expectation Ea|lI|Y/ n, given in (4.4.5)
by Wm(y(s)f S; a).
consider the seque

We subscripted it by m so tht we can

nee |Wm (s) , S; a): m > 1

First the following lemma is proved. Then this lemma

will be used to prove a general lemma for a > 1 .

Lemma 4.4.1. Let u^ = A^/(n + Aq). Consider the0

a 1. Then, as m

0

oo, Wml ~ (s)
0 -a \ cL • S •

, S; 1J — u0, whe

Y f \ and S are mutually independent with Y/ x~(s) * H ~(s)

N(X*b0j r«1(n 1 + A 10 0 ) Im) and S ~ r~1y20 *(n-l) m

Proof of Lemma 4.4.1. Assume m is so large that t 1

i(m - p - 2) > 1 and t2 ¿((n - 1)m + gQ) > 1 Sin

a 1, it follows from (4.4.5) that
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O) , S; l)

At 1 (1 + uF) -(tl+t2)du
O

1

u
ti-! (1 + uF) (t^+t2)du

O

F -1
r1 t

J (uF/(1 + uF)) 1(l/(l + uF))t2~2(f/( 1 + uF)2)du
O

,1 t -1
i- / (uF/(l + uF)) 1 (l/(l + uF))t2~1(f/( 1 + uF)2)du

O

F/(l+F)
F -1

( t
J v -v)

2
F/(l+F)

-2 / r ti-1 tQ-l
v 1 (1 - v) z dv.dv

O O
(4.4.6)

Integration by parts gives

F/(l+F)
v

F/(l+F)
^

V (4.4.7)

Combining (4.4.6) and (4.4.7), one

-lr^l 1ti/((t2 - 1)F) - (t2 - 1)_1F A (1 + F)

F/(l+F)
ti-1
v 1 (1

tQ-l
v) Z dv

0

-1

(t1+t2-i)

(4.4.8)
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Note that since S ~ rO^X^n-l)m’ ^/(^n - l)m) a~ r-1r0

m oo. Again, using the idempotency of Im - PY , it-x*
_tfollows “that: nŶ
O) m

- Ex.)? (s) (s) -*-o)T(ím - ?xj
(s)

~ X^bQ) ~
-1-12
r0 u0 Xm‘P

-tHence , nY• O) m EX.)?(.)/"
a.s. -1 -1

r0 u0 m Thus, t1/((t2 - 1)F)
{(m - p - 2)/((n - 1)m + gQ - 2)}f 1 ' (n - 1)_1 x

(n - l)r01 /(roluo1 0
m oo . Hence, for proving

Lemma 4.4.1, it: suffices to show that the second term in

the rhs of (4.4.8) converges to zero a.s. as m oo under

the distribution of and S given in the lemma.

With this end, assume first that t-^ is a positive

integer, and use successive integration by parts to obtain

F/(l+F)

0

t-, -1
v 1 (1

t0-l
v) dv

-(1 + F) -(ti+t2-i) -i tj-j-l

t2 •• (t2 + J) + (tx- i)!r(t2)/r(t i + t2),
(4.4.9)

where (x) 0 1 ■ (x)j x (x - 1) ... (x - j -»- 1) for j

1, 2,..., x and f(-) is the usual gamma function. Hence,

from (4.4.9),
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(t2 -

, N F/(1+F)
t "f*t rj— 1 -(t-,-1) f t.,-1

1)(1 + F) 1 2 F 1 '/ V 1 (1
t0-l

v) Z dv
0

-(*2 '
tl-1 (t1-l)jF

-J

j=0 t2(t2+1) (t2+j)
+ (1 + F) tl+t2_1

x F ^ (t2 l)(t^ 1) ! f(*2)/f(^i + ^2)

> "(t2 ~
t-,-1 J
i i (t1-l)‘J t1+t0-l

1)E 1 ' F J + (1 + F) 1 2
j=0 t j + 1

2

x F
-(*1-1)

(*2 ^)(*i i)!r(^2)/F(*1 + *2)

> (t2 - OVE? {(*1j=o *■

J
- 1)A2} f + (1 + F) tl+t2“1

x F (*2 ■*•)(*! 1) • r(*2)/F(*l + *2^'
(4.4.10)

Note that the first term in the rhs of (4.4.10) converges

a.s. to -Ej3_Q(n - 1) ^((n - 1)uo)j = ~^°°_QU0 = _(1 ~ uo)_1
as m —► 00. Also, using Stirling’s bounds for gamma

functions,

second term in the rhs of (4.4.10)

t-,+t9-l -(t-^-l) i
> (1 + F) 1 2 F 1 (27r)2(t2 - 1)
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12(t1+t2-l)

(1 + F) 1 2 F 1 (2tt)
1
2

(t2

(4.4.11)

Recal 1 that: t-^

F * (n - 1)_^Uq^ as m —► oo. Write h(m) for the

logarithm of the rhs of (4.4.11). Then,

(m - p - 2) t 2 i((n - 1)m + gQ), and

1 im
m oo

m ^h (m)

+ i(n - 1)1og(n - 1) - ¿n log1
2

n

(4.4.12)

using (1 4 x)n >14 nx for 0 < x. Hence h(m) —*• oo a.s.

as m —► oo, and it follows from (4.4.11) and (4.4.12)
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that the second term in the rhs of (4.4.8) converges to

zero a.s. as m —► oo.

If t-^ is not an integer, write

t1 -1
h^_ (u), = u (1 + uF) -(ti+t2)t i

f1 "tn-l -(t1+t0)
f / u 1 (1 + uF) 1 2 du

0

t'l-tlThen, for t^ < t^, h^_, (u) oc ^u/(l + uF)j
Using "this MLR property, and writing Wm^Y, x, S; 1^

1 in u

eí (U|V (s) , s), iit follows that E£^U|Y/-S\>1 S) 1i s t i n t 1

where E^ 1
denotes the expectation w.r.t. h^. (u) . Hence, if

[t^] denotes the integer part of t 1 [tx] > i,

[t
Eí. níUIY, x. S) < E*

1
S < E*[tl]+i(uIY(s). S).

Since both ET (u|YO) ’ s) and E
[t^] +1

a.s. to u 0 m oo it follows that E^

(Ul?(s)>
(u|Y

S) converge

O) , s) a- u 0

m oo. The proof of Lemma 4.4.1 is complete.

Lemma 4.4.2. Consider the set up of Lemma 4.4.1 with

a > 1. Then Wm^Y/s\5 S; a'j a. s Uq as m

Proof of Lemma 4.4.2. Assume m is large enough so that t3

l(m - p - 2a) > 0. Now,
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Wm(Y

I ut3(l - □)“-'(! + uF)'(t3+t2)du
0

J ut3 1(1 - u)a-1(l + uF) (t3+t2)du.
0

(4.4.13)

Consider first: the case when a > 2. Integration by parts

/ ut3(l - u)*-»(l + uF)"(t3+t2)du
0

~ ( tg+t^ ) 4- 1
x (1 + uF) ° du - |(a - l)/(tg -I- t2

1

x /“at3(l - u)-2(l + uF)"<t3+t2)+1du
0

1 -1

-t3/(t3 + t2 - 1)}F u 3 (1 - u)a 1
0

X

X

(1 + uF) ^ ^ 2^du -I- {^3/(^3 + ^2

1

/V3(l - „)«-!(! + uF)'(t3+t2>du
0
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- {(a - l)/(tg + t2 - 1)}f_1

/ ut3(l - u)«-2(l + uF)-(t3+t2)+1 (4.4.14)

Combining (4.4.13) and (4.4.14) one

Wm(-(s)’ S; “)
= (t3/(t2 - dJf"1 - {(a - l)/(t2 - l^F-1

x Ea[U(l + UF)/(1 - U) IY (s) * Sj (4.4.15)
where recall “that Ea is the expectation w.r.t. given in

(4.4.3). Hence, from (4.4.15),

Wm (s) > S; a)
< (t3/(t2 - 1 F

-1 a
Uq as m oo

Also, writing fa(^u | Y

f /(u)/ftt(u) aa /

(s) , s) as fQ(u) for a < a
t

+
"la —a

F)(1 - u)J J, i n u . Hence,

u/(l - u) is t in u, for a > 2,

(4.4.16)

s i nee

(1 + uF)
(t3+t2)
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-T J ut3 X(1 - u)(l + uF) (t3+t2)du
0

+ uF)'(t3+t2)du
0

to-1 -(tn+to)
-r / u 3 (1 - u) (1 + uF) 3 J du

0

M(1 - U»(s)- S)] ' <* - uo)_1 m —* oo.

(4.4.17)

From (4.4.15) and (4.4.17),

” 1) / (^2

(s)’ s}]
cL • S •

u^ - 00
u 0

m oo. (4.4.18)

It: follows from (4.4.16) and (4.4.18) that: for a > 2

Wm(Y(s), S ; «) a. s u 0
m oo. For 1 < a < 2, the

inequality E0^U|Y (s) > s) < Ea(u|Y (s) , s) < eJuiy (s) ’s) and

the fact that both E-,^U|Y^ n, = Wm^Y (s)’ S; 1^ and1

E2(u'Y(s)> wm (s)

to conclude that Wm(Y(s)

, S; 2)
p \ cL • S •

» S; a) — u

a . s. to u 0
m 00

0
m 00. The

proof of Lemma 4.4.2 is complete.
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Under the subjective prior ttq which specifies r = Tq ,

A = Aq and 0 - n(x*1>q, (ro^o)_1~m) the subJec1:ive Bayes
estimator of 0 is given by

u0 ) YO)
+ uq^*Bq (4.4.19)

The following theorem proves the A.O. property of •

Theorem 4.4.1. Assume the condition (4.2.2.1) holds. Then

for the prior 7Tq given at the beginning of the section and
for a > 1, TqJttq, §Hg) - , egg) - 0 as m - oo.

Proof of Theorem 4.4.1. Let E* denote the expectation

taken w.r.t. the joint distribution of Y(s^ and S specified
by the prior iTq. Then as in (4.3.10), we have

0 <

(4.4.20)
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Note that Covtt0[ (Im - Px*)Y(s)» Px*^(s)
Im - ExjEx -1 -1

0 + A^)(PX«i
0

' eL) 0 si

idempotent. So under wQ, P^Y(s) and m
- Ex.)i(a)

statistically independent. On the other hand, from (4.4.3)

it follows that Ea(u|Y(s)> a function of ^Im - (s)

íTs)(l'» - Ex.)? (S) m Ex„)Y(s))TCIm - P-X*)Y(s)
and S. Also Y , x and S

- (s)
are statistically independent. So

the two terms inside || |2 in (4.4.20) are independently

distributed. From this discussion and noting that

E*(P\ Y(s)) - X^bQ, we have

the rhs of (4.4.20)

(4.4.21)
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si nee tr(C) tr(exJ rank(X*) P As in the proof of

-lr,*
Theorem 4.3.1, we can prove m Ea (U | Y ^ , S)O)

x2_
- uo) *T(s)

x (Im ” -x^- (s) 0 m oo Hence from (4.4.20),

(4.4.21) and (4.2.2.1), we have

1
m
im rn (7r
"*■cjcymv 0’ ~HBe,m) - r

Qm (T0’ SSB

< T 1im E
—

m—*oo E„(U|Y(S), S) - u0)2?T (Im exJY^ *c O)

0.

Hence, rn (xQ, #HB) - **Q (*0, egB)Q
0 m oo .

m

We may now apply this theorem for HB prediction of 7

From I - III, it follows that the HB predictor of 7 is

given by

o-s) Diag (1 -f x , l-fm)Y-BFl¿ fsV *-‘mn(s)

+ Diag(f1,..., im) §hb(^ (s) ’ S) (4.4.22)

where f. = 1 - n/Nj, i = 1,..., m. From I it follows that

the subjective Bayes predictor of 7 under the prior 7Tq is

given by

sSb(¥(s)’ S) = DiagCl-fj,..., l-fm)Y (s)

4- Diag(f-^,..., im)iSB(Y(s)9 (4.4.23)



Note that

^Bf(¥(s)’ S) " -Sb(^(s)’ S)
= Diag(f tfm)^ÍHB(^(s)’ S) “ ^Sb(^(s)’

gives

o

|sbf(Y(s)» S) “ -Sb(^ (s) ’ S)|
2

^ Nhb(Y(s)> S) - Ísb(^(s)’ S)| •

Using the above inequality, we can easily show as i
Section 4.3 that rg^Q, eBF) - rQm(T0 ’ §SB

0 as



CHAPTER FIVE
SIMULTANEOUS BAYESIAN ESTIMATION

OF SMALL AREA VARIANCES

5.1 Introduction

In “this chapter, we are interested in simultaneous HB

estimation of variances from several small areas, where

each small area has a finite number of units. This chapter

is developed following in part the outlines of the

preceding three chapters. We will develop the HB estimator

of the finite population variance vector assuming an

underlying normal linear model for the superpopulation

under a quadratic loss.

We use the notations introduced earlier. Let 9

nn

pm) denote the finite population variance vector

where p (N. - 1) -i
N.

E (V. . -
j = lV U

Y i)2. ‘ 1 , •.., m . We want to

find the HB estimator of p and study its asymptotic optimal

property under the loss

(5.1.1)

where Qm (mxm) is a known n.n.d. and nonnull matrix. This

loss has been used in the previous chapter.

169
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Bayesian estimation of variances from stratified

samples were considered earlier by Ghosh and Lahiri (1987b)
and Lahiri and Tiwari (in press) without incorporating any

auxiliary information. Hartley and Rao (1968) introduced

auxiliary information in the estimation of variances for

stratified samples only in a very special set up The

present chapter treats the variance estimation problem in
the general framework of Chapter Two.

In Section 5.2, we have developed under the set up of

Section 3.2 (i.e., with known ratios of variance

components) the HB estimator of a quadratic form. We have
used this result to derive explicitly the HB estimator of

P This estimator is considered in greater details in

Section 5.3, in the special case of nested error regression

model (2.2.3) with x ^ •
x • , J 1,..., N.; i 1 ,..., m . As

in Chapter Four, we study the asymptotic optimality of the

proposed estimator. Since this problem is much mo

algebraically involved than the one we considered for the
means in Chapter Four, we restrict ourselves to this

special case. While we prove that this HB estimator is

asymptotically optimal under the loss (5.1.1) and the

subjective prior 7Tq of Section 4.4, we establish that the
usual sample variance vector turns out to be nonoptimal.

To prove these results, we do not need the n. to be equal
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So far we have assumed “that the ratio of variance

components is known. In Section 5.4, for this special case

again, we derive the HB predictor following the
hierarchical Bayes set up of Section 4.4 when both variance

components are unknown and are assigned gamma priors
(proper or improper). Following the arguments of Section
4.4, we have been able to prove the asymptotic optimality
of our HB predictor under the additional assumption that
all the n^ are equal. Ghosh and Lahiri (1987b) and Lahiri
and Tiwari (in press) have also proved the asymptotic

optimality of their EB estimators under average squared
error loss without requiring the n. to be all equal. But,

as pointed out earlier, they have not used any auxiliary
information.

5.2 Bayes Estimation of a Quadratic Form when
Ratios of Variance Components Known

We will consider the set up described in Section 3.2.
T

We are interested in estimating a quadratic form Y FY

where F (NrpxNrp) is a known symmetric matrix. Writing
-11 -12

-21 ?22
and F ((Nj “ nrp) x (Nf “ nT^) we can break up Y^FY into
three parts given by
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ytfy + 2Y(1>TF12Y(2) + Y<2>TF„„Y<2>~22~

(5.2.1)

Under squared error loss, "from (5.2.1) "the Bayes estimator
of YTFY is given by

eB(Y^) = e(yTFY|Y^)
= y('1')Tf1iY<'1') + 2Y(1)Tf12e(y(2')IY<^1'>)

+ e(y('2^TE22^<'2')|^('1'))- (5.2.2)

Now from Theorem 3.2.1 we have

and

(5.2.3)

= (nT + g0 - P - 2)-1(a0 + Y(1)TKY(1))G (5.2.4)

where K, M and G are given by (2.3.4) - (2.3.6). Using
(5.2.3) and (5.2.4) in (5.2.2), we have

eB(Y(1)) = Y(1)Te11Y(1) + 2Y(1)TF12MY('1)
T

+ (MY(1)) F22(MY(1)) + („T - g0 - p - 2)-1
X (a0 + Y(1)TKY(1))tr(F22G). (5.2.5)
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From (5.2.5), we will derive the HB estimator of p.

(N. - 1)
-1 Ni,£(Yij -

2
Y

j = l
i) ’ 1 1 ^ } rn • Recal 1 that: Y (i)

CO 1
1<i<m (̂YP*), Y

(2) col (Y^) and yT
1<i<m' 1 ' ~1 Yp)T, YP)T)

1,..., m. Also, let F^
fill fi 12
f i 21

, where Fj 11

(N. - lr^In. - Njijn.), Fj12 = -(N. - l)"1^^i ~n•,N•-n.

fT^i and F _• (N¡ - D-^In „ -
N i^N.-n.)* It

to see that with these notations p vTf¡y¡- Denote

e(y[2') IY^1^) = (MYU;). and v(y^; | 1 J) = Gj. Then from
(5.2.5), we can write the Bayes estimator of p. as

(i)

piB y(1)TF V(1) + 2Y(1)T¿i fill¿i + 2M Fn2(MY (1)

+ (MY(1))¡ei22(MY(1))i + tr(-i22® i) (5.2.6)

We will use (5.2.6) in the following sections to find the

Bayes predictor of p in the special case of nested error

regression model.

5.3 Asymptotic Optimality in Nested Error
Regression Model for Known A

We will consider the model of Section 4.4 with A = Aq

(known), where the n. are possibly unequal. For our

convenience we will rewrite the model explicitly below.
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I .

II

Conditional on 0 0 , B b and R

N(Mn. -i In.). * 1,..., m independently;

conditional on B b and R r, e ~ N(x*b, (A0r)
-1 I±m

where X* co 1
1<

91 (4)i<nA 1 '
is assumed to have full

column rank p < m.

III. B and R are mutually independently distributed

with B ~ uniform(R^) and R ~ gamma^aQ, where
a^ > 0 and gQ (0 1) such that nry 4- gQ - p > 2.

We can write I and II as a linear model

Yij
T
Xjb + Vj + e.j, (5.3.1)

J 1 ,..., N . ; i 1,..., m. All the random variables v. and

1 J
are mutually independent with e 1 J

- n(o, r ^ 1 and v

-1N( 0, (A0r)'x), j 1 9 • • • * N i ; i 1 , • • . , IT1 .

From (5.3.1), we can write down X, Z, $ and D as

appeared in (2.2.2). Using this, after some simplifi¬

cations, it follows that after writing uj = ^q/(h- + Aq) ,

i = 1 ,, m, and b Ea= 1 (1 - Ua)xaxjj £™=1(1 ” ua)*aYa (s) 9

(my (1) E (2) (1)

(ni + A0 )-1(n1Yi O) +
■ -n •

ui)?i(s) + ui^I^]lNrni (5.3.2)
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— (nrj, + gQ + Y

+ Vui*T( EC1
Oí— 1

(5.3.3)

Using (5.3.2) and (5.3.3), we have from (5.2.6), after some

simplificat ions,

f N

(5.3.4)

i
ry *

where a. = (1 - u.) x*, i = 1,..., m.

We will now show “that i = 1>...> rn, is

asymptotically optimal under the loss (5.1.1) and under the

subjective prior 7Tq which specifies that Yj ~

N^(xTbQ)lN , r51(lN. + '^51-N .)^ ’ i = 1’"’ m independently.
To this end, we will have to find the subjective Bayes

estimator Pjgg of p*. Under the loss (5.1.1), for i = 1,...,
m, after some simplifications
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ui)
(5.3.5)

where denotes the expectation taken under the prior

distribution 7Tq .
X X

Let Pb = (^1B ^mB) and ¿SB = (^1SB ’ ^mSb) *

Using the notations of Chapter Four, to prove the A.Ü. for

Pg , we nee<^ To show

¿b) " rqm(T0» ¿Sb) — 0 as m -* oo.

We establish it in the following theorem assuming the

condition (4.2.2.1).

Theorem 5.3.1. Assume that the condition (4.2.2.1) holds.

Then for the prior Tq given above, the model (5.3.1) and
the loss (5.1.1), pg , the HB predictor of p is
asymptotically optimal.

Proof of Theorem 5.3.1. Using standard Bayesian

calculations, we get

am (say).
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Since am > O V m, it is enough to prove = 0. By

Lemma 4.2.2.1 ,

am ^

and hence by condition (4.2.2.1)

< T 1im m
—

m —►oo

So it is enough to show that

Now,

(5.3.6)

* (nT + go - p (5.3.7)

and
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(s) *T&)2 - Y.
i (s)

- *!*?o)
2

(say)

- [xT(b - b0)]2 - 2xT(b - b0)(?¡( s) - *16)

Note that under ttq , Y.i (s)
rp ~ -

xjb and b are independently

distributed with Y.i (s) xjb ~ NÍO, r01(nT 1U71 - AqÍxT
m

( E a
a=l~

~ 1
and b ~ N( bQ, (A (TO ) Then

after some simplifications

E,ro(t i) (V>rn)"VI( 2 §

-1
T

OL— 1
*i (5.3.8)

and

V^0(ti} 2(-oAo)"M( fie
a= 1

-1
T

*i

2uTX xT( 2
a— 1

-1
T

*i

< 4(r0A0)-2xJ( 2 a
a— 1

-1
T XjU-1 (5.3.9)

From (5.3.7) and (5.3.8),

(Ni " 1 ^ i B " ^ iSB

f. niui(ti " E,ro('ti0
+ h:| [a0 + Y(1)TKY(1))/(nT + g0 - p - 2) - r^1

where h^ (Nj - u.) +
rr/ m '-p\

Uj(l -
-1

*i Note that
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(1 -
TV m

u ; ) £ j ( S aaaa1 1 V*= 1

T\- 1
«i a]Y S aaJ)1 va=l '

-1
a* and the matrix P

rp m T _>i \\ .
a . ( D aaa¿) a.)) is symmetric idempotent.~ 1 a=l ~ ~ J//

Therefore

aT( E aaaj)a . (*

-1

1
a .
~ i

< 1 . Using this we get hj(Nj - i)-1 <

(Nj - 1) ^fN. - Uj + u.] < 2 since we will assume that >

nj + 1 >3. From all these observations, it follows that

2

piSB

< 2
2

+ 4| (aQ T Y )/(nT + gQ - p - 2) -
2

-1
0

Hence

(5.3.10)

From (5.3.9) and (5.3.10) we have

< 8(r0A0)

+ 8Ex + Y nT + g0 " p ” 2)

(5.3.11)
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Now since = Aq/ (Aq + n.) and a^

(5.3.12)

Recall t hat ^-1-1 — © í”-^n. © *1 n «""I * X — col ^ 1 j-j . x • ^ and~11 i = lL i u ~ ij l<i<m'~ l^1/

K = { - E^X ^ ^(x ^ 1 Jx ^ ^ Since under 7Tq ,

~ N^X^^bQ, it: follows from Rao (1973, see
Result: (vii) on p. 188) that ~ ro^An^-p* Then
it is routine to check that

1 im Eir
m— oo 0

a0

~|2
HO1] = 0

(5.3.13)

nT oo as m

Combining (5.3.11) - (5.3.13), (5.3.6) follows Th

completes the proof of Theorem 5.3.1.

Let 2u is2(fel >•••* s2sm
T

where 2
Oi - i) 'ijlii(Y¡j-?i(S))2

assuming n. > 2, i 1 ,..., m . We will show now in the next
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theorem that under some conditions, this estimator is not

asymptotically optimal.

Theorem 5.3.2. Assume the conditions (4.2.2.9) -

(4.2.2.11) hold. Then Tor the prior ttq given above, the
model (5.3.1) and the loss (5.1.1), pjj, the traditional
estimator of p, is asymptotically nonoptimal.

¿u) - rQm
Then

Proof of Theorem 5.3.2. Let dm

dm m 1e*o(¿U " £sB)T9m(¿u ■ ¿Sb)
> chg(Qm)m

-1
- P íSb)2’ by Lemma 4.2.2.1

and hence

1 im dm > lo 1 im m
-1

m— oo m—oo

m / o

V Ett ( s .
•^ "ov i

2^íSb)^ Ey (4*2.2.11).

It is enough to prove that

■AML"'E'o(s? - ?ísb)2 > 0
1=1

After some simplifications,

piSB i = [("i - 1)(N. - 1)
-1

- !>? -
r"1r0

+ ni(Ni - 1 1
Y.
i (s)

- *T?o)2 rolniluI1

Under 7Tq ,

o _

s • and Y. / x
1 1 (s)

are independently distributed for

1,..., m. Moreover E■otf) r'1ro •
Then
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E* 2
O ^ísb]

2

N i - ni)/(Ni - !)]%,(.?) + nf(Ni -
x E^j-

O
Y.i (s)

- sl&o)
2

rolnilu~i1
2

> 2rQ2f?/(ni - 1)

> -2 2

2r0^(l - nj/Cnj + 1)) /(ni ~ 1) by (4.2.2.10)

Henee

> 2tq2(K + 1)"2(K - 1)_1 by (4.2.2.9).

1 im m
-1 m

m
£ et

2

i = l O ^íSb] > 2r 2o (K + 1)"2(K l)"1 > o

The proof of Theorem 5.3.2 is complete.

5.4 Asymptotic Optimality in Nested Error Regression Model
with Unknown Variance Components

In the previous section, we assumed the ratio of variance

components was known. Here we will dispense with this

assumption and use the hierarchical model described in

Section 4.4. This is an extension of the model in Section

5.3 where A (= Aq) is assumed to be known However, unlike

in Section 5.3. we will assume all the n. are equal to n.

We will first derive the HB predictor Ppjg of p

that the HB predictor Pjjjg of p ^ is given by

Note
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^ iHB E Pi IY
(l)

E E(pi I A, Y
(1) Y (1) (5.4.1)

To facilitate the derivation of E(pi I A, Y C1)) ;
)
i n

(5.4.1) we will write down the expressions of the first two

moments of the distribution of given and A F rom

III of Section 4.4, it easily follows that

IV. conditional on A A, B and R are mutually

independently distributed with B ~ uniform(R^) and

R ~ gamma(la0, l(gQ-2a)).
Write U A/(n + A) and u A/(n + A) From I, II and IV,

we have as in (5.3.2) and (5.3.3) with appropriate

modifications that

E (2)|a, y<[) O - U)Yi(s) + U*]b]lNrn (5.4.2)

V(*i(2),, .,(1)A, Y

(nT + g0 " 2a “ P ~ 2) 'L^a/-v + Y-*'-0 + y^kyW

-Nj-n + A
-1
U-N j-n + n luxT(J xkxj

-1

* i~N j-n Í'
(5.4.3)

(1)T (1)
In this balanced situation, n^ = nm, Yv KYv = S + USSR

where S
m n /

E E y,,
i= l j=lV J

- Y
i (s))

2
and SSR n?T

' (s) m
- ExjiO)

and b (xl-xx*)-!xtyO) Note that b does not depend on A.
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As in Section 5.3, we get from (5.4.1) - (5.4.3) that

E(^1 I A , Y
(1)

(Nj - 1) (Y¡j - Yi(g))2 + (N¡ - D^nfjU2

(s) -T&)2 + (Ni

Nj - U + U(1 - U)xT( £ (1
k=l

-1
T

- U)xkxk x.

x ^aQ -f S + USSR^(nm + gQ - 2a - p - 2) .

Finally, we have

^iHB (Nj - 1) (yu -
2

s)

+ (Ni -
-\2

(s)
- s|b) E„(u2|Y , s)

-1+ (Nj - 1) ijEa N. - Ul 1 *!(¿i*k*k)
aq 4- S -f USSR Y, s

- O) (nm + gQ - 2a - p - 2)
(5.4.4)

where Ea(-) is defined in (4.4.5).

Qm

Now we will show the risk difference rg ^7Tq , -

("O’ £sb) = am (say) goes to zero as oo to show that

the HB estimator is asymptotically optimal. The prior 7Tq
is as given in Section 5.3 (also in Section 4.4). We will
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state and prove the following theorem. Note that a

appearing in the theorem is a prior parameter.

Theorem 5.4.1. Assume the condition (4.2.2.1) holds Then

for the prior Tq given above and for a > 1 , ^HB *s

asymptotically optimal for the balanced nested error

regression model.

Proof of Theorem 5.4.1. As in Theorem 4.4.1, let E* denote

the expectation taken w.r.t. the joint distribution of

and S specified by the prior 7Tq. Then following the proof
of Theorem 5.3.1 it is enough to show that

m
-1 m

£ E*piHB1=1

- P i Sb]
2

0 m oo.

Let Ea(u | Y (s) ’ S)
vm(yO) , S; a) = Vm and uQ = AQ/(n + Aq) . Then

HB
- P ísb)

(N:-l) 1fin (?i(s )-»Tb)2Vm " (Yi(s)“ -I-o) u0

-1
+ (Nj - ír^f.Ea N. - Ul 1

-1
- *T( | sks£) *i

x (aQ + S + USSR) / (nm + gQ - 2a-p-2) - rg1 (N i " uq)|- (s) ’ S

f ipli + t'2i + t3i + t4i] (5.4.5)

where
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*11 (N- - l)“1n(Yi (s) xTb)2(vm - uo)> (5.4.6)

t2i (Ni - 1)_1nunl(y.0 i (s) *T6)2 (s)
- *bo)

2

+ n i—-1,, — !XTr0 u0 -i
m rp

£ *k*k
k=l

-1

(5.4.7)

*3 i 1 ~ NI1) {(aQ + S + SSRWm)

and

t4i

f (nm + gQ - 2a - p - 2) -
-1
0 (5.4.8)

-(Ni - 1)_1< 1 5Kk5 sksk)
-1

*i

xEa U(a0 + S +USSR)/(nm + gQ-2a-p-2) - r^u^Y sj.

Then

(5.4.9)

{f i HB "
\2 4 Q

^ i Sb) - 4| * j i
f. < 1 and

*

2
4 2

< 4 £ tjij=i J

Conseque n't 1 y ,

m
-1

i^i V i HB
\ 2 4 -i m q

^ísb) - 4.£m .£*jij=i 1=1 j
(5.4.10)

As in Lemma 4.4.2, we can show "that: V
a. s

m
2
0 under

-1 Í1 , 2 a. s
L> i
i=l

7Tq . Using “this, we can show “that m
— 1 m 2

m “tí: is uniformly integrable. So we have
i=i

0. A1 so

1 i m m
m-^oo

0 (5.4.11)

Now since
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-2 2 2\rn ugV*

it follows from a calculation in the proof of Theorem 5.3.1

that

lim m“* V E*(t^-) = 0.
m—*oo

\ — \ V ^

Since Nj > 2 for all i, we have

m- ^ ^2 to- < 2.25Í ( a^ + S + SSRWm)
i=l L

_n2
-r (nm + gQ - 2a - p - 2) - rQ j .

(5.4.12)

(5.4.13)

SL s •

Recal 1 that Wm ^ Uq . Also it can be shown that under

7Tq, S/(m(n - 1)) r"1 and SSR/(m - p) • t^Uq1, by
using Markov’s inequality and Bore 1-Cante 11i lemma as in

Section 4.3. From these, it follows that

Also it can be shown uniformly integrable.

E*^(aQ + S + SSRWm) / (nm + gQ - 2a - p - 2)
m —► oo. Therefore, from (5.4.13)

Hence

0 as

(5.4.14)

we have t 24 i
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We can also show as before

Wm (aQ + S) + SSRVm nm + g0 - 2a - p - 2) - r0luo] a*S

and uniformly integrable. From this, we have

1 i m m
m—►oo

1 IS ^ /1 E E*(ti = 1

2
4

0 (5

Combining (5.4.10) - (5.4.15) we get

1 im m
m —>oo

-1 m

£ E*piHB
1 = 1

- -|2
^ i SBj 0

and the theorem follows.

•

0

4.15)



CHAPTER SIX
SUMMARY AND FUTURE RESEARCH

6.1 Summary

In this dissertation, a unified model-based HB

prediction theory is developed for small area estimation as

well as for animal breeding and comparative experiments.

On the basis of the analysis of two data sets in Chapter

Two, it is apparent that the HB analysis is a viable

alternative to the existing frequentist methods of

inference. Especially, for complex models, often we do not

have closed form expressions, or suitable approximations,

of the MSEs of the EBLUPs or the EB predictors. On the

other hand, the Bayesian procedures provided in this

dissertation can be used routinely given the present state

of computing facilities.

In the special case of known ratios of variance

components, the HB predictor was shown to be BLUP for a

vector of linear functions of the finite population

observation vector or the vector of effects, without any

distributional assumption. Moreover, for a suitable class

of elliptically symmetric distributions, it was shown (a)

to be the BUP, (b) to universally or stochastically

189
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dominate all linear unbiased predictors, and (c) to be the

best equivariant predictor under suitable groups of

transformations. So if one has a fairly good idea of the

approximate values of the variance components based on past

data, one may incorporate that information in the prior and

expect that the proposed HB predictor in the general case

will be approximately optimal. This was supported by the

asymptotic optimality property we established for a few

specific models. Also, we proved the asymptotic optimality

of an HB predictor of the finite population variance vector

in an important special case.

6.2 Future Research

We have proposed an HB model which is applicable when

we have a single characteristic for each unit in the

population. In survey sampling and animal breeding

experiments, it is quite common to have more than one

characteristic for each unit and characteristics are

correlated within a unit. A useful research will be to

provide a suitable multivariate extension of the proposed

model to include this type of problems. Another important

model which is not considered is the longitudinal data

problem. Here for each individual unit we measure one or

more characteristics over time. An HB model, under such

circumstances, involves generalization of the present model
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to take into account both the within unit and between unit

variation.

The present dissertation did not address the

robustness issue' except Tor the study of universal and

stochastic domination which in some sense provides

robustness for the bowl-shaped loss functions. One

important issue is the prior robustness. For the vector of

fixed effects, we have used uniform prior which can be

viewed as a diffused multivariate normal prior. The

performance of the proposed HB predictor for other priors

whose tails are heavier than the normal (e.g., multivariate

t) is a topic for future study.

In the preceding two chapters, we have studied the

asymptotic optimality of the HB predictors for special

models with two variance components when both variance

components are unknown. It might be worth exploring

whether the techniques used there can be generalized to

problems with more than two variance components.

Finally, in this dissertation, we assume no

nonsampling error, measurement error, bias or nonresponse

so that once a sample is drawn, the value of the

characteristic is known for sure. So in predicting finite

population means or variances, we did not change the

sampled vector which corresponds to the seen part of the

characteristic vector. Estimation of the finite population
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means or variances in presence of response bias

measurement: error can also be explored.

or
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3.1

Under the assumptions oí the Theorem 2.3.1, the joint

pdf of Y > B, R and A is given by

f(y, b, r, A)

(A • 1)

Now ,

(y - xb)T?_1(y - Xb) = (b - b)TXT£-1X(b - b) + yTqy,
(A. 2)

where b = (xTE_ 1x)_ 1XTE"1Y and Q = E_1 - E" 1x(xTE" 1x)~ 1XTE~1.
From (A.l) and (A.2), one gets, integrating b out, the

joint pdf of Y, R and A is given by

194
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f (y, A) oc 151
1
2 xte-1x

1 j(Nrp+. E g^-p)-1
2
r 1=0

(A.3)

Now, integrating w. r. t. r, one finds “the joint: pdf of Y and

A is given by

i

f(y, A) <x XTE'1X
1
2

t
x ao + X*ixi

1 = 1

+ yTQy 5(NT+iI0Si P) t: iff.ñ if1
i = l

-1

(A.4)

Similarly starting with the joint pdf of Y
(i)

, B, R and A

one gets the joint pdf of Y
(i) and A is given by

hfy^1^, Aj oc
V

1
2

-11 X (1)T i (1)
-11-

1
o

t (1) T d')
aQ + £ aiAi + y' ; Ky ^ '

i = l

-i(nT+.|ogi-p)

x ft A^"1
i=l

(A.5)

So the conditional pdf of Y
(2) given A A and Y ^1^ = y^1^

is given by
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oc (|£!/|£
1

11 xte_1x x^^ejJx^1^
1
2

t
x a0 + £

1 = 1
aiAi +

1 “fc

y(l)TK (i)V(nT+i=os¡ -p)

x lag +
t
Y1 ai^i
i= l

+ yTQy
-j (Nt+. ^qSi-P) (A.6)

Now,

X'Tv-1X X (l)T__lv (1) . /v(2)
-11- + - E-21-11- )

V~ 1 ( Y-22. li-
CS) v v-e ^ )\

-21-11- )

XTE-1X X (1)T lv(l) . /v(2)V- iv
-11- + - E e-ix(1Y-21-11- )

x E-22 . ll- CS) v y-iy e1))
-21-11- )

X ei)Tv_i (i)-i i- -ix(2)-521ej1x(1))
..(2) V-1Y(1)
- " -21-11- -22.1

v
-22.1

Yei)Tv_iY(l) v

. 1 +
(2) E E-V'Y-21-11- J

ei)T^_lvei)riY~ x\
-li¬

es) V Y— lx ( A ))
-21-11- ) -22.1

eA.7)

by using Exercise 2.4 on p. 32 of Rao (1973) "twice. Again
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using the same exercise, we have

^22.1 (A.8)

Using the definition of G from (2.3.6) and (A.7) and (A.8)

we have

x(1)Tsj}x(1) IS I

5

x(1)tEI}x(1) -11 (A.9)

Now using a result oí Sallas and Harville (1981) we have

Q 1 im (EE + cXXxxT)
-1

1 im B
€ —► OO ~

-1 (0 (say) . (A.10)

We partition B(e) into

(A.11)

where Bj.(e) = Ej- + eX ^ ^ ^ (i, j = 1, 2). Next using a

standard formula for partitioned matrices (e.g., p. 46 of

Sear1e, 1971),
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yTB_1(Oy = y(1)T§íi(Oy(1) + (y(2) - B2i(0B¡J(e)y(1))T
x ^22.l(y(2) - ^2l(f)Blíy('1')), (A.12)

where §22 i(0 = ” @21 (0 B ^ J (e) B^ (0 • Using a

formula similar to (A.10), and recalling the definition of

K in (2.3.4) we have

1 im B1 }€ —► OO ~ 1 1

Silx(1)(x(1)T5lJx(1)) 1x(-1')T?jJ
(A.13)

Next, observe that

®2l(e)-11 (f) = -21-11 (€) + -(2)X(1)T
x (eix + fx(1V1>T)-1.

Again, by Sallas and Harville (1981),

= (s<1)Tsii*(1))-18(1)Ts:i.
From (A.13) - (A.15) and (2.3.5), it follows that

cUsfeCOBíJíe)
= E21K + X^(x^TEiJx^)-1X^TEjJ
= M.

(A.14)

(A.15)

(A.16)
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Now ,

some

F rom

note that:

-1
^<21^^11^J -12.(Oi (0

-1 (1)v(1)T\-1v(1)v(2)T
E«hB7í(0512 + e?2l(~ 11 + XV~'X-21-11

+ eXWxWfVu + eX^V1^)-1 -12

2v(2)v(1)T (l)v(l)Tx-l (1)V(2)T
+ tíX'”/X''' (-H + eX^^X^^1) X—X

(A.17)

X^l) is of full column rank, thereNow

matrix F s.t. X ^ ^ = FX ^ \ Then

e2X (2>X (1 )T(?X X + fXU;X^i;i) XV'X
(l)v(l)Tx-lv(l)v(2)T

eFF(eX (1)X(1)T)(?n +
(lWl)Tx-l (1)v(2)T) * X

eFX(1)X(2)T - ??!!<((?!! + eX^lylX^i; *) V''f«(1)v(1)T\-1v(1).|v(2)T

£x(2V2)t ESnUSn + *
(1)„(1)Tn-1 (1) I (2)TX € EX

(A.18)

(A.17)

22.l(0

and (A.18), it follows that

— §22^) ” ~21 (e)~l 1 (0 ~ 12

= ?22 " -21-11 - 12
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- 521{(5ll + fx(1>x<1^T)-1X(1)4x(2)T
- Sia>/«SC1>T(»11 + <x<1>x(1)T)-1}512
+ FSllj(Sll + *<155<1)T)‘V1).}s(2)T.^ J

(A.19)

Now using (A. 13) and (A. 15) we have -from (A. 19) that

1 im B
€ —► OO

E -21--12 -21^1r-
-lv (l)/v (l)^n-lv (l)\~^v(2)T

SliX x

- x (2)/v(1)T„_1v(1)n-1v(1)Tt,_1?ii*v * y~
-11~ 12

-iv(i)/v(i)Viv(i)r1v(2)T
+ £?11?11-' (- SiiX x

E - ?21-11-12 + ?2l5ll^
-iv(i)/v(i)Viv(i)ri

?iix

x x (1)Tv-1r>x * -11-12 -21-11-
-iv(iVv(i)Viv(i)r1v(2)T

?:jx »

- x (2Vv(l)T„_lv(l)rlv(l)TT,_1v- i Y

end X -11^12

+ x(2)fx<1)TSIlx(1>r1x(2>T, X (2) FX (1)

?22.1 + (- (2) ?21-11--lv(l)Vv(l)Vlv(l)rl?IiX )

(2) v y- 1Y
~21~11~

(1)\T after some rearrangements

G using (2.3.6). (A.20)

Note that G is p.d. Now from (A.10), (A.12), (A.13) and

(A.20), one gets
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yTQy y
(1)T (1) . A.(2)

Ky + - My (l)\To-l/..(2) - My
(1)

(A.21)

Now from (A.6), (A.9) and (A.21) it follows that

f(* (2)u, y(1)
1
2

t (1) T
oc |G| a0 + E aiAi + yv ' 'Ky

i = 1

(1 )\~3 (^T-nT^

x <1 +
(2)

- My
(l)\T„-l/..(2) .. (1))S - My

t

t

o ^ £*i*i
1=1

ar\ "f + y(1)TKy(1)
~ \ (^T+^ ^q8 i~P)

(A.22)

Wr i t: i ng I +
t

E §i
i =0

- p a0 + E aj^i
i=i

+ y(1)TKy(1)IG Q ,

it follows from (A.22) that

f(y (2)U, y(°

OC 101
1
2

nrp +
t

E §i
i=0

- p +
(2)

t

(2)
- My

(1) (nT+^Q&i~P+iNiT“nT)
(A.23)

From (A.23) and (2.3.2), it follows that the

conditional distribution of ^ given Y^ ^ ^ and

A = A is (Nrp - np)-variate t-d i st r i but i on with d.f .
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t
+ E «i -
i=0

parameter Q

A1so, sinee

p, location parameter My
(i) and scale

A), it follows

from (A.5) that

(1)T ! (1)
¿'ll*



APPENDIX B
AN INDEPENDENCE RESULT IN A FAMILY OF
ELLIPTICALLY SYMMETRIC DISTRIBUTIONS

Lemma B. 1 . Consider a Family of distributions '5P

{gf (X/3, a2E) : £eRP, a 0 where 6_p (• , •) is as defined by

(3.3.18), X (nxp) is a known matrix of rank p and E (nxn)

is a known p.d. matrix. Then for a random variable Y (nxl)

2with distribution 8_p(X/?, a E) , s(Y)
i«)
s2tt)

and z(Y) are

independently distributed where s-^(Y) = ^Y^QY^, ^(Y)
(xte_1x) 1XTE"1Y, z(Y) QY/s1(Y) and Q E -1

E_1X
-1

x(xte_1x) xte_1.
Proof of Lemma B.l. To prove this lemma, we need to verify

the conditions of Proposition 7.19 of Eaton (1983). First

we will note that s(Y) is sufficient for the family of

distributions 9. Note that Y has pdf

f(y; /?, <0 OC f((y - x^)7?-1^ - X0)/<r2 (B.l)

and

(y - X^)7?"1^ - X0)/o2

yTE-1y/<r2 - 2/?7X7E~ 1y/<r2 + PTXTE~1XI3/a2 .
(B.2)

203
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Recall from (3.3.16) - (3.3.18) that f is assumed to be

known. From (B.l) and (B.2) , it follows that ( ~ I is
X E Y

sufficient for ^. But

YtQY = Yt?_1yy - (xts_1y)T(xte-1x) 1(xte_1

gives that yt?_1y
xte_1y

and s(Y) are one-to-one functions of

each other. So s(Y) is a sufficient statistic for the

f am i 1 y ^ .

Let 95 Rn - J1(X) where Jt>(X) = |x/?: /?GR^| is the
vector space generated by the columns of the matrix X.

Also, let A where <36n is the product <7-

algebra in Rn . We have chosen 95 in this way so that for

T
y£96, y Qy > 0 and z(y) is defined. Note that Pg [Y£95]

+

1

Also denote the Cartesian product of R , the positive

part of the real line, and R^ by í, i.e., Í R+ x , and

the cr-algebra of the subsets of Í by {ce^BP+1 : CC*

Now, consider the group § (G, ) where the set G is

given by G a a (x/?) 6 R+ x and o is a binary

operation which we define below. For a^ 4) £ G,

1, 2, we define dld2
X(£i + d^2)

With this

definition, Q is a group with as the identity element

and (g) -1 d -1

-d-1X/
£ G as the inverse element of a £ G
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For y G í, G acts on from the left by g(y) dy 4- X3 G

9B. Note that the result of G acting on $ from the left is

equivalent to the group of transformations

§2 {g0 d’ £grP’ d>0: g r 5 u ~
(y) dy 4- X/?}

given by (3.5.15).

Consider another group Q (G, *) where G {t I 7
d\ - o+ .. nP
0 G R x R and * is a binary operation which we define

for 7.
di
i i

6 G, i 1 , 2 by 71*22

easy "to verify that Q is a group with

dld2
d1^2 + il

€ G

It i

the

identity element and (7) -1
d -1

-1 € G as the inverse
~d /?

element of 7 G G.

Now, we will show that G is a homomorphic image of G.

Define the function r/ from G onto G by

*l(s) d
€ G

where
- - (x/?) G G. It is easy to verify that for q,

and Qr^ G G, ^(a^oa^) = r](q^) * ^(^2)~2
and r)(a (l(s))

Then the function 77 i s a homomorphism from G onto G and G

is a homomorphic image of G.

For s
1
2

G if, G acts on If from the left by
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Sometimes we will say G a group without explicitly

referring to the group operation.

Note that G acts measurably on (i. cx) and G is a

locally compact and j-compact topological group (with the

usual topology in with (7-algebra C-^. Also, the

mapping (7, s) T(s)
ds 1

ds2+/?
from (Gxí, to (?, C^)

is measurable. He CiXCi is a product (7-algebra of C 1

with itself. So the conditions of Proposition 7.17 of

Eaton (1983) are satisfied for G and the measurable space

(»• Cj). Also note that G acts transitively on if. Since

s(dY + X/?) dSi(Y)
ds2(Y) + 0 t(§(Y)),

so s on to if is measurable and equivariant

It is easy to check that

Q(dY + X£) = dQY (B.3)
and

Sl(dY + X£) = dsx(Y) • (B . 4)

The definition of z(Y) and (B.3) and (B.4) imply that

z(dY + X/?) = z(Y) • Hence z(Y) is a G-invariant function.

Moreover, if Y ^ S_p(0, S), then the distributions of
the family of random variables |a(Y) — dY + X/?: a G g| is
given by the family of distributions . So all the

conditions of Proposition 7.19 of Eaton (1983) are

verified. The independence of s(Y) and z(Y) follows.
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